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Abstract
In the NP-hard edge dominating set problem (EDS) we are given a graph G = (V,E) and an
integer k, and need to determine whether there is a set F ⊆ E of at most k edges that are incident
with all (other) edges of G. It is known that this problem is fixed-parameter tractable and admits
a polynomial kernel when parameterized by k. A caveat for this parameter is that it needs to be
large, i.e., at least equal to half the size of a maximum matching of G, for instances not to be
trivially negative. Motivated by this, we study the existence of polynomial kernels for EDS when
parameterized by structural parameters that may be much smaller than k.
Unfortunately, at first glance this looks rather hopeless: Even when parameterized by the deletion
distance to a disjoint union of paths P3 of length two there is no polynomial kernelization (under
standard assumptions), ruling out polynomial kernels for many smaller parameters like the feedback
vertex set size. In contrast, somewhat surprisingly, there is a polynomial kernelization for deletion
distance to a disjoint union of paths P5 of length four. As our main result, we fully classify for all
finite sets H of graphs, whether a kernel size polynomial in |X| is possible when given X such that
each connected component of G−X is isomorphic to a graph in H.
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1 Introduction
In the edge dominating set problem (EDS) we are given a graph G = (V,E) and an
integer k, and need to determine whether there is a set F ⊆ E of at most k edges that are
incident with all (other) edges of G. It is known that this is equivalent to the existence of a
maximal matching of size at most k. The edge dominating set problem is NP-hard but
admits a simple 2-approximation by taking any maximal matching of G. It can be solved in
time O∗(2.2351k)1 [19], making it fixed-parameter tractable for parameter k. Additionally,
for EDS any given instance (G, k) can be efficiently reduced to an equivalent one (G′, k′)
with only O(k2) vertices and O(k3) edges [34] (this is called a kernelization).
The drawback of choosing the solution size k as the parameter is that k is large on many
types of easy instances. This has been addressed for many other problems by turning to so
called structural parameters that are independent of the solution size. Two lines of research
in this direction have yielded polynomial kernels for several other NP-hard problems. One
possibility is to choose the parameter as the size of a set X such that G − X belongs to
some class C where the problem in question can be efficiently solved; such sets X are called
1 O∗-notation hides factors that are polynomial in the input size.
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2 Edge Dominating Set
modulators. The other possibility is to parameterize above some lower bound for the solution,
i.e., the parameter is the difference between the solution size k and the lower bound.
The vertex cover problem, where, given a graph G and an integer k, we are asked
whether there are k vertices that are incident with all edges, has been successfully studied
under different structural parameters. It had been observed that vertex cover is FPT
parameterized by the size of a modulator to a class C when one can solve vertex cover
on graphs that belong to C in polynomial time; e.g. if C is the graph class of forests or,
more generally, of bipartite or Kőnig graphs. Furthermore, there also exist kernelizations
for vertex cover parameterized by modulators to some graph classes C. The first of a
number of such results is due to Jansen and Bodlaender [20] who gave a kernelization with
O(`3) vertices where ` is the size of a (minimum) feedback vertex set of the input graph.
Clearly, the solution size k cannot be bounded in terms of ` alone because forests already
have arbitrarily large minimum vertex covers. This result has been generalized, e.g., for
parameterization by the size of an odd cycle transversal [25].
There are also parameterized algorithms for vertex cover above lower bounds that
address the specific complaint about the seemingly unnecessarily large parameter value k in
many graph classes. It was first shown that vertex cover parameterized by ` = k −MM
where MM stands for the size of a maximum matching is FPT [28]. In other words, the
parameter value ` is the difference between k and the obvious lower bound. This has been
improved to work also for parameterization by ` = k−LP where LP stands for the minimum
fractional vertex cover (as determined by the LP relaxation) [6, 26] and, recently, even for
parameter ` = k − (2LP −MM) [15]. All of these above lower bound parameterizations of
vertex cover also have randomized polynomial kernels [25, 24].
Motivated by the number of positive results for vertex cover parameterized by struc-
tural parameters we would like to know whether some of these results carry over to the
related but somewhat more involved edge dominating set problem.
Our results. For kernelization subject to the size of a modulator to some tractable class C
there is bad news: Even if C contains only the disjoint unions of paths of length two (consisting
of three vertices each) we show that there is no polynomial kernelization for parameterization
by |X| with G −X ∈ C unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly (and the polynomial hierarchy collapses).
The same is true when C contains at least all disjoint unions of triangles. Thus, for the usual
program of studying modulators to well-known hereditary graph classes C there is essentially
nothing left to do because the only permissible connected components would have one or two
vertices.2 That said, as the next result shows, this perspective would ignore an interesting
landscape of positive and negative results that can be obtained by permitting certain forms
of connected components in G−X but not necessarily all induced subgraphs thereof, i.e., by
dropping the requirement that C needs to be hereditary (closed under induced subgraphs).
Indeed, there is, e.g., a polynomial kernelization for parameter |X| when all connected
components of G −X are paths of length four. This indicates that the structure even of
constant-sized components permitted in G−X determines in a nontrivial way whether or
not there is a polynomial kernelization. Note the contrast with vertex cover where a
modulator to component size d admits a kernelization with O(kd) vertices for each fixed d.
Naturally, we are interested in finding out exactly which cases admit polynomial kernels.
This brings us to our main result. For H a set of graphs, say that G is an H-component
graph if each connected component of G is isomorphic to some graph in H. We fully classify
2 This very modest case actually admits a polynomial kernelization.
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the existence of polynomial kernels for parameterization by the size of a modulator to the
class of H-component graphs for all finite sets H. To clarify, the input consists of (G, k,X)
such that G−X is an H-component graph and the task is to determine whether G has an
edge dominating set of size at most k; the parameter is |X|. Note that these problems are
fixed-parameter tractable for all finite sets H because G has treewidth at most |X|+O(1).
I Theorem 1. For every finite set H of graphs, the edge dominating set problem
parameterized by the size of a given modulator X to the class of H-component graphs falls
into one of the following two cases:
1. It has a kernelization with O(|X|d) vertices, O(|X|d+1) edges, and size O(|X|d+1 log |X|).
Moreover, unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly, there is no kernelization to size O(|X|d−ε) for any
ε > 0. Here d = d(H) is a constant depending only on the set H.
2. It has no polynomial kernelization unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly.
To obtain the classification one needs to understand how connected components of G−X
that are isomorphic to some graph H ∈ H can interact with a solution for G, and to derive
properties of H that can be leveraged for kernels or lower bounds for kernelization. Crucially,
edge dominating sets for G may contain edges between X and components of G−X. From
the perspective of such a component (isomorphic to H) this is equivalent to first covering
edges incident with some vertex set B ⊆ V (H) (the endpoints of chosen edges to X) and then
covering the remaining edges by a minimum edge dominating set for H −B. Depending on
the size of a minimum edge dominating set of H −B and further properties of H, such a set
B may be used to rule out any polynomial kernels or to give a lower bound of O(|X|d−ε) for
the kernel size, where d = |B|. Conversely, absence of such sets or an upper bound for their
size can be leveraged for kernels. Some sets B may make others redundant, complicating
both upper and lower bounds.
For a given finite set H of graphs, the lower bound obtained from the classification is
simply the strongest one over all H ∈ H. If this does not already rule out a polynomial
kernelization then, for each H ∈ H, we can reduce the number of components isomorphic
to H to O(|X|d(H)) where d(H) depends only on H. Moreover, we also have the almost
matching lower bound of O(|X|d(H)−ε), assuming NP * coNP/poly. The value d(H) is the
maximum over all d(H) for H ∈ H that yield such a polynomial lower bound; it can be
computed in time depending only on H, i.e., in constant time for each fixed H.
Regarding parameterization above lower bounds, we prove that it is NP-hard to determine
whether a graph G has an edge dominating set of size equal to the lower bound of half the size
of a maximum matching. This rules out any positive results for parameter ` = k − 12MM .
Related work. The parameterized complexity of edge dominating set has been studied
in a number of papers [11, 12, 32, 33, 34, 35, 10, 19]. Structural parameters were studied,
e.g., by Escoffier et al. [10] who obtained an O∗(1.821`) time algorithm where ` is the vertex
cover size of the input graph, and by Kobler and Rotics [23] who gave a polynomial-time
algorithm for graphs of bounded clique-width. It is easy to see that EDS is fixed-parameter
tractable with respect to the treewidth of the input graph. Prieto [27] was the first to find a
kernelization to O(k2) vertices for the standard parameterization by k; this was improved to
O(k2) vertices and O(k3) edges by Xiao et al. [34] and further tweaked by Hagerup [17]. Our
work appears to be the first to study the existence of polynomial kernels for EDS subject to
structural parameters, though some lower bounds, e.g., for parameter treewidth are obvious.
Classically, edge dominating set remains NP-hard on planar cubic graphs, bipartite
graphs with maximum degree three [37]. This implies NP-hardness already for |X| = 0 when
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considering parameterization by a modulator to any graph class containing this special case.
edge dominating set has also been studied from the perspective of approximation [14, 4,
3, 30, 10], enumeration [21, 16, 22], and exact exponential-time algorithms [29, 33, 31, 36].
Organization. We begin with some preliminaries in Section 2. Section 3 provides some
intuition for the main result by proving the lower bound for edge dominating set para-
meterized by the size of a modulator to a P3-component graph as well as the polynomial
kernelization for parameterization by the size of a modulator to a P5-component graph.
Section 4 gives a detailed statement of the main result including the required definitions to
determine which result applies for any given set H. Section 5 contains the hardness proof for
parameter ` = k − 12MM . We conclude in Section 7.
2 Preliminaries
We use standard graph notation as given by Diestel [9]. In particular, for a graph G = (V,E)
we let N(v) = {u ∈ V | {u, v} ∈ E} and N [v] = N(v) ∪ {v}; similarly, N [X] = ⋃x∈X N [x]
and N(X) = N [X] \ X. We let E(X,Y ) = {{x, y} | x ∈ X, y ∈ Y } and we let δ(v) =
{{u, v} | u ∈ V, {u, v} ∈ E}. By G[X] we denote the induced subgraph of G on vertex set
X and by G−X the induced subgraph on vertex set V \X; we let G− v = G− {v}. We
denote the size of a minimum edge dominating set of a graph G by eds(G).
Let H be a set of graphs. We say that a graph G is an H-component graph if each
connected component of G is isomorphic to some graph in H. Clearly, disconnected graphs
in H do not affect which graphs G are H-component graphs and, thus, our proofs need
only consider the connected graphs H ∈ H. We write H-component graph rather than
{H}-component graph for single (connected) graphs H.
Let [n] denote the set {1, 2, . . . , n}.
Parameterized complexity. A parameterized problem Q is a subset of Σ∗ × N where Σ
is any finite set. The second component k of instances (x, k) is called the parameter. A
parameterized problem Q is fixed-parameter tractable if there is an algorithm that correctly
solves all instances (x, k) in time f(k)|x|c where f is a computable function and c is a
constant independent of k. A kernelization for Q is an efficient algorithm that, given an
instance (x, k), takes time polynomial in |x|+ k and returns an instance (x′, k′) of size at
most f(k) such that (x, k) ∈ Q if and only if (x′, k′) ∈ Q where f is a computable function.
The function f is also called the size of the kernelization and a kernelization is polynomial
(resp. linear) if f(k) is polynomially (resp. linearly) bounded in k.
We use the notion of a cross-composition [2], which is a convenient front-end for the seminal
kernel lower bound framework of Bodlaender et al. [1] and Fortnow and Santhanam [13].
A relation R ⊆ Σ∗ × Σ∗ is a polynomial equivalence relation if equivalence of two strings
x, y ∈ Σ∗ can be tested in time polynomial in |x| + |y| and if R partitions any finite set
S ⊆ Σ∗ into a number of classes that is polynomially bounded in the largest element of S.
I Definition 2 ((OR-)cross-composition [2]). Let L ⊆ Σ∗ be a language, let R be a polynomial
equivalence relation on Σ∗, and let Q ⊆ Σ∗ × N be a parameterized problem. An (OR-)cross-
composition of L into Q (with respect to R) is an algorithm that, given t instances x1, . . . , xt ∈
Σ∗ of L belonging to the same equivalence class of R, takes time polynomial in ∑ti=1 |xi|
and outputs an instance (y, k) ∈ Σ∗ × N such that the following hold:
“PB”: The parameter value k is polynomially bounded in maxti=1 |xi|+ log t.
“OR”: The instance (y, k) is yes for Q if and only if at least one instance xi is yes for L.
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An (OR-)cross-composition of L into Q of cost f(t) instead satisfies “OR” and “CB”:
“CB”: The parameter value k is bounded by O(f(t) · (maxti=1 |xi|)c), where c is some
constant independent of t.
If L is NP-hard then both forms of cross-compositions are known to imply lower bounds
for kernelizations for Q. Theorem 4 additionally builds on Dell and van Melkebeek [8].
I Theorem 3 ([2, Corollary 3.6.]). If an NP-hard language L has a cross-composition to Q then
Q admits no polynomial kernelization or polynomial compression unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly.
I Theorem 4 ([2, Theorem 3.8.]). Let d, ε > 0. If an NP-hard language L has a cross-
composition into Q of cost f(t) = t1/d+o(1), where t is the number of instances, then Q has no
polynomial kernelization or polynomial compression of size O(kd−ε) unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly.
All our composition-based proofs use for L the NP-hard multicolored clique problem.
Therein we are given a graph G = (V,E), an integer k, and a partition of V into k sets
V1, . . . , Vk of equal size; we need to determine whether there is a clique of size k in G that
contains exactly one vertex from each set Vi. Such a set X is called a multicolored k-clique.
3 EDS parameterized by the size of a modulator to a P3- resp.
P5-component graph
In this section we study the difference of edge dominating set parameterized by the size
of a modulator to a P3-component graph and edge dominating set parameterized by
the size of a modulator to a P5-component graph, which are both more restrictive than
parameterization by size of a feedback vertex set (modulator to a forest). Note that the latter
is FPT, because the treewidth is at most the size of the feedback vertex set plus one and
edge dominating set parameterized by the treewidth is FPT. Hence, edge dominating
set parameterized by the above modulators is FPT too.
First, we show that edge dominating set parameterized by the size of a modulator
to a P3-component graph has no polynomial kernel unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly. This rules out
polynomial kernels for a large number of interesting parameters like feedback vertex set size
or size of a modulator to a linear forest. Somewhat surprisingly, we then show that when
parameterized by the modulator to a P5-component graph we do get a polynomial kernel.
3.1 Lower bound for EDS parameterized by the size of a modulator to
a P3-component graph
We give a kernelization lower bound for edge dominating set parameterized by the size of
a modulator X, such that deleting X results in a disjoint union of P3’s. To prove this we
give a cross-composition from multicolored clique.
I Theorem 5. edge dominating set parameterized by the size of a modulator to a P3-
component graph (and thus also parameterized by the size of a modulator to a linear forest)
does not admit a polynomial kernel unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly.
Proof. To prove the theorem we give a cross-composition from the NP-hard multicolored
clique problem to edge dominating set parameterized by the size of a modulator to
a P3-component graph. Input instances are of the form (Gi, ki) where Gi comes with a
partition of the vertex set into k color classes. (Since the color classes are of equal size it
holds that k ≤ |V (Gi)|.) For the polynomial equivalence relation R we take the relation that
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Figure 1 Construction of the graph G′ with k = 4, where X ′ = W ∪Z ∪Z′ ∪ V ∪ T ∪ T ′ ∪S ∪S′
puts two instances (G1, k1), (G2, k2) of multicolored clique in the same equivalence class
if k1 = k2 and |V (G1)| = |V (G2)|. It is easy to check that R is a polynomial equivalence
relation. (Instances with size at most N have at most N vertices. Thus, we get at most N2
classes for instances of size at most N .)
Let a sequence of instances Ii = (Gi, k)ti=1 of multicolored clique be given that are
equivalent under R. We identify the color classes of the input graphs so that all graphs have
the same vertex set V and the same color classes V1, V2, . . . , Vk. Let n := |Vi| be the number
of vertices of each color class; thus, each instance has |V | = n · k vertices. We assume w.l.o.g.
that every instance has at least one edge in E(Vp, Vq) for all 1 ≤ p < q ≤ k; otherwise, this
instance would be a trivial no instance and we can delete it. Furthermore, we can assume
w.l.o.g. that t = 2s for an integer s, since we may copy some instances if needed (while at
most doubling the number of instances and increasing log t by less than one).
Now, we construct an instance (G′, k′, X ′) of edge dominating set parameterized
by the size of a modulator to a P3-component graph, where the size of X ′ is polynomially
bounded in n+ k + s (see Figure 1 for an illustration). We add a set V consisting of k · n
vertices to graph G′ which represents the vertices of the t instances. The set V is partitioned
into the k color classes V1, V2, . . . , Vk. To choose which vertices are contained in a clique of
size k, we add a set T = {t1, t2, . . . , tk} and a set T ′ = {t′1, t′2, . . . , t′k}, each of size k, to G′.
We make tj ∈ T , with j ∈ [k], adjacent to all vertices in Vj and to vertex t′j ∈ T ′. Next,
we add two sets Z, Z ′, each of size s, and a set W of size 2s to G′ and add edges to G′
such that each vertex in Z has exactly one private neighbor in Z ′ and is adjacent to all
vertices in W . The set W contains
(2s
s
) ≥ 2s different subsets of size s. For each instance
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(Gi, k), with i ∈ [t], we pick a different subset of size s of W and denote it by W (i). For all
1 ≤ p < q ≤ k we add a vertex sp,q and a vertex s′p,q to G′; these will correspond to edge
sets E(Vp, Vq). Let S = {sp,q | 1 ≤ p < q ≤ k} and S′ = {s′p,q | 1 ≤ p < q ≤ k}. We make
vertex sp,q adjacent to vertex s′p,q for all 1 ≤ p < q ≤ k. For each graph Gi, for i ∈ [t], we
add |E(Gi)| paths of length two to the graph G′; every P3 represents exactly one edge of
the graph Gi. Let P ei = uei,1ueiuei,2 denote the path of instance i ∈ [t] that represents edge
e ∈ E(Gi). Finally, we make vertices in P ei , with i ∈ [t] and e ∈ E(Gi), adjacent to vertices
in the sets W , V , and S as follows: We make vertex uei,1 of path P ei , with i ∈ [t], which
represents edge e = {x, y} ∈ E(Gi) adjacent to the vertices x, y in V and to all vertices in the
set W (i) ⊆W . Additionally, we make vertex uei adjacent to vertex sp,q where 1 ≤ p < q ≤ k
such that e ∈ E(Vp, Vq).
The set X ′ is defined to contain all vertices that do not participate in the paths P ei , i.e.,
X ′ = W ∪ Z ∪ Z ′ ∪ V ∪ T ∪ T ′ ∪ S ∪ S′. Clearly, G − X ′ is a P3-component graph and
|X ′| = 4s+ k · n+ 2k + 2 · (k2). Let k′ = k + s+∑ti=1 |E(Gi)|. Note that the size of k′ can
depend linearly on the number of instances, because our parameter is the size of X ′, which
is polynomially bounded in n+ s, as k ≤ n. We return the instance (G′, k′, X ′); clearly, this
instance can be generated in polynomial time.
Now, we have to show that (G′, k′, X ′) is a YES-instance of edge dominating set if
and only if there exists an i∗ ∈ [t] such that (Gi∗ , k) is a YES-instance of multicolored
clique.
(⇒:) Assume first that (G′, k′, X ′) is yes for EDS and that there exists an edge dominating
set F of size at most k′ in G′. We can always pick F such that it fulfills the following properties
(most hold for all solutions of size at most k′):
1. The vertex sets S, T , and Z must be subsets of V (F ): E.g., for each edge {z, z′} with
z ∈ Z and z′ ∈ Z ′ the set V (F ) must contain z or z′; if it contains z′ then {z, z′} ∈ F as
it is the only edge incident with z′; either way we get z ∈ V (F ). The same applies for S
and S′, and for T and T ′.
2. Because S, T, Z ⊆ V (F ) but S ∪ T ∪ Z is an independent set, the set F must contain at
least |S| edges incident with S, |T | edges incident with T , and |Z| edges incident with Z.
By straightforward replacement arguments we may assume that F contains exactly the
following edges incident with S ∪T ∪Z: |T | edges between T and V , |Z| edges between Z
and W , and |S| edges between S and middle vertices uei of P3’s in G′ −X ′. Furthermore,
we can assume that these edges are a matching, because no color class is empty, no edge
set E(Vp, Vq) is empty, and Z is adjacent to all vertices in W .
3. For each P ei = uei,1ueiuei,2, which represents the edge e of instance (Gi, k), at least vertex
uei must be an endpoint of an edge in F : Indeed, to cover the edge {uei , uei,2} one of its
two vertices must be in V (F ). Similar to Property 1 above, if uei,2 ∈ V (F ) then F must
contain its sole incident edge {uei , uei,2} and, hence, uei ∈ V (F ).
4. An edge in F cannot have its endpoints in two different P3’s of G′ −X ′ because no such
edges exist.
Let FT = F ∩ E(T, V ), let FZ = F ∩ E(Z,W ), let FS = F ∩ E(S, {uei | i ∈ [t], e ∈ E(Gi)}),
and let FR = F \ (FT ∪ FZ ∪ FS). Hence, due to Properties 1 and 2, we have
|FR| ≤ k′ − |FT | − |FZ | − |FS | ≤
t∑
i=1
|E(Gi)| −
(
k
2
)
.
By Property 3, all vertices uei are endpoints of edges in F . Among FT ∪ FZ ∪ FS this can
only be true for the |S| = (k2) edges in FS . Since there are exactly ∑ti=1 |E(Gi)| vertices uei ,
which is (greater or) equal to |FR|+ |FS |, and there are no edges connecting different such
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vertices, each edge in FR ∪ FS is incident with a private vertex uei . This also implies that
all edges in FR have no endpoints in V ∪W as those sets are not adjacent to any vertex uei .
Thus, in W exactly the |Z| = s endpoints of FZ are endpoints of F . Similarly, in V exactly
the |T | = k endpoints of FT are endpoints of F ; let X ⊆ V denote this set of k vertices.
Observe that by construction of G′ the set X contains exactly one vertex from each color
class, because tj ∈ T , for j ∈ [k], is only adjacent to vertices of Vj .
Now, consider any path P ei = uei,1ueiuei,2 where uei is an endpoint of an edge f ∈ FS .
Clearly, the other endpoint of f lies in S, and, by the above accounting, no other edge of F
is incident with uei,1 or uei,2. In particular, this implies that all neighbors of uei,1 in W and
V must be endpoints of edges in F . If e = {x, y} then these neighbors of uei,1 are the set
W (i) ⊆W and the vertices x, y ∈ V , and, by construction of G′, the edge {x, y} must exist
in Gi. Thus, W (i) ∪ {x, y} ⊆ V (F ) which implies that x, y ∈ X.
Repeating this argument for all |S| = (k2) paths of this type, we can conclude the following:
(1) All paths correspond to the same instance i∗ ∈ [t] because we require W (i) ⊆ V (F ), but
exactly |Z| = |W (i∗)| = s such vertices are in V (F ). (Different values of i would require
different sets W (i), exceeding size s.) (2) There are
(
k
2
)
edges of Gi∗ represented by the
paths and all their endpoints must be in X = V ∩ V (F ). Since |X| = k, the edges must
form a clique of size k on vertex set X in Gi∗ . We already observed above that X contains
exactly one vertex per color class, hence, instance (Gi∗ , k) is yes, as claimed.
(⇐:) For the other direction, assume that for some i∗ ∈ [t] the multicolored clique
instance (Gi∗ , k) is a YES-instance. Let X = {x1, x2, . . . , xk} ⊆ V be a multicolored clique
of size k in Gi∗ with xj ∈ Vj for j ∈ [k], let E′ be the set of edges of the clique X, and let
ep,q = {xp, xq} for 1 ≤ p < q ≤ k. We construct an edge dominating set F of G′ of size
at most k′ as follows: First we add the k edges {tj , xj} for j ∈ [k] between T and X ⊆ V ;
thus, T ∪X ⊆ V (F ). We then add a maximum matching (of size s) between W (i∗) ⊆ W
and Z to the set F . This matching saturates W (i∗) and Z because |Z| = |W (i∗)| = s;
thus, W (i∗) ∪ Z ⊆ V (F ). Next, we add the edges {uep,qi∗ , sp,q} for all edges ep,q ∈ E′, with
1 ≤ p < q ≤ k, to the set F ; hence S ⊆ V (F ). Finally, for all other paths P ei , with
i ∈ [t], e ∈ E(Gi), and i 6= i∗ or e /∈ E′, we add the edge {uei,1, uei} to F . (We have thus
selected exactly one edge incident with each path of G′ −X ′.) By construction, it holds that
|F | = k + s+∑ti=1 |E(Gi)| = k′.
It remains to show that F is indeed an edge dominating set of G′. To prove this, it
suffices to show that V (G′) − V (F ) is an independent set in G′. We already know that
S ∪ T ∪W (i∗) ∪X ∪ Z ⊆ V (F ). Moreover, V (F ) contains the middle vertex uei for all P3’s
in G′ −X ′ and it contains uei,1 for all P3’s that do not correspond to an edge of the clique X
(i.e., with i 6= i∗ or with i = i∗ but e 6= ep,q for any 1 ≤ p < q ≤ k). The sets S′, T ′, and Z ′
are independent sets whose neighborhoods S, T , and Z are subsets of V (F ). Similarly, all
vertices uei,2 have their single neighbor uei in V (F ). Thus, only vertices in W \W (i∗) and
V \X could possibly be adjacent to vertices uep,qi∗,1 , which correspond to the edges of Gi∗ [X],
in G′− V (F ), but this can be easily refuted: Indeed, each uep,qi∗,1 is adjacent only to xp and xq
in V , which are both in X ⊆ V (F ), and to the vertices in W (i∗) in W , but W (i∗) ⊆ V (F )
as well. Thus V (G′)− V (F ) is an independent set in G′ and hence F is an edge dominating
set for G′ of size at most k′. Thus, (G′, k′, X ′) is yes, which completes the cross-composition.
By Theorem 3 the cross-composition from multicolored clique implies the claimed
lower bound for kernelization. J
We proved that edge dominating set parameterized by the size of a modulator to a
P3-component graph has no polynomial kernelization unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly. A similar proof
establishes the same lower bound for modulators to K3-component graphs. As mentioned
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in the introduction this rules out polynomial kernels using modulators to essentially all
interesting hereditary graph classes.3
3.2 Polynomial kernel for EDS parameterized by the size of a
modulator to a P5-component graph
To illustrate why other, non-hereditary, sets H may well allow polynomial kernels for
parameterization by the size of a modulator X to an H-component graph, we sketch a simple
kernelization for the case of H = {P5}, i.e., when components of G−X are isomorphic to
the path of length four. This does not use the full generality of the kernelization obtained
in Section 4 because P5 does not have any (later called) uncovered vertices or (later called)
strongly beneficial sets (which are the main source of complication).
For the kernelization we need the following theorem which is due to Hopcroft and Karp
[18]. The second claim of the theorem is not standard (but well known).
I Theorem 6 ([18]). Let G be an undirected bipartite graph with partition R and S, on
n vertices and m edges. Then we can find a maximum matching of G in time O(m√n).
Furthermore, in time O(m√n) we can find either a maximum matching that saturates R or
a set Y ⊆ R such that |NG(Y )| < |Y | and such that there exists a maximum matching M in
G−NG[Y ] that saturates R \ Y .
I Theorem 7. edge dominating set parameterized by the size of a given modulator X to
a P5-component graph admits a kernel with O(|X|) vertices.
Proof. Let (G, k,X) be an instance of edge dominating set parameterized by the size
of a modulator to a P5-component graph, and let C be the set of connected components
of G−X. We construct a bipartite graph GB where one part is the set X, the other part
consists of one vertex sP for every connected component P in C, and where there is an
edge between x ∈ X and sP with P = w1w2w3w4w5 ∈ C if and only if x is adjacent to a
vertex of P that is not the middle vertex w3. Now, we apply Theorem 6 to obtain either
a maximum matching in GB that saturates X or a set Y ⊆ X such that |NGB (Y )| < |Y |
and such that there exists a maximum matching in GB −NGB [Y ] that saturates X \ Y . If
there exists a maximum matching in GB that saturates X then let X1 = X and X2 = ∅.
Otherwise, if there exists a set Y with the above properties then let X1 = X \Y and X2 = Y .
Observe that X2 also contains the vertices in X that are only adjacent to middle vertices of
components in C, and the vertices in X that are not adjacent to any component in C. Let M
be a maximum matching in GB −NGB [X2] that saturates X1. The partition X1∪˙X2 of X
fulfills the following properties:
Let C2 be the set of connected components P in C where sP is a vertex in NGB (X2), i.e.,
C2 = {P = w1w2w3w4w5 ∈ C | NG({w1, w2, w4, w5}) ∩X2 6= ∅}. It holds either that C2
is the empty set (when X2 = ∅) or that it contains less than |X2| connected components
of C, i.e., |C2| < |X2| (when Y = X2 6= ∅).
For every vertex x ∈ X1, let Px = wx1wx2wx3wx4wx5 be the connected component in
C1 := C \ C2 that is paired to x by M , i.e., {x, sPx} ∈ M . It holds that there exists a
vertex wx ∈ {wx1 , wx2 , wx4 , wx5} such that {wx, x} ∈ E(G) (definition of GB). Note that
3 It certainly does completely settle the question for modulators to H-component graphs for all hereditary
classes H. If H contains any connected graph with at least three vertices then we get a lower bound;
else all connected components have one or two vertices and there is a polynomial kernel.
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C1 also contains all connected components that are not adjacent to any vertex in X or
where only the middle vertex of a path in C is adjacent to a vertex in X.
Using the above partition, one can show that there exists an optimum solution S that
contains for each path Px with x ∈ X1 the locally optimal solution {{x,wx}, {wx3 , wx2}}
resp. {{x,wx}, {wx3 , wx4}} depending on whether wx ∈ {wx4 , wx5} or wx ∈ {wx1 , wx2}. More
generally, for every vertex w of a path P ∈ C, except the middle vertex, and every vertex
x ∈ X that is adjacent to w there exists a local optimum solution to P that uses edge {w, x}
and has the middle vertex of P as an endpoint of the second solution edge. This is the
crucial difference to a path P ′ = v1v2v3 of length two. Here, the only locally optimal solution
that dominates P ′ and contains an edge between P ′ and X is {{v2, x}} with x ∈ X, but
this local solution does not contain the vertices v1 and v3. We used this in our lower bound
construction to control which P3’s may be used to “buy” vertices in X.
I Reduction Rule 1. Delete X1 from G, i.e., let G′ = G − X1, X ′ = X \ X1 = X2, and
k′ = k.
B Claim 8. Reduction Rule 1 is safe.
Proof. Let F be an edge dominating set of size at most k in G. We construct an edge
dominating set F ′ of size at most k′ = k in G′ by deleting every edge e = {x, y} ∈ F if both
endpoints of e are contained in X1, or if exactly one endpoint is contained in X1 and the
other endpoint is isolated in G′; and by replacing every edge e = {x, y} ∈ F with x ∈ X1
and y /∈ X1 by exactly one edge in δG′(y) if δG′(y) 6= ∅. It holds that F ′ has size at most
k = k′ because we either delete edges in F or replace them one for one by a new edge. Since
every vertex in V (G′) ∩ V (F ) is either contained in V (F ′) or isolated in G′ it holds that F ′
is an edge dominating set in G′.
For the other direction, let F ′ be an edge dominating set of size at most k′ in G′. Consider
the path Px = wx1wx2wx3wx4wx5 for some vertex x ∈ X1. It holds that the only vertex in Px
that can be adjacent to a vertex in X ′ = X \X1 = X2 is vertex wx3 ; otherwise Px would be a
component in C2 and not in C1 (by definition of C1 and C2). Furthermore, the edge dominating
set F ′ must dominate the two non-adjacent edges {wx1 , wx2} and {wx4 , wx5}. Since wx1 , wx2 ,
wx4 , and wx5 are only adjacent to vertices in Px the set F ′ must contain one of the two edges
ex1,2 = {wx1 , wx2}, ex2,3 = {wx2 , wx3} and one of the two edges ex3,4 = {wx3 , wx4}, ex4,5 = {wx4 , wx5}.
To obtain an edge dominating set of size at most k in G we replace for each vertex x ∈ X1
these edges with the local optimum solution {{x,wx}, {wx3 , wx2}} resp. {{x,wx}, {wx3 , wx4}}
depending whether wx ∈ {wx4 , wx5} or wx ∈ {wx1 , wx2}. It holds that |F | ≤ |F ′| because for
every vertex x ∈ X1 we replace the at least two edges in F ′ ∩ {ex1,2, ex2,3, ex3,4, ex4,5} by the two
edges of the locally optimal solution {{x,wx}, {wx3 , wx2}} resp. {{x,wx}, {wx3 , wx4}}.
It remains to show that F is indeed an edge dominating set in G. The set V (F ) contains
all vertices in V (F ′), except some vertices in the connected components Px with x ∈ X1
where we change the edge dominating set F ′. Furthermore, V (F ) contains all vertices in
X1 because for every vertex x ∈ X1 the edge {wx, x} is contained in F . Thus, the only
edges that are possibly not dominated by F have one endpoint in a path Px with x ∈ X1.
Since wx3 is contained in V (F ) (by construction), since every edge in Px is dominated by F
(by construction), and since the vertices in {wx1 , wx2 , wx4 , wx5} are only adjacent to vertices in
Px ∪X1, it follows that F is an edge dominating set in G. C
After applying Reduction Rule 1 it holds that for each path P = w1w2w3w4w5 ∈ C1 only
the vertex w3 can be adjacent to a vertex in X, and we can assume that every (optimum)
solution contains the edges {w2, w3} and {w3, w4}. Additionally, one can show that there
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exists an optimum solution that does not contain any edge between C1 and X because we can
replace any such edge e = {x, v} with v ∈ V (C1) by the edge {x, u} with u ∈ NG(x) \ V (C1)
(or delete this edge when NG(x) \ V (C1) = ∅). This allows us to delete C1 from G.
I Reduction Rule 2. Delete all connected components in C1 and decrease k by the size of a
minimum edge dominating set in C1, i.e., let G′ = G− C1, X ′ = X, and k′ = k − eds(C1).
B Claim 9. Reduction Rule 2 is safe.
Proof. First, we will show that there exists an edge dominating set F of size at most k in
G such that no edge in F has one endpoint in a connected component of C1 and the other
endpoint in X. Let F be an edge dominating set of size at most k in G with F ∩ E(C1, X)
minimal, and let P = w1w2w3w4w5 be a path in C1. We can assume, w.l.o.g., that F contains
the edges {w2, w3} and {w3, w4} because F must dominate the non-adjacent edges {w1, w2},
{w4, w5}, and the vertices w1, w2, w4, w5 are only adjacent to vertices in P ; otherwise, P
is contained in C2 and not C1. Now, assume for contradiction that there exists an edge
e = {x, y} ∈ F ∩ E(C1, C) with x ∈ X and y ∈ P where P = w1w2w3w4w5 is a path in
C1. It holds that y = w3 because w3 is the only vertex in P that is adjacent to a vertex in
X. If every vertex u ∈ NG(x) is contained in V (F ) then let F˜ = F \ {e}. Otherwise, let
F˜ = F \{e}∪{{x, u}}, where u ∈ NG(x)\V (F ). It holds that F˜ is an edge dominating set in
G because y = w3 is still a vertex in V (F˜ ) which implies V (F ) ⊆ V (F˜ ). Furthermore, u is not
contained in a connected component of C1 because for every path P = w1w2w3w4w5 in C1 the
vertex w3 is contained in V (F ) and no other vertex is adjacent to a vertex in X. Now, the set
F˜ is an edge dominating set of size at most k in G with F˜ ∩E(C1, X) ( F ∩E(C1, X) which
contradicts the minimality of F ∩ E(C1, X) and proves that there exists an edge dominating
set F of size at most k in G with F ∩ E(C1, X) = ∅. This implies that F ′ = F \ E(C1)
is an edge dominating set of size at most k′ in G′ when F is a solution to (G, k,X) with
F ∩ E(C1, X) = ∅.
For the other direction, let F ′ be an edge dominating set of size at most k′ in G′. To obtain
an edge dominating set F of size at most k in G we add for every path P = w1w2w3w4w5
in C1 the two edges {w2, w3} and {w3, w4}, which are a minimum edge dominating set of
P , to F ′. It follows that F has size |F ′|+ eds(C1) ≤ k. The set F dominates all edges in
G−X as well as all edges between C2 and X because F ′ ⊆ F , and because F contains an
edge dominating set of C1. Additionally, F dominates all edges between C1 and X because F
dominates all middle vertices of the paths in C1 which are the only vertices in C1 that are
adjacent to X. Hence, F is an edge dominating set of size at most k in G. C
Let (G′, k′, X ′) be the reduced instance. It holds that the set of connected components in
G′ −X ′ is C2 because we delete all other connected components during Reduction Rule 2.
Since |C2| ≤ |X2| = |X ′| it follows that G′ has at most 5 · |C2| + |X ′| ≤ 6|X ′| vertices. It
remains to show that we can perform the reduction in polynomial time. We apply each
Reduction Rule at most once. Furthermore, we can apply the Reduction Rules in polynomial
time because we can compute the partition of X as well as the sets C1 and C2 in polynomial
time, and because we can delete sets of vertices from G and X in polynomial time. J
While this is not the full story about the classification in the following section, it hopefully
shows the spirit of how upper and lower bounds for kernelization can arise. Solution edges
between components of G−X and X play a crucial role and they affect the solutions for
components in nontrivial ways, e.g., apart from control opportunities, it depends on how
much budget is needed for H −B when edges between B and X are in the solution.
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4 EDS parameterized by the size of a modulator to an H-component
graph
In this section, we develop a complete classification of edge dominating set parameterized
by the size of a modulator to an H-component graph regarding existence of polynomial
kernels for all finite sets H. This is motivated by the observed difference between modulating
to P3-component graphs (no polynomial kernel unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly) vs. modulating to
P5-component graphs (polynomial kernelization). To this end, we will study which properties
graphs H ∈ H must have, such that edge dominating set parameterized by the size of a
modulator to an H-component graph has resp. does not have a polynomial kernel. To recall,
the input of our problem is a tuple (G, k,X) where G−X is an H-component graph and we
ask whether G has an edge dominating set of size at most k; the parameter is |X|.
In contrast to vertex cover, where we can delete a vertex in the modulator if we
know that this vertex must be in a solution of certain size, this is not the case for edge
dominating set because we do not necessarily know which incident edge should be chosen.
Of course, we can check for a vertex x in the modulator X how not having this vertex as an
endpoint of a solution edge influences the size of a minimum edge dominating set of G−X.
But, even if we find out that a vertex x in the modulator X must be an endpoint of a solution
edge, we do not know if the other endpoint of the solution edge incident with x is in X or in
a connected component of G−X. If there would be a connected component C in G−X
with the property that there exists a vertex v ∈ N(x)∩V (C) with eds(C) = eds(C − v) + 1,
then it could be possible to have x as an endpoint of a solution edge without paying more
than the cost of a minimum edge dominating set in C. Thus, instead of finding vertices in
the modulator that must be endpoint of a solution edge, we want to find vertices in the
modulator that can be endpoints of a solution edge without spending more budget than the
size of a minimum edge dominating set in G−X. Similarly, getting edges to r vertices in
X while increasing the cost in C by less than r is of interest (cost equal to r can always be
had). The following definition classifies relevant vertices and vertex sets in a graph H, which
may occur as a component of G−X.
I Definition 10. Let H = (V,E) be a connected graph.
We call a vertex v ∈ V extendable if eds(H − v) + 1 = eds(H). We denote the set of
extendable vertices of H by Q(H). (Intuitively, these vertices allow a local solution for an
H-component in G−X that includes an edge {v, x} with x ∈ X and v ∈ V (H).)
We call a set Y ⊆ Q(H) free if for all vertices v ∈ Y and for all minimum edge dominating
sets F in H there exists a minimum edge dominating set F ′ in H − v of size |F | − 1
and with V (F ) \ Y ⊆ V (F ′). By W (H) we denote the unique maximum free set of H.
We call a vertex w ∈ W (H) free. 4 (Intuitively, vertices in Y can be used for solution
edges between components and X, while covering the same vertices of H −Y as any local
optimum solution; thus, they cannot be used for lower bounds like for P3-components.)
We call a vertex v ∈ V uncovered if no minimum edge dominating set F of H contains
an edge incident with v, i.e. v /∈ V (F ). We denote the set of uncovered vertices by U(H).
(Intuitively, H-components with any v ∈ U(H) adjacent to x ∈ X are easy to handle
because x /∈ V (F ) would imply that the local cost for H increases above eds(H).)
For any Y ⊆ V define cost(Y ) := |Y |+ eds(H − Y )− eds(H).
4 We show in Proposition 13 (1) that W (H) is unique.
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Figure 2 Example of an H-component with eds(H) = 4. The wavy edges are a possible minimum
edge dominating set of H.
(Intuitively, cost(Y ) is equal to the additional budget that is needed for an H-component
of G−X when exactly the vertices in Y have solution edges to X. Note that cost({v}) = 0
for all extendable vertices v.)
We call a set B ⊆ V \ W (H) beneficial if for all B˜ ( B we have |B| − cost(B) >
|B˜| − cost(B˜) or, equivalently, eds(H − B) < eds(H − B˜). Note that this must also
hold for B˜ = ∅ which implies that for all beneficial sets we have |B| − cost(B) > 0 or,
equivalently, eds(H −B) < eds(H).
(Intuitively, the solution may include |B| edges between B and some X ′ ⊆ X while
increasing the cost for the H-component by exactly cost(B); this saves |B| − cost(B) > 0
over taking any |B| edges incident with X ′. The condition for all B˜ ( B ensures that
the savings of getting |B| edges at cost cost(B) is greater than for any proper subset.)
We call a beneficial set B strongly beneficial if cost(B) <
∑h
i=1 cost(Bi) holds for all
covers B1, B2, . . . , Bh ( B of B. (Intuitively, for a strongly beneficial set B we cannot
get the same number of edges to X by using sets Bi in several different H-components.)
I Example 11 (Illustration of Definition 10). Figure 2 shows a connected graph H. The size
of an edge dominating set in H is at least four because a solution has to dominate the four
pairwise non-adjacent edges {a, b}, {k, l}, {j, d} and {g, h}. Thus, eds(H) = 4 because the
wavy edges are an edge dominating set of H.
The vertices {a, b, k, l}, marked with a green cycle, as well as the vertices {d, h, j}, marked
with an orange rectangle, are extendable. But only the green marked vertices {a, b, k, l} are
free: Let F be any minimum edge dominating set in H. The set F must contain exactly one
of the two edges e1 = {a, b} and e2 = {a, f}, and exactly one of the two edges e3 = {k, l}
and e4 = {k, f}. Now, F ′ = F \ {e1, e2, e3, e4} ∪ {f, k} is an edge dominating set in H − a
and H − b of size |F | − 1, and F ′ = F \ {e1, e2, e3, e4} ∪ {a, f} is an edge dominating set
in H − k and H − l of size |F | − 1 which implies that the vertices {a, b, k, l} are free. The
vertices {d, h, j} are not free because no minimum edge dominating set F ′ in H − d, resp.
H − h, resp. H − j has vertex c, which is not extendable, as an endpoint of a solution edge,
but the graph H has a minimum edge dominating set that has c as an endpoint, namely the
one containing the wavy edge {a, b}, {h, c}, {d, j}. The vertex e, marked with a blue triangle,
is uncovered.
The set {c, g} is strongly beneficial, whereas the set {c, g, i, j} is only beneficial, but not
strongly beneficial: The set {c, g} is beneficial because eds(H−{c, g}) = 3 and eds(H−c) =
eds(H − g) = eds(H) = 4, and strongly beneficial because the only possible non-trivial
cover of {c, g} is {c}, {g} and cost({c, g}) = 1 < 2 = cost({c}) + cost({g}). The set
{c, g, i, j} is beneficial because eds(H − {c, g, i, j}) = 2 and eds(H − B) ≥ 3 for all B (
{c, g, i, j}. But {c, g, i, j} is not strongly beneficial because cost({c, g, i, j}) = 2 = 1 + 1 + 0 =
cost({c, g})+cost({i})+cost({j}). Observe that the set {c, g, i} is not beneficial even though
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eds(H − {c, g, i}) = 3 < 4 = eds(H), because {c, g} ( {c, g, i} and eds(H − {c, g, i}) = 3 =
eds(H − {c, g}).
We are now able to give a more detailed version of Theorem 1, which specifies for each
finite set H of connected graphs the kernelization complexity of edge dominating set
parameterized by the size of a modulator to H-component graphs.
I Theorem 12. Let H be any finite set of connected graphs. The edge dominating set
problem parameterized by the size of a modulator to H-component graphs behaves as follows:
1. If H contains any graph H fulfilling one of the following items then there is no polynomial
kernelization unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly:
a. There is an extendable vertex in H that is not free, i.e., Q(H) \W (H) 6= ∅.
b. There is a strongly beneficial set B in H that contains an uncovered vertex, i.e.,
B ∩ U(H) 6= ∅.
c. There is a vertex in H that is neither uncovered, free, nor neighbor of a free vertex,
i.e., V (H) \ (N [W (H)] ∪ U(H)) 6= ∅.
d. There is a strongly beneficial set B ⊆ N(W (H)) in H such that no minimum edge
dominating set FB of H −B covers all vertices of N(W (H)) \B.
2. Else, if H contains at least one graph that has a strongly beneficial set, then there is a
kernelization to O(|X|d) vertices, O(|X|d+1) edges, and size O(|X|d+1 log |X|), and there
is no kernelization to size O(|X|d−ε), for any ε > 0, unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly where d is
the size of the largest strongly beneficial set in any H ∈ H.
3. Else, there is a kernelization to O(|X|2) vertices, O(|X|3) edges, and size O(|X|3 log |X|),
and there is no kernelization to size O(|X|2−ε), for any ε > 0, unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly.
The rest of this section is devoted to proving Theorem 12, following the proof outline
below. From this, Theorem 1 directly follows because disconnected graphs in H do not affect
the resulting class of H-component graphs, i.e., given any finite set H of graphs we can
take the subset H′ of connected graphs in H and apply Theorem 12 to H′. As an example
for applying the theorem, for H = {P3} we get Item 1a, for H = {P4} we get Item 1b, for
H = {K3} and H = {K5} we get Item 1c, and for H = {P2} = {K2}, H = {K4}, H = {P5},
as well as H = {E = } we get Item 3.
I Remark. We showed that edge dominating set parameterized by the size of a given
modulator X to a P5-component graph admits a kernel with O(|X|) vertices (see Theorem 7).
The reason why we the kernelization procedure of Item 3 only reduces to O(|X|2) vertices
instead of O(|X|) vertices is that H-components can have uncovered vertices. This leads to
a different marking argument similar to the case for edge dominating set parameterized
by solution size. Note that EDS parameterized by solution size is covered by Item 3.
Proof outline for Theorem 12. We begin by establishing a number of useful properties of
the terms introduced in Definition 10, e.g., that each graph H containing a beneficial set B
also contains a strongly beneficial set B′ ⊆ B (Proposition 13 (11)).
The kernelization lower bound of Item 1 is proved by generalizing the lower bound
obtained for P3-component graphs in Theorem 5. We define so-called control pairs by
abstracting properties of P3-components used in the proof (Definition 14) and show that
there is no polynomial kernelization when any graph H ∈ H has a control pair (Theorem 15).
We then show that graphs H fulfilling Items 1a, 1b, 1c, or 1d have control pairs (Lemmas 17,
18, 19, and 20).
In Item 1d, and in the items below, we (may) use that no graph in H fulfills Items 1a, 1b,
or 1c. Accordingly, each graph H ∈ H has V (H) = N [W (H)] ∪ U(H), i.e., each vertex of H
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is uncovered, free, or neighbor of a free vertex. Moreover, every extendable vertex is also free,
i.e., Q(H) = W (H), and strongly beneficial sets contain no (uncovered) vertices of U(H).
This implies that all strongly beneficial sets are subsets of N(W (H)), the neighborhood
of the free vertices, as neither uncovered nor free vertices can be contained and no further
vertices except those in N(W (H)) exist in H (in this case).
For Item 2 we have that no graph in H fulfills any of the Items 1a through 1d and
that at least one graph in H has a strongly beneficial set. Thus, in addition to the above
restrictions on H ∈ H, we know that for each strongly beneficial set B, which here must be
a subset of N(W (H)), there is a minimum edge dominating set FB of H −B that covers all
vertices in N(W (H)) \B. We give a general kernelization procedure that reduces the number
of components in G − X to O(|X|d) where d is the size of the largest strongly beneficial
set among graphs H ∈ H (Lemma 27). We then rule out kernels of size O(|X|d−ε) using
only H-components, where H is any graph in H that exhibits the largest size d of strongly
beneficial sets (Lemma 31). Note that in the present item d is always at least two because
having a strongly beneficial set B of size one would mean that v ∈ B is an extendable vertex
that is not free (because beneficial sets are disjoint from the set W (H) of free vertices), which
is handled by Item 1a.
Finally, for Item 3, it remains to consider the case that no graph H ∈ H fulfills any of
the Items 1a through 1d and that no graph in H has a strongly beneficial set. It follows
that no graph in H has any beneficial sets (Proposition 13 (11)) and, as before, we have
V (H) = N [W (H)] ∪ U(H). We obtain a kernelization to O(|X|2) vertices, O(|X|3) edges,
and size O(|X|3 log |X|) (Lemma 23). The lower bound ruling out kernels of size O(|X|2−ε)
for any ε > 0, and in fact for any set H, follows easily by a simple reduction from vertex
cover for which a lower bound ruling out size O(n2−ε) is known [8] (Lemma 35).
Since the arguments required for the kernelization in Item 3 are simpler than for that of
Item 2 and can serve as an introduction to it, the proofs are given in the order of Item 1,
Item 3, followed by Item 2. J
Before starting on the lower bound part of Theorem 12, we establish a few basic properties
of the terms defined in Definition 10; these mostly follow readily from their definition. We
also justify the definition of W (H) as the unique maximum cardinality free set in H.
I Proposition 13 (5). Let H = (V,E) be a connected graph, let W = W (H) be the set of
free vertices, let Q = Q(H) be the set of extendable vertices, and let U = U(H) be the set of
uncovered vertices.
1. The set W is well defined.
2. The set U is an independent set and no vertex in Q is adjacent to a vertex in U ; hence
NH(U) ∩ (Q ∪ U) = ∅.
3. If v ∈ NH(U) is a vertex that is adjacent to a vertex in U , then v is an endpoint of an
edge in every minimum edge dominating set of H.
4. It holds for all vertices v ∈ V that eds(H)− 1 ≤ eds(H − v) ≤ eds(H).
5. Let Y ⊆ V . It holds for all subsets X ⊆ Y that eds(H −X)− |Y \X| ≤ eds(H − Y ) ≤
eds(H −X), and that cost(X) ≤ cost(Y ).
6. Let F be a minimum edge dominating set in H. There exists a minimum edge dominating
set F ′ in H with (V (F ) ∪NH(W )) \W ⊆ V (F ′).
7. Every set that consists of one vertex v ∈ Q \W is strongly beneficial. Furthermore, these
are the only beneficial sets of size one.
5 The proof of Proposition 13 is deferred to Section 6.
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8. If B is a beneficial set of size at least two then B contains no extendable vertex; hence
B ∩Q = ∅.
9. If there exists a set Y ⊆ V \W with eds(H −Y ) < eds(H), then there exists a beneficial
set B ⊆ Y with eds(H −B) = eds(H − Y ).
10. If there exists a set Y ⊆ V \W with eds(H −Y ) < eds(H), then there exists a beneficial
set B ⊆ Y with eds(H −B) + 1 = eds(H). Furthermore, B is strongly beneficial.
11. If H has a beneficial set B, then H has also a strongly beneficial set B′ ⊆ B.
12. Let F be a minimum edge dominating set in H. If e = {x, y} is an edge in F with
x, y /∈ Q, then {x, y} is a strongly beneficial set.
13. Let B be a beneficial set. B is strongly beneficial if and only if for every non-trivial
partition B1, B2, . . . , Bh of B it holds that cost(B) <
∑h
i=1 cost(Bi).
14. Let Y ⊆ V \W . There exists a partition B1, B2, . . . , Bh of Y where Bi is either strongly be-
neficial or where Bi has cost(Bi) = |Bi|, for all i ∈ [h], such that cost(Y ) ≥
∑h
i=1 cost(Bi).
(Note that we also allow trivial partitions.)
4.1 Generalizing the lower bound obtained for P3-component graphs
We want to generalize Theorem 5 to get a lower bound that covers a variety of different
H-components. In the proof of Theorem 5, we used one endpoint of each P3 to control that
we choose the edges only from one instance and to make sure that the
(
k
2
)
edges have their
endpoints in a set of size k. The middle vertex of each P3 is extendable (but not free, so P3
fits Item 1a of Theorem 12) and the set consisting of this single vertex is beneficial. Hence,
we were able to add edges between the middle vertices of the P3’s and the set S without
spending more budget. Accordingly, to generalize Theorem 5, we define what we call control
pairs consisting of a set of control vertices and a beneficial set.
I Definition 14. Let H = (V,E) be a connected graph and let B ⊆ V , C ⊆ V \ (Q(H) ∪B).
We call the pair (C,B) control pair, if
B is strongly beneficial,
no vertex c ∈ C is extendable in H −B, i.e., C ∩Q(H −B) = ∅,
there exists a minimum edge dominating set F in H such that C ⊆ V (F ), and
for all minimum edge dominating sets FB in H −B it holds that C * V (FB).
Let H be a connected graph that contains a control pair. We show that edge dominating
set parameterized by the size of a modulator to an H-component graph has no polynomial
kernel unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly for all H 3 H. The lower bound construction generalizes the
construction used for Theorem 5, making the proof more complicated. Observe that for
H = P3 = v1v2v3 the set B is the vertex v2 and the set C is the vertex v1 (or v2).
I Theorem 15. Let H be a connected graph and let B ⊆ V , C ⊆ V \ (Q(H) ∪B) such that
(C,B) is a control pair. For all sets H 3 H of graphs, the edge dominating set problem
parameterized by a modulator to an H-component graph admits no polynomial kernelization
unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly.
Proof. We give a cross-composition from multicolored-clique; the theorem then follows
directly from Theorem 3. In G −X we use only components isomorphic to H, so X is a
modulator to H-component graphs for all H with H ∈ H.
We choose the same polynomial equivalence relation R as in the proof of Theorem 5.
Assume that we are given a sequence Ii = (Gi, k)ti=1 of multicolored clique instance that
are in the same equivalence class of R. Since all color classes have the same size we identify
the vertex sets of each color class. Let V be the vertex set (of size k ·n) of the t instances and
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let V1, V2, . . . , Vk be the different color classes (each of size n). We assume w.l.o.g. that every
instance has at least one edge in E(Vp, Vq) for all 1 ≤ p < q ≤ k; otherwise, this instance
would be a trivial no instance and we can delete it. Furthermore, we can assume w.l.o.g. that
t = 2s.
We construct an instance (G′, k′, X ′) of edge dominating set parameterized by a
modulator to an H-component graph; thus X ′ is a modulator to H-component graphs for
all H with H ∈ H. As in the proof of Theorem 5 we add sets V , T = {t1, t2, . . . , tk},
T ′ = {t′1, t′2, . . . , t′k}, W , Z, and Z ′ to G′ and connect them in the same way. Again, for each
instance Gi, with i ∈ [t], we pick a different subset of size s of W and denote it by W (i).
Instead of adding one vertex corresponding to each edge set E(Vp, Vq) with 1 ≤ p < q ≤ k,
we add a set Sp,q of size d := |B| to G′ as well as a copy S′p,q. Let Sp,q = {s1p,q, s2p,q, . . . , sdp,q},
let S′p,q = {s′1p,q, s′2p,q, . . . , s′dp,q}, let S =
⋃
1≤p<q≤k Sp,q, and let S′ =
⋃
1≤p<q≤k S
′
p,q. We make
every vertex sjp,q with 1 ≤ p < q ≤ k and j ∈ [d] adjacent to vertex s′jp,q. For each graph Gi,
with i ∈ [t], we add |E(Gi)| copies of graph H to G′. We denote by Hei the copy of H that
represents edge e = {x, y} ∈ E(Gi) of instance i ∈ [t] and by (Cei , Bei ) the control pair of Hei .
For e = {x, y} in instance i, we make every vertex in Cei adjacent to all vertices in W (i) and
to the vertices x, y ∈ V .
To be able to refer to single vertices of B in copies Hei of H, let B = {b1, . . . , bd} and
let Bei = {bei,1, bei,2, . . . , bei,d} where bei,j corresponds to bj in B (i.e., this correspondence
constitutes an isomorphism between H and Hei ). For all i ∈ [t], e ∈ E(Gi), and j ∈ [d] we
make vertex bei,j ∈ Bei adjacent to vertex sjp,q ∈ Sp,q if e ∈ E(Vp, Vq) for 1 ≤ p < q ≤ k. Note
that every vertex bei,j is adjacent to exactly one vertex in S.
The modulator X ′ contains all vertices that are not contained in a copy of H; thus
X ′ = V (G′) \⋃ti=1⋃e∈E(Gi) V (Hei ) = V ∪ T ∪ T ′ ∪W ∪ Z ∪ Z ′ ∪ S ∪ S′ and X ′ has size
|X ′| = k · n+ 2k + 4s+ 2 · (k2)|B|. Let k′ = s+ k +∑ti=1 |E(Gi)| · eds(H) + (k2) · cost(B).
Note that 0 ≤ cost(B) < |B|.
We will show that (G′, k′, X ′) is a YES-instance of edge dominating set if and only if
there exists an i∗ ∈ [t] such that (Gi∗ , k) is a YES-instance of multicolored clique.
(⇒:) Let F be an edge dominating set of size at most k′ in G′. Analogously to the proof
of Theorem 5 we can observe, that Z∪T ∪S ⊆ V (F ) and that we can choose the |T | resp. |Z|
resp. |S| edges that have one endpoint in T resp. Z resp. S always from the edge set E(T, V )
resp. E(Z,W ) resp. E(S,
⋃t
i=1
⋃
e∈E(Gi)H
e
i ). Additionally, we can assume w.l.o.g. that the
edges in F ∩ E(T, V ) resp. F ∩ E(Z,W ) resp. F ∩ E(S,⋃ti=1⋃e∈E(Gi)Hei ) are a matching
(simple replacement argument). Furthermore, an edge in F cannot have its endpoints in
different copies of H.
Let FT = F ∩E(T, V ), let FZ = F ∩E(Z,W ), let FS = F ∩E(S,
⋃t
i=1
⋃
e∈E(Gi)H
e
i ), and
let FR = F \(FT ∪FZ∪FS). Recall, the edge sets FT , FZ and FS are matchings in G′. We can
assume that every edge in FR has at least one endpoint in V (G′)\X ′ =
⋃t
i=1
⋃
e∈E(Gi) V (H
e
i ),
because every edge in E(G′[X ′]) is dominated by an edge in FT ∪FZ ∪FS . This follows from
the fact that Z ∪ T ∪ S are covered by the edge dominating set F and that X ′ \ (Z ∪ T ∪ S)
is an independent set.
Let Bei (F ) = {v ∈ Bei | ∃s ∈ S : {v, s} ∈ FS} be the set of vertices in Bei that are
incident with an edge in FS , where i ∈ [t] and e ∈ E(Gi). Since FS is a matching between
S and
⋃t
i=1
⋃
e∈E(Gi)H
e
i which covers S and contains all edges of F that are incident with
S, and since |FS | = |S| it holds that no edge in F \ FS has an endpoint in S and that∑t
i=1
∑
e∈E(Gi) |Bei (F )| = |S| =
(
k
2
) · |B|. For i ∈ [t] and e ∈ E(Gi), let F ei = {f ∈ FR |
f ∩ V (Hei ) 6= ∅} be the set of edges in FR that have at least one endpoint in Hei . It
holds that
⋃t
i=1
⋃˙
e∈E(Gi)F
e
i = FR, because every edge in FR is incident with a vertex in
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⋃t
i=1
⋃
e∈E(Gi) V (H
e
i ). Moreover, the sets F ei are a partition of FR because no edge is incident
with vertices of different graphs Hei .
Every edge in the graph Hei , with i ∈ [t] and e ∈ E(Gi), must be dominated by edges in
FR and FS , because they cannot be dominated by edges in FT ∪ FZ ⊆ E(T, V ) ∪ E(Z,W ).
Thus, F ei must dominate all edges in Hei −Bei (F ), because the set Bei (F ) contains all vertices
in Hei that are incident with edges in FS . This implies that for all i ∈ [t] and e ∈ E(Gi),
the set F ei has at least the size of a minimum edge dominating set in Hei − Bei (F ); hence
eds(Hei −Bei (F )) ≤ |F ei | . Combining all this, we get
|F | = |FT |+ |FZ |+ |FS |+ |FR|
= k + s+
(
k
2
)
|B|+
t∑
i=1
∑
e∈E(Gi)
|F ei | // because the sets F ei partition FR
≥ k + s+
(
k
2
)
|B|+
t∑
i=1
∑
e∈E(Gi)
eds(Hei −Bei (F )) // bc. eds(Hei −Bei (F )) ≤ |F ei |
= k + s+
(
k
2
)
|B|+
t∑
i=1
∑
e∈E(Gi)
(eds(Hei )− |Bei (F )|+ cost(Bei (F ))) // def. cost(Bei (F ))
= k + s+
(
k
2
)
|B|+
t∑
i=1
|E(Gi)|eds(H)−
(
k
2
)
|B|+
t∑
i=1
∑
e∈E(Gi)
cost(Bei (F ))
= k + s+
t∑
i=1
|E(Gi)|eds(H) +
t∑
i=1
∑
e∈E(Gi)
cost(Bei (F ))
= k + s+
t∑
i=1
|E(Gi)|eds(H) +
∑
1≤p<q≤k
∑
x∈Vp
y∈Vq
∑
i∈[t]
{x,y}∈E(Gi)
cost(B{x,y}i (F ))
Because we also have that
|F | ≤ k′ = k + s+
t∑
i=1
|E(Gi)|eds(H) +
(
k
2
)
cost(B),
it follows directly that∑
1≤p<q≤k
∑
x∈Vp
y∈Vq
∑
i∈[t]
{x,y}∈E(Gi)
cost(B{x,y}i (F )) ≤
(
k
2
)
· cost(B). (1)
Therefore, there exist 1 ≤ p¯ < q¯ ≤ k such that∑
x∈Vp¯
y∈Vq¯
∑
i∈[t]
{x,y}∈E(Gi)
cost(B{x,y}i (F )) ≤ cost(B).
B Claim 16. The set BC :=
⋃
x∈Vp¯
y∈Vq¯
⋃˙
i∈[t]
{x,y}∈E(Gi)
B
{x,y}
i (F ) contains exactly one copy of
every vertex in B.
Proof. Let j ∈ [|B|]. The vertex sjp¯,q¯ ∈ Sp¯,q¯ is endpoint of an edge f in FS . Let v be the
other endpoint of this edge; hence f = {sjp¯,q¯, v}. Since FS ⊆ E(S,
⋃t
i=1
⋃
e∈E(Gi)B
e
i ) and
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sjp¯,q¯ is only adjacent to vertices in
⋃t
i=1
⋃
e∈E(Gi)B
e
i that correspond to vertex bj in B, it
holds that v = b{x,y}i∗,j for some i∗ ∈ [t], x ∈ Vp¯, y ∈ Vq¯ with {x, y} ∈ E(Gi∗). Thus, BC
contains at least one copy of bj for all j ∈ [|B|].
Assume, BC contains at least two copies of a vertex bj in B, with j ∈ [|B|]. Let i1, i2 ∈ [t],
let e1 ∈ E(Vp¯, Vq¯)∩E(Gi1), and let e2 ∈ E(Vp¯, Vq¯)∩E(Gi2) such that be1i1,j , be2i2,j are contained
in BC and either i1 6= i2 or e1 6= e2. Since both vertices be1i1,j and be2i2,j are only adjacent to
vertex sjp¯,q¯ ∈ Sp¯,q¯, the set FS is not a matching, which is a contradiction and proves the
claim. C
Let B1, B2, . . . , Bh ⊆ B be the sets in B that correspond to the nonempty sets in
{B{x,y}i (F ) | x ∈ Vp¯, y ∈ Vq¯, i ∈ [t] : {x, y} ∈ E(Gi)}. That is, for each nonempty set
B
{x,y}
i (F ), with i ∈ [t], there is a set Br = {bj | b{x,y}i,j ∈ B{x,y}i (F )}. It holds that the
sets B1, B2, . . . , Bh are a partition of B (Claim 16) and that
∑h
r=1 cost(Br) ≤ cost(B)
(inequality (1)). This implies that h = 1: Otherwise B1, B2, . . . , Bh would be a non-trivial
partition of B with cost(B) ≥∑hr=1 cost(Bi) which implies that B is not strongly beneficial
(Proposition 13 (13)).
Thus, there exists exactly one vertex x ∈ Vp¯, exactly one vertex y ∈ Vq¯, and exactly
one i∗ ∈ [t] with the property that {x, y} ∈ E(Gi∗) and that B{x,y}i∗ (F ) is not the empty
set. Furthermore, it holds that B{x,y}i∗ (F ) = B
{x,y}
i∗ (Claim 16). It follows that for each
graph Hei with i ∈ [t] and e ∈ E(Gi) either Bei (F ) = Bei or Bei (F ) = ∅. Therefore, for all
1 ≤ p < q ≤ k there exists exactly one edge e ∈ E(Vp, Vq) and exactly one i ∈ [t] such that
e ∈ E(Gi) and Bei (F ) = Bei : Either all 1 ≤ p < q ≤ k fulfill inequation 1 with equality or
there exist 1 ≤ p′ < q′ ≤ k such that inequation 1 holds with "<". This would imply that B
is not beneficial (see proof of Claim 16 and definition of strongly beneficial). Consequently,
the edges in FS are incident with
(
k
2
)
different copies of H and cover the copy of B in these(
k
2
)
copies.
Now, we consider which vertices are contained or not contained in V (FR). It holds
that |FR| ≤
∑t
i=1 |E(Gi)| · eds(H) −
(
k
2
)
(cost(B) − |B|); to see this consider k′ ≥ |F | =
|FS |+ |FT |+ |FZ |+ |FR|. For each graph Hei , with i ∈ [t] and e ∈ E(Gi), with Bei (F ) = ∅
we need at least eds(H) edges to dominate all edges in E(Hei ) and for each graph Hei ,
here i ∈ [t] and e ∈ E(Gi), with Bei (F ) = Bei we need at least eds(H − B) edges to
dominate all edges in E(Hei − Bei ). Since no two different copies of H are adjacent, since
eds(H−B) = eds(H)−|B|+ cost(B), and since there are exactly (k2) copies of H where the
vertices that correspond to vertices in B are covered by edges in FS , it holds that we have
exactly eds(H) resp. eds(H −B) edges of FR to dominate all edges in Hei resp. Hei −Bei .
It follows, that FR contains no edge that has one endpoint in W or V , because the vertex
sets V and W are only adjacent to copies of vertices in C in G − X and a vertex c ∈ C
is neither extendable in H nor in H − B. Hence, without using more than eds(H) resp.
eds(H −B) edges to dominate all edges in H resp. H −B we cannot have an edge in FR
that has one endpoint in V ∪W .
Let i ∈ [t] and e = {x, y} ∈ E(Gi) such thatBei (F ) = Bei . It holds that |F ei | = eds(H−B),
and therefore Cei * V (F ei ) (by definition of a control pair). Furthermore, Cei ∩Bei is empty
by the choice of C and B. This implies that N(Cei ) = {x, y} ∪W (i) ⊆ V (F ), i.e., that all
neighbors of Cei in V and W must be endpoints of F . It holds that {x, y} ⊆ V (FT ) and
W (i) ⊆ V (FZ) because neither edges in FS nor in FR have endpoints in V ∪W . Since,
|FZ | = |W (i)| and FZ ⊆ E(Z,W ) it follows that V (FZ) ∩W = W (i). Thus, all graphs Hei ,
here i ∈ [t] and e ∈ E(Gi), with Bei (F ) = Bei must belong to the same instance (because only
edges in FZ contain edges that have endpoints inW and because FZ has size s = |W (i)|). Let
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i∗ ∈ [t] be the number of this instance and let e = {x, y} ∈ E(Gi∗) such that Bei∗(F ) = Bei∗ .
It must hold that x, y ∈ V (FT ) (because no other edges in F have an endpoint in V ).
Since |FT | = k and FT ⊆ E(T, V ) it follows that the
(
k
2
)
graphs Hei∗ , for e ∈ E(Gi∗), with
Bei∗(F ) = Bei∗ must correspond to a set of edges in E(Gi∗) that have their endpoints in the
set X = V (FT ) ∩ V of size k. Consequently, the set X is a clique in Gi∗ and (Gi∗ , k) is a
YES-instance of multicolored-clique.
(⇐:) This direction of the correctness proof is similar to the corresponding one in the
proof of Theorem 5 and follows easily from the construction; we sketch this only briefly. If
(Gi∗ , k) is yes and X = {x1, . . . , xk} ⊆ V is a multicolored k-clique in Gi∗ with xj ∈ Vj , for
all j ∈ [k], then select k + s solution edges for F in E(T, V ) and E(Z,W ) as for Theorem 5.
In particular, this ensures that W (i∗)∪X ⊆ V (F ). For each set Sp,q with 1 ≤ p < q ≤ k add
the edges between the d = |B| vertices between Sp,q and the copy B{xp,xq}i∗ of B in H{xp,xq}i∗ .
At this point, we have used up the budget (intuitively) intended for edges incident with S,
T , and Z. All edges in E(G[X ′]) are already dominated by F as well as all edges incident
with S; all edges in graphs Hei and some edges between those graphs and V ∪W remain.
In each graph H{xp,xq}i∗ for 1 ≤ p < q ≤ k select an edge dominating set for H{xp,xq}i∗ −
B
{xp,xq}
i∗ of cost eds(H −B). Together with previously added edges incident with B{xp,xq}i∗ ,
this dominates all edges in this copy of H. Furthermore, edges between H{xp,xq}i∗ and V ∪W
are already dominated because their other endpoints are in X ∪W (i∗) ⊆ V (F ). For all other
graphs Hei , i.e. with i 6= i∗ or with i = i∗ but e /∈ E(G[X]) we can select an edge dominating
set of size eds(H) that is incident with Cei . This dominates all edges in this H-graph and,
crucially, dominates all edges between Hei and V ∪W because their endpoints in Hei are
all in Cei . (This is the only place where we need the third property of control pairs.) Thus
we have selected an edge dominating set and it can be readily checked that we have picked
exactly k′ = s+ k+
∑t
i=1 |E(Gi)| · eds(H) +
(
k
2
) · cost(B). Note that (k2) · cost(B) is exactly
the additional cost of selecting
(
k
2
)
times an edge dominating set for H{xp,xq}i∗ −B{xp,xq}i∗ and
|B| edges between B{xp,xq}i∗ and Sp,q rather than the optimum solution for Hei∗ . J
Theorem 15 implies that whenever we have a family of connected graphs H which contains
at least one graph H ∈ H that has a control pair, then edge dominating set parameterized
by the size of a modulator to an H-component graph does not have a polynomial kernel
unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly. Now, one can ask which connected graphs have a control pair and
whether edge dominating set parameterized by the size of a modulator to an H-component
graph has a polynomial kernel when no graph in H has a control pair. First, we show which
connected graphs have a control-pair. In a second step, we give a polynomial kernel for all
remaining connected graphs of constant size.
I Lemma 17. Every connected graph H that has at least one extendable vertex that is not
free contains a control pair.
Proof. Since H has an extendable vertex that is not free, there exists a vertex v ∈ Q(H) \
W (H) and a minimum edge dominating set F in H such that for every minimum edge
dominating set F ′ in H−v, which has size |F |−1, it holds that V (F )\Q(H) * V (F ′): If there
would be no such vertex v ∈ Q(H) \W (H), then it would hold that for all v ∈ Q(H) \W (H)
and for all minimum edge dominating sets F in H there exists a minimum edge dominating
set F ′ in H − v of size |F | − 1 and with V (F ) \ Q(H) ⊆ V (F ′). This holds also for all
vertices in W (H) and would imply that Q(H) is free. Now, let v ∈ Q(H) \W (H) be a
vertex that is extendable but not free, and let F be a minimum edge dominating set in H
such that there exists no minimum edge dominating set F ′ (of size |F | − 1) in H − v with
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V (F ) \ Q(H) ⊆ V (F ′). Let C = V (F ) \ Q(H) and B = {v}. Since B = {v} ⊆ Q(H) it
holds that C ⊆ V \ (Q(H) ∪ B). We will show that (C,B) is a control pair. The set B is
strongly beneficial, because v is extendable and not free (Proposition 13 (7)). Furthermore,
by construction, it holds that F is a minimum edge dominating set with C ⊆ V (F ) and that
for all minimum edge dominating set F ′ in H −B = H − v it holds that C * V (F ′) (choice
of v and C).
It remains to show that no vertex in C is extendable in H − v. Assume for contradiction
that there exists a vertex c ∈ C ∩Q(H − v). We will show that this implies that c is also
extendable in H, i.e., c ∈ Q(H), which is a contradiction to the choice of C. Let Fc be a
minimum edge dominating set in H − v − c. Since c is extendable in H − v, it holds that
|Fc| = eds(H − v− c) = eds(H − v)− 1. If NH(v) \ {c} = ∅, then Fc is also a minimum edge
dominating set in H − c and it would follow that eds(H − c) ≤ |Fc| = eds(H − v) − 1 =
eds(H) − 2; but eds(H − c) ≥ eds(H) − 1 (Proposition 13 (4)), a contradiction. Thus,
NH(v) \ {c} 6= ∅ and we pick an arbitrary vertex w ∈ NH(v) \ {c}. Now, Fc ∪{{v, w}} would
be an edge dominating set in H − c of size eds(H)− 1, hence c would be extendable in H,
which is a contradiction to the choice of C. J
I Lemma 18. Every connected graph H that has a strongly beneficial set that contains at
least one uncovered vertex contains a control pair.
Proof. Let B be a strongly beneficial set in H that contains at least one uncovered vertex
and let C = NH(B ∩ U(H)) \B be the neighborhood of all uncovered vertices in B without
the vertices in B. Since H is connected and every vertex in U(H) has no neighbor in
U(H) or Q(H) (Proposition 13 (2)), it holds that C ⊆ V (H) \ Q(H). Furthermore, C is
not the empty set. Otherwise, if all neighbours of B ∩ U(H) are also contained in B then
eds(H − B) = eds(H − (B \ U(H))). This implies that B is not beneficial which is a
contradiction. We will show that (C,B) is a control pair. The set B is strongly beneficial
and the set C is a subset of V (H) \ (Q(H) ∪B) (by choice). It holds that every minimum
edge dominating set in H contains C, because C ⊆ N(U(H)) (Proposition 13 (3)). Moreover,
there exists no minimum edge dominating set F ′ in H −B such that C ⊆ V (F ′): If not then
such a set F ′ would also be a minimum edge dominating set in H − (B \ U(H)) because
U(H)∩B ⊆ U(H) is an independent set (Proposition 13 (2)) and all neighbors of U(H)∩B are
contained in C. But, this implies that B is not beneficial because eds(H − B˜) ≤ eds(H −B)
where B˜ = B \ U(H) ( B.
Next, we show that no vertex in C is extendable in H −B. Assume that there exists a
vertex c ∈ Q(H−B)∩C that is extendable in H−B. Let F ′ be a minimum edge dominating
set in H −B − c; hence |F ′| = eds(H −B)− 1. Since c ∈ C = NH(B ∩ U(H)), there exists
a vertex b ∈ B ∩ U(H) with {c, b} ∈ E(H). Now, F ′ ∪ {{c, b}} is an edge dominating set
in H − (B \ {b}) of size |F ′|+ 1 = eds(H −B). Thus, eds(H − (B \ {b})) ≤ eds(H −B),
which implies that B is not beneficial, which is a contradiction. J
I Lemma 19. Every connected graph H that contains at least one vertex that is not in
N [W (H)] ∪ U(H) contains a control pair.
Proof. We can assume that the graph H neither contains an extendable vertex that is not
free nor a strongly beneficial set which contains at least one uncovered vertex; otherwise we
can apply Lemma 17 resp. Lemma 18 to find a control pair.
First, we prove that there exists a vertex v /∈ N [W (H)] ∪ U(H) that is not contained
in every minimum edge dominating set of H. Assume for contradiction that every vertex
in R := V (H) \ (N [W (H)] ∪ U(H)) is contained in every minimum edge dominating set
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of H. Let v ∈ R and let F be a minimum edge dominating set in H with |NH(v) ∩ V (F )|
maximal. Let x ∈ V (H) such that {v, x} ∈ F ; note that x /∈W (H), because v /∈ N [W (H)].
Consider the vertex set X := NH(v) \ V (F ). It holds that X neither contains a vertex of R
(because every vertex in R is contained in every minimum edge dominating set) nor a vertex
of W (H) (because v /∈ N [W (H)]). In addition, X contains no vertex of N(W (H)): If X
would contain a vertex in N(W (H)) then we know that there exists an edge dominating set
F ′ in H such that (V (F ) ∪N(W (H)) \W (H) ⊆ V (F ′) (Proposition 13 (6)). This implies
that |NH(v)∩V (F )| < |NH(v)∩V (F ′)| because NH(v)∩V (F ′) contains all vertices that are
contained in NH(v) ∩ V (F ) and the vertex in N(W (H)) that is contained in X; note that
W (H)∩NH(v) = ∅. Furthermore, X is not the empty set because this would imply that x is
extendable but not free: The set F − {{x, v}} would be a minimum edge dominating set of
H − x, because NH(v) ⊆ V (F ). Thus, the set X is contained in U(H) and not empty. Let
Y = X ∪ {x}. The set F − {{v, x}} is an edge dominating set in H − Y because F − {v, x}
dominates all edges in H −Y that are not adjacent to v (the vertex x is contained in Y ), and
vertex v is only adjacent to the vertices in Y and vertices that are contained in V (F ). Thus,
it holds that eds(H − Y ) < eds(H). This implies that there exists a strongly beneficial set
B ⊆ Y (Proposition 13 (11)). Since x /∈W (H) and every extendable vertex is also free, no
vertex in Y is extendable and, therefore, |B| ≥ 2 (Proposition 13 (7) and (8)). This directly
implies that B ∩ U(H) 6= ∅ because Y contains only one element, namely x, that is not
in U(H). This, however, is a contradiction since we assumed that H contains no strongly
beneficial set that contains at least one uncovered vertex. Thus, there exists a vertex in the
set R that is not contained in every minimum edge dominating set.
Let v ∈ R be such a vertex that is not contained in every minimum edge dominating set
and let F be a minimum edge dominating set in H that contains v (such a minimum edge
dominating set exists; otherwise v would be uncovered). Let x ∈ V (H) such that {v, x} ∈ F .
The vertex x is not contained in W (H) because vertex x is adjacent to vertex v, and because
vertex v is in R. Hence, neither vertex v nor vertex x are extendable because every extendable
vertex is also free. The fact that v, x /∈ Q(H) together with Proposition 13 (12) implies that
the set B = {v, x} is strongly beneficial. Let C := NH(v) − x. It holds that C ∩ Q(H) is
empty because W (H) = Q(H) and v /∈ N [W (H)]. Furthermore, C ∩B is empty (by choice
of C). Next, we will show that (C,B) is a control pair. We already showed that B is strongly
beneficial. Recall that we chose a vertex v ∈ R that is not contained in every minimum edge
dominating set of H. Thus, there exists a minimum edge dominating set Fv in H that does
not contain v. This edge dominating must contain all vertices in NH(v). Since C is a subset
of NH(v), there exists a minimum edge dominating Fˆ in H with C ⊆ V (Fˆ ). Furthermore,
there exists no minimum edge dominating set FB in H − B with C ⊆ V (FB): Otherwise,
x would be extendable (and not free) because FB would also be an edge dominating set
in H − x. To prove that no vertex in C is extendable in H − B assume for contradiction
that there exists a vertex c ∈ C that is extendable in H −B. Thus, there exists a minimum
edge dominating set Fc in H −B − c of size eds(H −B)− 1. We can extend Fc to an edge
dominating set in H − c of size eds(H −B) = eds(H)− 1 by adding the edge {v, x} to Fc.
But now, c would also be extendable in H, which contradicts the assumption. J
So far, we showed that every connected graph H that contains an extendable vertex
that is not free, a vertex in V (H) \ (N [W (H)] ∪ U(H)), or a strongly beneficial set that
contains at least one vertex of U(H) has a control pair. Thus, for all remaining connected
graphs H it holds that every extendable vertex is also free (Q(H) = W (H)) and that
V (H) \ (N [W (H)] ∪ U(H)) is empty; hence V (H) = N [W (H)] ∪ U(H). Moreover, no
strongly beneficial set contains any vertex of U(H) and, hence, strongly beneficial sets must
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be subsets of N(W (H)); recall that (strongly) beneficial sets are subsets of V (H) \W (H).
I Lemma 20. Every connected graph H that has a strongly beneficial set B ⊆ N(W (H))
such that no minimum edge dominating set FB of H −B covers all vertices of N(W (H)) \B
contains a control pair.
Proof. We can assume that graph H neither contains an extendable vertex that is not free,
a strongly beneficial set which contains at least one uncovered vertex, nor a vertex that is
not in N [W (H)] ∪ U(H); otherwise we can apply Lemma 17 resp. Lemma 18 resp. Lemma
19. Thus H = N [W (H)] ∪ U(H) and every strongly beneficial set is contained in N(W (H)).
Note that every strongly beneficial set B ⊆ N(W (H)) with the property that there
exists no minimum edge dominating set in H −B that contains all vertices of N(W (H)) \B
together with the set C = N(W (H)) \ B fulfills all except one property of a control pair:
The set B is strongly beneficial, C ⊆ V (H) \ (Q(H) ∪ B), and for every minimum edge
dominating set FB in H − B is holds that C * V (FB) (choice of B). Furthermore, there
exists a minimum edge dominating set F in H such that C ⊆ V (F ), because C ⊆ N(W (H))
(Proposition 13 (6)). But, we do not know whether C ∩Q(H −B) = ∅. We will show that if
there exists a strongly beneficial set B in H such that no minimum edge dominating set in
H −B contains N(W (H)) \B, then there exists also a strongly beneficial set B′ in H such
that no minimum edge dominating set in H − B′ contains C ′ = N(W (H)) \ B′, and such
that Q(H −B′) ∩ C ′ = ∅.
Let B ⊆ N(W (H)) be a strongly beneficial set in H such that no minimum edge
dominating set of H−B contains all vertices in C := N(W (H))\B, and with |Q(H−B)∩C|
minimal under these strongly beneficial sets. (Such a set B exists by assumption.) If
Q(H − B) ∩ C = ∅, then B fulfills the desired property and (B,C) is a control pair.
Thus, assume that |Q(H − B) ∩ C| > 0 and let c ∈ Q(H − B) ∩ C. We show that
B′ = B ∪ {c} is a strongly beneficial set in H that fulfills the same properties as B, and with
|Q(H −B)∩C| > |Q(H −B′)∩C ′|, where C ′ = N(W (H)) \B′, which is a contradiction to
the choice of B.
B Claim 21. The set B′ = B ∪ {c} is a strongly beneficial set in H.
Proof. It holds that eds(H − B′) + 1 = eds(H − B), because c is extendable in H − B
(and H − B′ = (H − B) − c). This implies that cost(B′) = cost(B), because cost(B′) =
eds(H−B′) + |B′|−eds(H) = eds(H−B)−1 + |B|+ 1−eds(H) = cost(B). First, assume
for contradiction that B′ is not beneficial. Hence, there exists a proper subset B˜ ( B′ of
B′ such that eds(H − B′) ≥ eds(H − B˜) (definition of beneficial). Note that B \ B˜ 6= ∅
is not the empty set, otherwise B˜ = B and eds(H − B˜) = eds(H − B) > eds(H − B′).
Since B˜ \ {c} ⊆ B˜ (they can be equal if c /∈ B˜) and |B˜ \ (B˜ \ {c})| ≤ 1 it follows from
Proposition 13 (5) that eds(H − B˜) ≥ eds(H − (B˜ \ {c})) − 1. Combining the above
inequations we obtain:
eds(H −B) = eds(H −B′) + 1 ≥ eds(H − B˜) + 1 ≥ eds(H − (B˜ \ {c}))
But, this implies that B is not beneficial because B˜ \ {c} ( B (we showed that B \ B˜ 6= ∅),
and eds(H − B) ≥ eds(H − (B˜ \ {c})). This contradicts the choice of B, hence B′ is
beneficial.
Next, we show that B′ is strongly beneficial. Again, assume for contradiction that B′ is not
strongly beneficial (but beneficial). Thus, there exists a non-trivial partition B1, B2, . . . , Bh
of B′ such that cost(B′) ≥ ∑hi=1 cost(Bi) (Proposition 13 (13)). We assume w.l.o.g. that
c ∈ B1 and it follows from Proposition 13 (5) that cost(B1 \ {c}) ≤ cost(B1). It holds that
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B1 \ {c}, B2, . . . , Bh is a partition of B. Additionally, B1 \ {c}, B2, . . . , Bh is a non-trivial
partition of B if B1 \ {c} 6= ∅, because h ≥ 2 and no set is the empty set. Furthermore,
B2, B3, . . . , Bh is a non-trivial partition of B if B1\{c} = ∅: Otherwise it holds that B1 = {c}
and B2 = B which implies that cost(B1) + cost(B2) = 1 + cost(B) = 1 + cost(B′) > cost(B′)
which is a contradiction. (Note that the first equality holds because c ∈ N(W (H)) is not
extendable in H). Now, it holds that
cost(B1 \ {c}) +
h∑
i=2
cost(Bi) ≤
h∑
i=1
cost(Bi) ≤ cost(B′) = cost(B).
But this implies that B is not strongly beneficial, because we showed that there exists a
non-trivial partition (B1 \ {c}, )B2, . . . Bh of B with
∑h
i=1 cost(Bi) ≤ cost(B). This is a
contradiction, thus B′ is strongly beneficial. C
Now, we will show (by contradiction) that there exists no minimum edge dominating set FB′
in H −B′ such that C ′ := N(W (H)) \B′ ⊆ V (FB′). Assume that there exists a minimum
edge dominating set FB′ in H−B′ such that C ′ ⊆ V (FB′). The set FB = FB′ ∪{{c, v}} with
v ∈ NH−B(c) is a minimum edge dominating set of size |F |+1 = eds(H−B′)+1 = eds(H−B)
in H − B because FB dominates all edges in H − B′ and all edges that are incident with
c (since c ∈ V (FB)). (Note that NH−B(c) is not empty, because c ∈ N(W (H)) and
W (H) ∩B = ∅ (definition of beneficial sets).) But, the minimum edge dominating set FB in
H − B contains all vertices in C := N(W (H)) \ B as an endpoint: it holds C = C ′ ∪ {c}
and C ′ ⊆ V (FB′) ⊆ V (FB) as well as c ∈ V (FB). This contradicts the choice of B, hence
there exists no minimum edge dominating set FB′ in H −B′ such that C ′ ⊆ V (FB′).
Finally, we show that |Q(H −B) ∩ C| > |Q(H −B′) ∩ C ′| which contradicts the choice
of B.
B Claim 22. It holds that Q(H −B′) ∩ C ′ ( Q(H −B) ∩ C
Proof. (⊆:) Let v ∈ Q(H −B′)∩C ′) be a vertex that is extendable in H −B′. (If Q(H −B′)
is empty then Q(H − B′) ∩ C ′ ⊆ Q(H − B) ∩ C.) Thus, there exists a minimum edge
dominating set F ′v in H − B′ − v of size eds(H − B′) − 1. Consider Fv := F ′v ∪ {{c, u}}
with u ∈ NH−B−v(c). (Again, NH−B−v(c) 6= ∅ because c is adjacent to a vertex in W (H)
and W (H) ∩ (B′ ∪ {v}) = ∅.) The set Fv is an edge dominating set (of size eds(H −B′) =
eds(H −B)− 1) in H −B − v because Fv dominates all edges in H −B′ − v and all edges
that are incident with c. Furthermore, Fv is a minimum edge dominating set in H −B − v
because |Fv| ≥ eds(H−B−v) ≥ eds(H−B)−1 = |Fv| (Proposition 13 (4)). It follows that
eds(H −B − v) = eds(H −B)− 1; thus v ∈ Q(H −B) (definition of extendable vertices).
Hence, Q(H −B′) ∩ C ′ ⊆ Q(H −B) ∩ C.
(6=:) The vertex c is extendable in H −B (choice of c); hence c ∈ Q(H −B) ∩ C. But c
is not extendable in H −B′, because c ∈ B′ and thus not contained in H −B′. This implies
Q(H −B) ∩ C 6= Q(H −B′) ∩ C ′ and concludes the proof. C
Now, B′ is a strongly beneficial set in H such that no minimum edge dominating set FB′ in
H − B′ contains all vertices in C ′. Furthermore, Q(H − B′) ∩ C ′ ( Q(H − B) ∩ C which
contradicts the choice of B because |Q(H −B′) ∩ C ′| < |Q(H −B) ∩ C|.
Overall, we showed that there exists a strongly beneficial set B ⊆ N(W (H)) such
that there exists no minimum edge dominating set in H − B that covers all vertices of
C := N(W (H)) \B ⊆ V \ (Q(H)∪B) and such that Q(H −B)∩C = ∅. It holds that (B,C)
is a control pair (see argumentation above). J
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4.2 Generalizing the upper bound obtained for P5-component graphs
We showed for many finite sets H that edge dominating set parameterized by the size of
a modulator to an H-component graph has a no polynomial kernel, unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly.
Now, we will show that edge dominating set parameterized by the size of a modulator
to H-component graphs admits a polynomial kernel for all remaining choice of finite sets
H. Recall that all remaining sets H only contain graphs H with V (H) = N [W (H)] ∪ U(H).
Furthermore, it holds for every strongly beneficial set B in H that there exists a minimum
edge dominating set FB in H −B with N(W (H)) \B ⊆ V (FB).
We first show that if no graph in H has any beneficial set then there is a kernel with
O(|X|2) vertices and O(|X|3) edges. (Recall, for every kernel lower bound we showed that
there exists a strongly beneficial set, thus all graphs that have no beneficial set can only
have vertices that are uncovered, free, or neighbours of free vertices.) This will later be
extended to a more involved kernelization that also handles H-components where H does
have beneficial sets but they always have a minimum edge dominating set FB in H −B as
above.
I Lemma 23. Let H be a finite set of connected graphs that contain no beneficial sets and
such that each graph H ∈ H has V (H) = N [W (H)] ∪ U(H), i.e., each graph H only has
vertices that are uncovered, free, or neighbors of a free vertex. Then edge dominating set
parameterized by the size of a modulator X to an H-component graph admits a kernel with
O(|X|2) vertices, O(|X|3) edges, and size O(|X|3 log |X|).
Proof. Let (G, k,X) be an instance of edge dominating set parameterized by the size of a
modulator to an H-component graph. We can assume that k−eds(G−X) < |X|. Otherwise,
we can return a trivial solution consisting of a minimum edge dominating set in G−X and
one edge in δG(x) for each x ∈ X. Let C be the set of connected components in G−X, let
W be the set of all free vertices in G−X, and let U be the set of all uncovered vertices in
G−X, hence W = ⋃C∈CW (C) and U = ⋃C∈C U(C). Let XW ⊆ X be the set of vertices in
X that are adjacent to a vertex in W , hence XW = {x ∈ X | ∃w ∈W : {x,w} ∈ E(G)}, and
let CW be the set of connected components C in C where W (C) is adjacent to a vertex in
XW , hence with E(W (C), XW ) 6= ∅. To find vertices in X that can be covered by every edge
dominating set of size at most k without spending extra budged we construct a bipartite
graph GW . One part of GW is the set XW and the other part consists of one vertex sC for
each connected component C in CW . We add an edge between a vertex x ∈ XW and a vertex
sC with C ∈ CW if and only if vertex x is adjacent to a vertex in W (C) in G. Now, we apply
Theorem 6 to obtain either a maximum matching in GW that saturates XW , or to find a
set Y ⊆ XW such that |NGW (Y )| < |Y | and such that there exists a maximum matching
in GW −NGW [Y ] that saturates XW \ Y . If there exists a maximum matching in GW that
saturates XW then let XhW = XW , let X lW = ∅, and let ClW = ∅. Otherwise, if there exists a
set Y with the above properties then let X lW = Y , let XhW = XW \ Y , and let ClW be the
connected components C in CW where W (C) is adjacent to a vertex in X lW . It holds that
|ClW | = |NGW (Y )| < |Y | = |X lW | because every connected component in ClW corresponds to
a vertex in NGW (Y ); hence |ClW | ≤ |X lW |.
I Reduction Rule 3. Delete the set XhW from G, i.e., let G′ = G−XhW , X ′ = X \XhW and
k′ = k.
B Claim 24. Reduction Rule 3 is safe.
Proof. Let F be an edge dominating set of size at most k in G. We construct an edge
dominating set F ′ of size at most k′ = k in G′ as follows: First, we delete every edge e ∈ F ,
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if both endpoints of e are contained in XhW . Next, for every edge e = {x, y} ∈ F that has
exactly one endpoint in XhW (w.l.o.g. x ∈ XhW ) we either replace e by one edge in δG′(y), if
δG′(y) 6= ∅ or delete e, if δG′(y) = ∅. It holds that F ′ has size at most k = k′ because we only
delete edges or replace edges. Furthermore, V (G′) \ V (F ′) is an independent set because
V (F ′) contains every vertex in V (F ) \XhW that is not isolated in G′, because V (G) \ V (F )
is an independent set, and because V (G′) = V (G) \XhW . Thus, F ′ is an edge dominating set
of size at most k′ in G′.
For the other direction, let F ′ be an edge dominating set of size at most k′ in G′ that is
also a matching. Let M be a maximum matching in GW −NGW [X lW ] that saturates XhW ,
and for each x ∈ XhW let Cx be the connected component in CW with {sC , x} ∈M . Consider
the connected component Cx for a vertex x ∈ XhW . Since M is a maximum matching
in GW − NGW [X lW ] it holds that the connected component Cx does not correspond to a
vertex in NGW (X lW ). This implies that no free vertex in Cx is adjacent to a vertex in X lW
(construction of GW ). Let F ′x be the set of edges in F ′ that have at least one endpoint in Cx;
hence F ′x = {f ∈ F ′ | f ∩Cx 6= ∅}. We partition F ′x in three sets: Let F ′x,1 be the set of edges
in F ′x that have one endpoint in X and the other endpoint in Cx, let F ′x,2 be the set of edges
in F ′x that have one endpoint in U(Cx) and the other endpoint in N(W (Cx)), and let F ′x,3 be
the set of remaining edges in F ′x. Recall that uncovered vertices are only adjacent to vertices
in N(W (Cx))∪X (Proposition 13 (2)). Thus, all edges in F ′x that have one endpoint in U(Cx)
(the set of uncovered vertices in Cx) are contained in F ′x,1∪F ′x,2. Let Bx be the set of vertices
in Cx that are incident with an edge in F ′x,1 ∪ F ′x,2, hence Bx = V (Cx) ∩ V (F ′x,1 ∪ F ′x,2).
Recall that every vertex in W (Cx) is only adjacent to vertices in N(W (Cx)) because no
free vertex of Cx is adjacent to a vertex in X lW (and we delete set XhW to obtain G′). Thus,
V (F ′x,1 ∪ F ′x,2) contains no free vertex of Cx because no free vertex in of Cx is adjacent to
a vertex in X or an uncovered vertex of Cx; thus Bx ⊆ N(W (Cx)) ∪ U(Cx). Since Cx has
no beneficial set, it holds that eds(Cx −Bx) = eds(Cx) (Proposition 13 (9)); thus, F ′x has
size at least eds(Cx) plus the size of |F ′x,1 ∪ F ′x,2|. Furthermore, F ′x,3 is an edge dominating
set in Cx − Bx (by choice of Bx); thus |F ′x,3| ≥ eds(Cx − Bx) = eds(Cx). It follows that
|F ′x| = |F ′x,1 ∪ F ′x,2|+ |F ′x,3| ≥ |F ′x,1 ∪ F ′x,2|+ eds(Cx).
Let wx ∈ NG(x) ∩W (Cx) be a free vertex in Cx that is adjacent to x ∈ XhW . We replace
F ′x,3 by the set Fx,3 that consists of a minimum edge dominating set in Cx − wx that covers
all vertices in N(W (Cx)) (which exists by Proposition 13 (6)) and the edge {wx, x}. The
edge set Fx,3 has size eds(Cx) because wx ∈W (Cx) (definition of free); hence |Fx,3| ≤ |F ′x,3|.
We do this for all x ∈ XhW to obtain F . It holds that F has the same size as F ′ because we
only replace F ′x,3 by Fx,3 for each x ∈ XhW , and because |Fx,3| ≤ |F ′x,3|.
It remains to prove that F is indeed an edge dominating set in G. The set V (F ) contains
all vertices in V (F ′), except some free vertices in the connected components where we change
the edge dominating set. But, all neighbours of these free vertices are contained in V (F ),
because these free vertices are only adjacent to vertices in XhW , which are contained in V (F ),
and to vertices in the connected component of G−X they belong to. Thus, F is an edge
dominating set in G. C
Now, let XU ⊆ X be the set of vertices in X that are adjacent to a vertex in U , hence
XU = {x ∈ X | ∃u ∈ U : {x, u} ∈ E(G)}. We partition XU in two sets as follows: let
XhU ⊆ XU be the set of vertices in XU that are adjacent to the set of uncovered vertices
in at least |X| + 1 connected components (hence XhU = {x ∈ XU | ∃C1, C2, . . . , C|X|+1 ∈
C∀j ∈ [|X|+ 1] : x ∈ NG(U(Cj))}) and let X lU = XU \XhU be the set of vertices in XU that
are adjacent to the set of uncovered vertices in less than |X| connected components in C.
By ClU we denote the connected components C in C with E(U(C), X lU ) 6= ∅. It holds that
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|ClU | ≤ |X lU | · |X|.
I Reduction Rule 4. For all x ∈ XhU add a vertex x′ and the edge {x, x′} to G.
Let CS be the set of new connected components in G′; these are the connected components
consisting of a single vertex x′ that we add during Reduction Rule 4. It is easy to verify that
Reduction Rule 4 is safe, i.e. that there exists a solution for (G, k,X) if and only if there
exists a solution for (G′, k′, X ′). This follows from the fact that every edge dominating set F
in G of size at most k must contain the vertices in XhU as endpoints: If there would be a
vertex x ∈ XhU that is not contained in V (F ), then there exist at least |X|+ 1 connected
components that contain a vertex in U that is adjacent to x. Now, these at least |X|+ 1
vertices must be contained in V (F ). But, every connected component C with this property is
adjacent to eds(C) + 1 edges in F because no minimum edge dominating set in C covers an
uncovered vertex. Thus, |F | ≥ eds(G−X) + |X|+ 1 > k because two connected components
in G−X are not adjacent. This is a contradiction and shows that every vertex in XhU must
be contained in an edge dominating set of size at most k in G. By adding the vertex x′ and
the edge {x, x′}, with x ∈ XhU , to G, we encode that vertex x must be in every solution.
Let CD ⊆ C be the set of connected components in G − X that are not contained in
ClU ∪ ClW ∪ CS . Note, CD contains all connected components where neither a free nor an
uncovered vertex is adjacent to a vertex in X.
I Reduction Rule 5. Delete all connected components in CD and decrease k by the size of a
minimum edge dominating set in CD.
B Claim 25. Reduction Rule 5 is safe.
Proof. Let F be an edge dominating set of size at most k in G. If no edge in F has one
endpoint in a connected component of CD and the other endpoint in X, then F ′ = F \E(CD)
is an edge dominating set of size at most |F | − eds(CD) ≤ k′ in G′ and we are done. Thus,
assume that there exists at least one edge that has one endpoint in X and one endpoint in a
connected component of CD; hence F ∩ E(V (CD), X) 6= ∅. We denote the set of edges in F
that are incident with a connected component in CD by FD, and let FD,X = F ∩E(V (CD), X).
It holds that every vertex v in V (FD,X) is not a free vertex: Otherwise, there exists
a vertex x ∈ XW such that {x, v} ∈ FD,X . But, we delete every vertex in XhW during
Reduction Rule 3 and every connected component that contains a free vertex that is adjacent
to a vertex in X lW is a connected component in ClW and therefore not in CD.
Let X˜ ⊆ X be the set of vertices in X that are contained in V (FD), hence X˜ = X∩V (FD).
Since no vertex in X˜ is adjacent to a free vertex in CD, and since the connected components
do not have beneficial sets it holds that the size of a minimum edge dominating set in CD
plus the size of the set X˜ is smaller or equal to the number of edges in FD. Now, to obtain
an edge dominating set F ′ of size at most k′ in G′, we delete the edge set FD from F and we
add for all vertices x ∈ X˜ exactly one edge of the set δG′(x) to the edge dominating set (or
none if the edge set δG′(x) is empty). By construction it follows that F ′ has size at most
k′ because we delete |FD| ≥ eds(CD) + |X˜| edges from F and add at most |X˜| edges to F .
Furthermore, F ′ is an edge dominating set in G′, because V (F ′) contains all vertices of V (F )
that are contained in V (G′) and not isolated in G′.
For the other direction, let F ′ be an edge dominating set of size at most k′ in G′. To obtain
an edge dominating set F of size at most k in G we add for every connected component
C ∈ CD a minimum edge dominating set FC in C with N(W (C)) ⊆ V (FC) to F ′ (the
existence of such a minimum edge dominating set follows from Proposition 13 (6)). To
show that F is indeed an edge dominating set in G we only have to show that every edge
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e ∈ E(CD, X) is dominated by F . All other edges are dominated by F , because they are
already dominated by F ′ ⊆ F or by FC with C ∈ CD. Assume for contradiction that there
exists a connected component C ∈ CD and an edge e = {v, x} in G with v ∈ V (C) and x ∈ X
such that neither vertex v nor vertex x is an endpoint of an edge in F . Since all vertices
in N(W (C)) are endpoints of an edge in F (choice of FC), and since C contains only free
vertices, neighbours of free vertices and uncovered vertices, it holds that v is either a free or
uncovered vertex in C; hence x is contained in XW ∪XU . It holds that all vertices in XhU
are contained in V (F ′) ⊆ V (F ) because every vertex x in XhU is adjacent to a connected
component in CS that consists of a single vertex x′ which is only adjacent to vertex x in XhU .
Furthermore, during Reduction Rule 3 we delete the vertex set XhW . Thus, x is contained in
X lU ∪X lW . Now, if v is a free vertex in C, then x must be a vertex in X lW which implies
that C is a connected component in ClW and not in CD, which is a contradiction. Similar,
if v is an uncovered vertex in C, then x must be a vertex in X lU which implies that C is a
connected component in ClU and not in CD, which is a contradiction. Hence, F is an edge
dominating set in G. C
We already showed that the reduction is safe. Next, we show that the reduced instance
(G′, k′, X ′) has at most O(|X|2) vertices. The set of connected components in G′ −X ′ is
C′ := ClU ∪ ClW ∪ CS , because we only add connected components to G during Reduction Rule
4 (namely the components in CS) and we only delete connected components during Reduction
Rule 5. We delete all connected components that are not contained in ClU ∪ClW ∪CS . It follows
that G′ −X ′ has at most 2|X|2 connected components, because |C′| ≤ |ClU |+ |ClW |+ |CS | ≤
|X lU | · |X|+ |X lW |+ |XhU | ≤ 2|X|2. Since every connected component has constant size, and
since V (G′) = V (C′) ∪X it holds that G′ has at most O(|X|2) vertices. Next, we have to
bound the number of edges. Every connected component has only constant size, thus it has
only a constant number of edges (because our graph is simple); hence |E[C′]| ∈ O(|X|2). The
number of edges between vertices in X is at most |X|2. All remaining edges are between X
and C′ and there are at most |X| · |V (C′)| ∈ O(|X|3) edges between X and C′. This sums up
to at most O(|X|3) edges.
It is easy to see that we can perform the reduction in polynomial time: We apply every
Reduction Rule exactly once and we also compute every set exactly once. Furthermore, we
can compute the sets W and U in polynomial time because we can compute a minimum
edge dominating set in a connected component of constant size in constant time. Moreover,
we can compute all remaining sets in polynomial time (by applying Theorem 6 or by simple
counting). We can also apply each Reduction Rule in polynomial time because we only delete
resp. add vertex or edge sets of size polynomial in |G| which we can compute in polynomial
time. J
I Remark 26. If H is a finite set of connected graphs that contain neither beneficial sets
nor uncovered vertices (and such that each graph H ∈ H has V (H) = N [W (H)] then edge
dominating set parameterized by the size of a modulator X to an H-component graph
admits a kernel with O(|X|) vertices, O(|X|2) edges, and size O(|X|2 log |X|). This holds
because the only set that has size O(|X|2) is the set of connected components in ClU . But,
if we have no uncovered vertex then ClU = ∅. Hence, the reduced instance has only O(|X|)
many connected components, and therefore, only O(|X|) many vertices.
I Lemma 27. Let d ∈ N and let H be a finite set of connected graphs such that no graph
H ∈ H has a strongly beneficial set of size exceeding d, such that V (H) = N [W (H)] ∪ U(H)
for all H ∈ H, and such that each strongly beneficial set B of any graph H ∈ H is contained in
N(W (H)). Moreover, assume that for each strongly beneficial set B of a graph H ∈ H there
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exists a minimum edge dominating set in H−B that covers all vertices in N(W (H))\B. Then
edge dominating set parameterized by the size of a modulator X to the class H-component
graphs admits a kernel with O(|X|d) vertices, O(|X|d+1) edges, and size O(|X|d+1 log |X|).
Proof. Let (G, k,X) be an instance of edge dominating set parameterized by the size of
a modulator to an H-component graph. Again, we can assume that k − eds(G−X) < |X|
(see proof of Lemma 23). The kernelization is similar to the previous kernelization. We
construct a different graph GW to compute XhW because we have to be a little bit more
careful with connected components in ClU and because we have beneficial sets. Furthermore,
we define the set CD differently (for this purpose we compute another auxiliary graph).
In the previous kernelization (Lemma 23) the connected components in G−X have no
beneficial set. Thus, for every connected component C that has at least one free vertex and
whose set of free vertices is adjacent to at least one vertex in X, we could assume that an edge
dominating set contains at least one of these edges between the free vertices and X. We can
not assume this anymore because a connected component can also contain a beneficial set B.
Now, it could be necessary that an edge dominating set of size at most k contains a matching
between B and X. For example, assume that there exists a connected component C that
contains a free vertex that is adjacent to vertex x1 in X, and that C has also a beneficial set
B = {b1, b2, b3} of size three with cost(B) = 1 such that bi is adjacent to a vertex xi in X
(where all xi are pairwise different). Now, we can either increase the cost locally by one to
cover three vertices in X or use the same local cost to cover one vertex, namely x1, in X.
Further, assume that x1, x2, x3 are endpoints of edges in every edge dominating set of size at
most k and that there exist no way to cover x2 and x3 with an extra budget of one. Hence,
the edge dominating set will probably contain the edges between B and {x1, x2, x3} as well
as a minimum edge dominating set in C −B, and no edge between a free vertex of C and X.
Besides this, in the previous kernelization we could assume that every edge that is
incident with an uncovered vertex increases the cost locally by one. We cannot assume this
anymore because a connected component C with a beneficial set B can cover |B| vertices in
N(B) ∩ U(C) while increasing the cost locally by cost(B) < |B|. Thus, a beneficial set B
could be useful to cover some vertices in U(C) and to cover vertices in X. But, if all vertices
in U(C) are only adjacent to vertices in X that must be in every edge dominating set of
size at most k then we will never cover the vertices in U(C) by edges inside a connected
component.
For these reasons, we compute the set XhW using a different auxiliary graph which leads
to O(|X|2) connected components in ClW (in the worst case). Note that it would be possible
to bound the number of connected components in ClW by O(|X|) by defining an auxiliary
graph that handles the connected components that have free vertices or beneficial sets at
the same time. This would make the analysis more complicated. But, we are only able to
bound the number of connected components that contain a beneficial set by O(|X|d), with
d ≥ 2. Thus, even if no graph has uncovered vertices we will not be able to reduce to less
than O(|X|2) vertices because we have connected components that contain beneficial sets (of
size d ≥ 2). Recall, in the previous kernelization we can reduce to O(|X|) vertices if we have
no uncovered vertices.
As before, let C be the set of connected components in G − X, let W be the set
of all free vertices in G − X, and let U be the set of all uncovered vertices in G − X.
Let XW ⊆ X be the set of vertices in X that are adjacent to a vertex in W , hence
XW = {x ∈ X | ∃w ∈W : {x,w} ∈ E(G)}, and let CW be the set of connected components
C in C where W (C) is adjacent to a vertex in XW , hence with E(W (C), XW ) 6= ∅. Again,
we compute a bipartite graph GW : One part consists of |X| vertices x1, x2, . . . , x|X| for every
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vertex x in XW . We denote this set by R. The other part consists of one vertex sC for every
connected component C in CW . We add an edge between a copy xi of vertex in x ∈ XW ,
with i ∈ [|X|], and a vertex sC with C ∈ CW if and only if x is adjacent to a vertex in W (C).
Now, we apply Theorem 6 to obtain either a maximum matching in GW that saturates R,
or to find a set Y ⊆ R such that |NGW (Y )| < |Y | and such that there exists a maximum
matching in GW − NGW [Y ] that saturates R \ Y . Observe, since every copy of a vertex
x ∈ XW has the same neighborhood it holds that either all copies of x are contained in Y
or none. If there exists a maximum matching in GW that saturates R then let XhW = XW ,
let X lW = ∅, and let ClW = ∅. Otherwise, if there exists a set Y with the above properties
then let X lW = {x ∈ XW | x1 ∈ Y } be the vertices in X whose copies are contained in Y , let
XhW = XW \X lW , and let ClW be the set of connected components C in CW where W (C) is
adjacent to a vertex in X lW . Note that every connected component C in ClW corresponds
to a vertex in NGW (Y ). Thus, the set ClW contains at most |NGW (Y )| < |Y | = |X| · |X lW |
connected components. Now, we apply Reduction Rule 3.
B Claim 28. Reduction Rule 3 is safe.
Proof. Let F be an edge dominating set of size at most k in G. We can construct an edge
dominating set of size at most k′ = k in G′ as in the proof of Claim 24. We delete every
edge e = {x, y} ∈ F if x, y ∈ XhW or if x ∈ XhW and y is isolated in G′. Furthermore, we
replace each edge e = {x, v} ∈ F with x ∈ XhW and v /∈ XhW (not isolated in G′) by an edge
in δG′(v). By construction, the resulting set F ′ is an edge dominating set of size at most
k = k′ in G′.
For the other direction, let F ′ be an edge dominating set of size at most k′ in G′.
Recall that k − eds(G − X) < |X|, which implies that k′ − eds(G′ − X ′) < |X| because
eds(G′ − X ′) = eds(G − X) and k = k′. Thus, there are at most |X| − 1 connected
components C of G′ −X ′ that are incident with more than eds(C) edges of F ′. Recall, the
graph GW −NGW [Y ] (resp. the graph GW if X lW = ∅) contains a matching M that saturates
R \ Y = {xi | x ∈ XhW ∧ i ∈ [|X|]}. For every vertex x ∈ XhW let C1x, C2x, . . . , C |X|x be the
connected components in CW \ ClW with {xi, sCix} ∈ M . Note that the set of free vertices
in these connected components is not adjacent to a vertex in X lW because all connected
components whose set of free vertices is adjacent to a vertex in X lW correspond to a vertex
in NGW (Y ).
Since at most |X| − 1 connected components C of G′ −X ′ are incident with more that
eds(C) edges of F ′ at least one of the connected components C1x, C2x, . . . , C
|X|
x is only incident
with eds(Cix) edges of F ′. Say, w.l.o.g., that for all x ∈ XhW the connected component C1x is
only incident with eds(C1x) edges of F ′. (Note that for two different vertices x, y ∈ XhW the
connected components C1x and C1y are different.) Furthermore, the set of free vertices in C1x
is only adjacent to vertices in C1x because we delete XhW to obtain G′ and every connected
component whose set of free vertices is adjacent to a vertex in X lW is contained in ClW .
Since we have only eds(C1x) edges to dominate all edges in C1x it holds that no edge has an
endpoint in U(C1x) or one endpoint in C1x and the other endpoint in X. Let wx ∈W (C1x) be
a free vertex in C1x that is adjacent to vertex x in G; hence {wx, x} ∈ E(G). Now, for every
x ∈ XhW we delete all edges that are incident with C1x from F ′ and add a minimum edge
dominating set in C1x − wx that covers N(W (C1x)) (Proposition 13 (6)) as well as the edge
{wx, x} to obtain F . It holds that F has size k because eds(C1x) = eds(C1x − wx) + 1. It
remains to prove that F is an edge dominating set in G. The set V (F ) contains all vertices
in V (F ′) except some free vertices in the connected components where we change the edge
dominating set. But, all neighbors of these vertices are contained in V (F ) because these free
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vertices are only adjacent to vertices in XhW (which are contained in V (F )) and to vertices
in the connected component of G−X they belong to. Thus, F is an edge dominating set of
size at most k in G. C
Let XU ⊆ U be the set of vertices in X that are adjacent to a vertex in U , let XhU ⊆ XU
be the set of vertices in XU that are adjacent to the set of uncovered vertices in at least |X|+1
connected components, and let X lU = XU \ XhU . Again, by ClU we denote the connected
components C in C with E(U(C), X lU ) 6= ∅, and it holds that |ClU | ≤ |X| · |X lU |.
Next, we apply Reduction Rule 4. Let CS be the set of new connected components in
G−X that we add during Reduction Rule 4. To prove that Reduction Rule 4 is safe in the
previous kernelization (Lemma 23), we only showed that every vertex in XhU must be covered
by every solution of size at most k. The same argumentation holds here; thus, Reduction
Rule 4 is safe.
Let CB be the set of connected components C in C \ (ClW ∪ClU ∪CS) that contain a strongly
beneficial set. To find connected components in CB that can be safely removed from G we
construct an auxiliary graph GA as follows:
Add for each set Y ⊆ X with 2 ≤ |Y | ≤ d and for each β ∈ [|Y | − 1] a vertex rY,β to GA;
denote the union of these vertices by R.
Add for each connected component C in CB a vertex sC to GA; denote the union of these
vertices by S.
For each connected component C ∈ CB we add the edge {rY,β , sC} to GA if and only if
there exists a strongly beneficial set B of size |Y | in C with cost(B) = β such that there
exists a perfect matching M in (Y ∪B,E(G)∩E(Y,B)). Hence, we add an edge between
a vertex sC that represents connected component C and a vertex rY,β if and only if a
local solution for C that contains a maximum matching between Y and B (that covers
Y ) increases the cost of a local solution for C only by β.
Thus, the auxiliary graphs tells us which connected components C ∈ CB can help us to
cover a set Y ⊆ X (of size at most d) without using |Y | additional edges (or more precisely
by using β “additional” edges).
B Claim 29. We can construct graph GA in polynomial time
Proof. The set R has
∑d
i=2
(|X|
i
) · i ∈ O(|X|d) many vertices, one for each pair (Y, β) where
Y ⊆ X with 2 ≤ |Y | ≤ d and β ∈ [|Y |]. Hence we can construct R in polynomial time. Since
the set S contains one vertex for each connected component in CB we can construct S in
polynomial time.
For every connected component C ∈ CB we can compute a minimum edge dominating set
in C as well as in C −B, for every B ⊆ V (C), in polynomial time because C is of constant
size. Thus, we can compute all strongly beneficial sets B in C as well as the value cost(B)
in polynomial time: There are only a constant number of possible sets and we can compute
eds(C) and eds(H −B) in polynomial time. This is only possible, because C is of constant
size. Let C be a connected component in CB , let B be a strongly beneficial set in C, and let
Z = N(B) ∩X be the set of vertices in X that are adjacent to a vertex in B. For each set
Y ⊆ Z of size |B| we add the edge {rY,cost(B), sC} to GA, if there exists a perfect matching
in (B ∪ Y,E(B, Y )). We can do this in polynomial time, because we only have to compute(|Z|
|B|
) ≤ |X|d many maximum matchings. We can do this for every connected component and
every beneficial set in a component because there are only a polynomial number of connected
components and because every connected component has only a constant number of strongly
beneficial sets. C
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Now, we apply Theorem 6 to obtain either a maximum matching in GA that saturates R,
or to find a set Z ⊆ R such that |NGA(Z)| < |Z| and such that there exists a maximum
matching in GA − NGA [Z] that saturates R \ Z. Note that if there exists a matching in
GA that saturates R we can set Z = ∅. Thus, we can assume that we always find a set
Z that fulfills the above properties. Let M be a maximum matching in GA − NGA [Z].
By choice of Z, it holds that the matching M saturates R \ Z. Now, let ClB be the set
of connected components C in CB that correspond to a vertex sC in NGA(Z), and let
ChB = {C ∈ CB | ∃Y ⊆ X,β ∈ [|Y | − 1] : {rY,β , sC} ∈M} be the set of connected components
C in CB that correspond to a vertex sC in S with the property that {rY,β , sC} is an edge in
M for a set Y ⊆ X and an integer β ∈ [|Y | − 1]. Note that rY,β ∈ R \Z. Now, we can bound
the number of connected components in ClB and ChB: It holds that |ClB | = |NGA(Z)| < |Z|
(property of Z) and that |ChB | = |R \Z| (because we add one vertex for every vertex in R \Z
to ChB); thus |ClB ∪ ChB | ≤ |R| ∈ O(|X|d).
So far, we know that |ClW | ≤ |X| · |X lW |, that |ClU | ≤ |X| · |X lU |, that |CS | ≤ |XhU |, and
that |ClB ∪ ChB | ∈ O(|X|d). We will show that the remaining connected components of G−X
can be safely removed by reducing the value k accordingly. Let CD be the set of connected
components in G−X that are not contained in ClU ∪CS ∪ClW ∪ClB ∪ChB . We apply Reduction
Rule 5 to delete all connected components in CD and to obtain our reduced instance.
B Claim 30. Reduction Rule 5 is safe.
Proof. Let (G, k,X) be the instance before applying Reduction Rule 5, and let (G′, k′, X ′)
be the instance after applying Reduction Rule 5. Note that X = X ′, because we only delete
connected components of G−X and decrease k.
Let F ′ be an edge dominating set of size at most k′ in G′. To obtain an edge dominating
set of size at most k in G, we add for each connected component C in CD a minimum
edge dominating set FC with N(W (C)) ⊆ V (FC) to F ′. The existence of such a minimum
edge dominating set follow from Proposition 13 (6). We denote the resulting set by F .
By construction, the set F has size at most k because k′ = k − eds(CD) and we add
exactly a minimum edge dominating set of CD to F ′ to obtain F . To show that F is an
edge dominating set of G, we have to show that F dominates every edge between X and
a connected component C in CD: All other edges are either dominated by F ′ or by the
added minimum edge dominating set FC with C ∈ CD. Assume for contradiction that there
exists a connected component C ∈ CD, a vertex v ∈ V (C), and a vertex x ∈ X such that
{v, x} ∈ E(G) is not dominated by F . All vertices in N(W (C)) are incident with an edge
in FC (choice of FC) and therefore incident with an edge in F . Thus, v must be a free or
uncovered vertex because V (C) = N [W (C)] ∪ U(C). If v is a free vertex, then x must be
contained in XW . Since we delete XhW during Reduction Rule 3, it holds that x ∈ X lW . But
this implies that C is a connected component in ClW because ClW contains all connected
components whose set of free vertices is adjacent to a vertex in X lW . Thus, C is contained in
ClW and not in CD which is a contradiction. If v is an uncovered vertex then x must be a
vertex in XU . All vertices in XhU must be incident with an edge in F ′ because every vertex x
in XhU is adjacent to a connected component in CS that consists of a single vertex x′ which is
only adjacent to this vertex x in X; hence x ∈ X lU . But, this implies that C is contained in
ClU , and not in CD, because every connected component whose set of uncovered vertices is
adjacent to a vertex in X lU is contained in ClW . This is a contradiction. Thus, F is an edge
dominating set of size at most k in G.
For the other direction, let F be an edge dominating set of size at most k in G that
is also a matching. Recall, every vertex v ∈ W (C) that is adjacent to a vertex x ∈ X
is contained x ∈ X lW because we delete XhW during Reduction Rule 3; hence C ∈ ClW .
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Thus, every connected component C with E(W (C), X)) 6= ∅ is contained in ClW , and
therefore, not contained in CD ∪ CB. Let C1, C2, . . . , Cp be all connected components in
CD ∪ ChB that are incident with an edge in F that has its other endpoint in X; thus for
all i ∈ [p] it holds E(Ci, X) ∩ F 6= ∅. For each connected component Ci, with i ∈ [p], let
Bi = {c ∈ V (Ci) | ∃x ∈ X : {x, c} ∈ F} be the set of vertices in V (Ci) that are incident
with an edge in F that has its other endpoint in X. Note that Bi ⊆ V (Ci) \W (Ci) because
E(W (Ci), X) = ∅ for all connected components in CD ∪ CB. Since Bi ⊆ V (C) \W (C) we
can apply Proposition 13 (14): For all i ∈ [p] let B1i , B2i , . . . , Bqii ⊆ Bi be a partition of
Bi where Bji is either strongly beneficial or has cost(B
j
i ) = |Bji |, for all j ∈ [qi], such that
cost(Bi) ≥
∑qi
j=1 cost(B
j
i ). Let Y
j
i = {x ∈ X | ∃v ∈ V (Bji ) : {x, v} ∈ F}, with i ∈ [p] and
j ∈ [qi], be the set of vertices in X that are incident with an edge in F whose other endpoint
is contained in Bji , and let β
j
i = cost(B
j
i ). Note that the sets B
j
i and Y
j
i have the same size
because F is a matching in G. Therefore, if Bji is a strongly beneficial set then the size of
Y ji is at most d because every strongly beneficial set has size at most d.
Now, if Bji , with i ∈ [p] and j ∈ [qi], is a strongly beneficial set in Ci then it holds that
2 ≤ |Bji | = |Y ji | ≤ d and that βji = cost(Bji ) < |Bji | = |Y ji |. Thus, the vertex rY j
i
,βj
i
is
contained in R. Note that Ci is a connected component in ChB if Bji is strongly beneficial for
an index j ∈ [qi] because every connected component in C \ (ClW ∪ ClU ∪ CS) that contains
a strongly beneficial set is contained in CB, and because Ci ∈ CD ∪ ChB. Recall that CD
contains all connected components that are not contained in ClW ∪ ClU ∪ CS ∪ ClB ∪ ChB.
Furthermore, the vertex rY j
i
,βj
i
must be contained in R \ Z: If rY j
i
,βj
i
is a vertex in Z then
NGA(rY j
i
,βj
i
) ⊆ NGA(Z). But, every vertex in NGA(Z) corresponds to a connected component
in ClB which would imply that Ci is contained in ClB because rCi ∈ NGA(rY j
i
,βj
i
) which is a
contradiction; thus, rY j
i
,βj
i
∈ R \ Z.
Let Cji be the connected component in ChB whose corresponding vertex in S is matched to
rY j
i
,βj
i
; hence with {rY j
i
,βj
i
, sCj
i
} ∈ M . Since {rY j
i
,βj
i
, sCj
i
} ∈ E(GA) there exists a strongly
beneficial set B¯ji of size |Y ji | in Cji with cost(B¯ji ) = βji (= cost(Bji )) such that there exists
a perfect matching between Y ji and B¯
j
i in (Y
j
i ∪ B¯ji , E(G) ∩ E(Y ji , B¯ji )). Hence, for every
strongly beneficial set Bji , with i ∈ [p] and j ∈ [qi], the set Y ji is associated with a different
connected component Cji in ChB and a beneficial set B¯ji that has the same advantage as Bji .
In the case that the size of Bji , with i ∈ [p] and j ∈ [qi], is equal to cost(Bji ) it holds that
Y ji is equal to β
j
i . Thus, every edge that is incident with a vertex in Y
j
i increases the cost
locally by one.
To construct an edge dominating set of size at most k′ in G′ we delete all edges in F
that are incident with a vertex in a connected component of CD ∪ ChB ; denote the resulting
set by F˜ . Recall that C1, C2, . . . , Cp are the connected components in CD ∪ ChW that are
incident with an edge in F whose other endpoint is contained in X. Next, for each i ∈ [p] and
j ∈ [qi] with Bji ⊆ Bi strongly beneficial we add a minimum edge dominating set in Cji − B¯ji
with N(W (Cji )) \ B¯ji ⊆ V (FC) to F˜ as well as a maximum matching between B¯ji and Y ji
that saturates both sets: Such a minimum edge dominating set exists by assumption and
such a matching exists because {rY j
i
,βj
i
, sCj
i
} is an edge in GA. Recall that every connected
component Cji is contained in ChB . Thus, all added edges are contained in G′. For all remaining
connected components C in ChB we add a minimum edge dominating set in C to F˜ . Finally,
we add for each vertex y that is contained in a set Y ji with |Y ji | = |Bji | = cost(Bji ) = βji ,
where i ∈ [p] and j ∈ [qi], an arbitrary edge in δG′(y) to F˜ if δG′(y) is not the empty set.
Otherwise, if v is isolated in G′ we add no edge to F˜ . We denote the resulting set by F ′.
First, we show that F ′ is indeed an edge dominating set of G′. Every vertex in X that is
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incident with an edge in F that has its other endpoint in a connected component of CD ∪ ChB
is contained in a set Y ji , with i ∈ [p] and j ∈ [qi]. During the reduction we delete only edges
that are incident with a connected component in CD ∪ ChB , but we also add for each vertex
v in Y ji that is not isolated in G′ an edge in δG′(y) to F ′. Thus, every vertex in X that is
covered by V (F ) and not isolated in G′ is also covered by V (F ′). Furthermore, every edge in
a connected component is dominated: We delete only edges that are incident with connected
components in CD ∪ ChB and we add for all connected components in ChB an edge dominating
set to F ′. Since the connected components in CD are not contained in G′ it holds that F ′
dominates all edges in G′ −X ′. Thus, the only edges that are possibly not dominated by F ′
have one endpoint in X and the other endpoint in a connected component of ChB because
these are the only connected components where we change the edge dominating set (and
because V (F ′) covers all vertices in X ∩ V (F ) that are not isolated in G′). Assume that
there exists a connected component C ∈ ChB, a vertex v ∈ V (C), and a vertex x ∈ X such
that edge {v, x} ∈ E(G′) is not dominated by F ′; hence v, x /∈ V (F ′). No vertex in W (C) is
adjacent to a vertex in X (otherwise C ∈ ClW and not in ChB). Furthermore, every vertex
in N(W (C)) is incident with an edge in F ′ (by construction). Thus, v must be a vertex
in U(C), and x must be a vertex in XU . Every vertex in XhU must be incident with an
edge in F ′ because XhU ⊆ V (F ), and because every vertex in X that is covered by the edge
dominating set F and is not isolated in G′ is contained in V (F ′); hence x ∈ X lU . But, if
x ∈ X lU then it follows that C is a connected component in ClU and not in ChB, which is a
contradiction; thus F ′ is an edge dominating set in G′.
It remains to show that F ′ contains at most k′ edges. The connected component Ci, with
i ∈ [p], is incident with at least eds(Ci) + cost(Bi) many edges (definition of cost). For all
remaining connected components C ∈ CD ∪ ChB we need at least eds(C) many edges. Thus,
it holds that F˜ ≤ |F | − eds(CD ∪ ChB)−
∑p
i=1
∑qi
j=1 β
j
i because
F˜ ≤ |F | −
(
eds(CD ∪ ChB) +
p∑
i=1
cost(Bi)
)
≤ |F | − eds(CD ∪ ChB)−
p∑
i=1
qi∑
j=1
cost(Bji )
≤ |F | − eds(CD ∪ ChB)−
p∑
i=1
qi∑
j=1
βji
To obtain F ′ we add eds(Cji ) + cost(B¯
j
i ) = eds(C
j
i ) + β
j
i edges to F˜ , with i ∈ [p], and
j ∈ [qi], if Bji ⊆ Bi is a strongly beneficial set in Ci: We add a minimum edge dominating
set in Cji − B¯ji as well as a matching between Y ji and B¯ji that saturates both sets to F˜ ,
and cost(B¯ji ) = β
j
i . All these connected components C
j
i are contained in ChB. For all
remaining connected components C in ChB we add a minimum edge dominating set of C to
F˜ . Furthermore, for all vertices y that are not isolated in G′ and that are contained in a
set Y ji , with i ∈ [p], and j ∈ [qi], where |Y ji | = βji = cost(Bji ), we add an arbitrary edge in
δG′(y) to F˜ . Thus,
|F ′| ≤ |F˜ |+ eds(ChB) +
p∑
i=1
qi∑
j=1
βji ≤ |F | − eds(CD) = k′
This completes the proof. C
We showed that all reduction rules are safe. To show that the reduced (G′, k′, X ′) instance
has only O(|X|d) vertices, we only have to bound the number of connected components in
G′ −X ′ because every connected component has constant size. During the reduction rules
we delete all connected components that are not contained in C′ := ClW ∪ ClU ∪ CS ∪ ChB ∪ ClB .
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We already showed that |ClW ∪ ClU ∪ CS | ≤ 2 · |X|2 (see above). Furthermore, we showed that
|ClB ∪ ChB | ∈ O(|X|d). This implies that G′ has at most O(|X|d) connected components, and
thus, at most O(|X|d) vertices. (We assumed that there exists at least one graph H in H
that has a beneficial set and these beneficial set has at least size two; thus d ≥ 2.) Next, we
have to bound the number of edges. Every connected component has only constant size,
thus it has only a constant number of edges; hence |E[C′]| ∈ O(|X|d). The number of edges
between vertices in X is at most |X|2. All remaining edges are between X and C′. This are
at most |X| · |V (C′)| ∈ O(|X|d+1) many edges. This sums up to at most O(|X|d+1) edges.
It remains to show that we can perform the reduction in polynomial time. We can
compute the sets W and U in polynomial time because every connected component is
of constant size, and therefore, we can compute minimum edge dominating sets in every
connected component as well as in every subgraph of a connected component in polynomial
time. Furthermore, we can construct the auxiliary graphs GW and GA in polynomial time.
Hence, by applying Theorem 6 we can compute the set XhW , the set X lW , the set ClW , the
set ClB, and the set ChB in polynomial time. The set X lU , the set XhU , as well as the set ClU
can be computed in polynomial time by simple counting. Since we can compute all sets in
polynomial time, we can apply the reduction rules in polynomial time because we only delete
the set XhW (Reduction Rule 3) as well as all connected components that are not contained
in ClU ∪ CS ∪ ClW ∪ ClB ∪ ChB (Reduction Rule 5), and we only add one vertex for every vertex
in XhU (Reduction Rule 4). J
I Theorem 31. Let d ∈ N and let H be a finite set of connected graphs such that some
H ∈ H has a strongly beneficial set of size d. Then edge dominating set parameterized
by the size of a modulator to H-component graphs does not have a kernelization of size
O(|X|d−ε), for any ε > 0, unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly.
At a first glance, d-dimension d-set cover seems to be a suitable problem to prove
Theorem 31 by giving a polynomial parameter transformation from d-dimension d-set
cover parameterized by the size of the universe to edge dominating set parameterized
by the size of a modulator to H-component graphs, where H contains a graph H that has a
strongly beneficial set B of size d. Indeed, if the beneficial set B = {b1, b2, . . . , bd} has for
example cost(B) = 1 then there exists an easy polynomial parameter transformation from
d-dimension d-set cover parameterized by the size of the universe to edge dominating set
parameterized by the size of a modulator to H-component graphs, where H contains a graph
H that has a strongly beneficial B set of size d: For an instance ((U := U1∪˙U2∪˙ . . . ∪˙Ud,F), k)
of d-dimension d-set cover we construct an instance (G, k′, X) of edge dominating set
by adding for each set F = {u1, u2, . . . , ud} ∈ F , where ui ∈ Ui for all i ∈ [d], a copy HF of
H to G as well as two vertices u, u′ for each element u ∈ U . We add an edge between u and
u′ for each u ∈ U as well as an edge between u and the copy of bi in HF if u ∈ Ui ∩ F . Let
k′ = eds(G−X) + k and X be the set of all vertices that are not contained in a copy of H.
In general, if cost(B) > 1 then one would set k′ = eds(G−X) + k · cost(B).
But, there could be cases where it seems unlikely that such a polynomial parameter
transformation exists, and where the above construction is not correct. For example, assume
that there exists a graph H that has a strongly beneficial set B = {b1, b2, . . . , b15} of
size 15 with cost(B) = 5. It could be possible that also the sets B1 = {b1, b2, . . . , b10},
B2 = {b5, b6, . . . , b15}, and B3 = {b1, b2, . . . , b5, b10, b11, . . . , b15} are strongly beneficial and
that cost(Bi) = 3 for all i ∈ [3]. Note that this does not violate the definition of strongly
beneficial sets. Now, instead of covering 30 vertices in the modulator by using only edges
between the modulator of X and two different copies of H and using 10 edges more than one
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need to cover these two copies, one can cover 30 vertices in the modulator by using edges
between copies of B1, B2 and B3 in different copies of H and using only 9 edges more than
one need to cover these three copies. Hence, an edge dominating set in G of size at most k′
would not lead to a set cover in (U,F) of size at most k, because an edge dominating set in
G could contain edges between X and more than k connected components of G−X. Thus,
this would lead to a set cover with more that k sets, where some sets are only subsets of
sets in F . We can handle this problem by giving a cross-composition of cost t1/d from the
NP-hard multicolored clique problem.
Proof. Fix a graph H ∈ H that contains a strongly beneficial set of size d, and fix a
strongly beneficial set B = {b1, . . . , bd} of size d in H. If any of the Items 1a through 1d of
Theorem 12 applies to H then we already ruled out any polynomial kernelization (unless
NP ⊆ coNP/poly). Thus, it suffices to prove the theorem in the remaining case where we
know that V (H) = N [W (H)] ∪ U(W ), that B ⊆ N(W (H)), and that there is a minimum
edge dominating set FB of H −B that covers N(W (H)) \B.
To prove the theorem, we give a cross-composition of cost f(t) = t1/d from the NP-hard
multicolored clique problem to edge dominating set parameterized by the size of
a modulator to an H-component graph, where t is the number of multicolored clique
instances. We will construct an instance (G′, k′, X ′) where all components of G′ −X ′ are
isomorphic to H, implying that the result holds for all sets H containing H (though a stronger
lower bound may follow using another H ′ ∈ H).
We choose the same equivalence relation R as in the proof of Theorem 5. Let a sequence of
instances Ii = (Gi, k)ti=1 of multicolored clique be given that are in the same equivalence
class of R. As before, since all color classes have the same size we can identify for each
color class the vertex sets. Let V be the vertex set (of size k · n) of the t instances and
let V1, V2, . . . , Vk be the different color classes (of size n). We assume, w.l.o.g. that every
instance has at least one edge in E(Vp, Vq) for all 1 ≤ p < q ≤ k; otherwise, this instance
would be a trivial no instance and we can delete it. We copy some instance until we have
t˜ = sd instances, where s is the least odd integer with t ≤ sd. It holds that s = dt1/de or
s = dt1/de+ 1; hence s ≤ t1/d + 2. Clearly, this does not affect whether at least one instance
is yes for MCC.
In the proof of Theorem 5 resp. Theorem 15 we add a set W of size 2 · log(t) to the
modulator to encode for each path P3 resp. graph H which instance it corresponds to. We
cannot apply this construction here because we do not have the “control set” C of a control
pair; we only have a (large) strongly beneficial set B. Therefore, we have to find a different
approach to encode to which instance a copy of the graph H corresponds. Like Dell and
Marx [7] we add d · s vertex sets to the graph G′ (more precisely the modulator X ′), which
form d groups of size s each. The goal is to associate each instance with a different choice of
d out of the d · s vertex sets, picking one from each group; there are t˜ = sd choices.
We construct an instance (G′, k′, X ′) of edge dominating set parameterized by the
size of a modulator to an H-component graph; of course, this is also an instance of edge
dominating set parameterized by the size of modulator to an H-component graph. (See
Figures 3 and 4 for an illustration.)
We add (d− 1) · s vertex sets, each of size (k2), to G′; we denote these sets by Xi,j where
i ∈ [d− 1] and j ∈ [s]. Every vertex in Xi,j , with i ∈ [d− 1] and j ∈ [s], represents a different
edge set E(Vp, Vq) for 1 ≤ p < q ≤ k. By xp,qi,j we denote the vertex in Xi,j that represents
the edge set E(Vp, Vq). Next, we add s sets, each of size
(
k
2
) · n2, to G′. We denote these
sets by Yj with j ∈ [s]. Every vertex in Yj , with j ∈ [s], represents a possible edge (of a
multicolored clique instance) between two vertices in different color classes Vp and Vq,
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Figure 3 The d · s sets that encode the t˜ = sd instances in the construction of G′.
with 1 ≤ p < q ≤ k. By y{u,v}j we denote the vertex in Yj that represents the possible edge
{u, v} with u ∈ Vp, v ∈ Vq.
We modify the indexing of the input instances from using i with i ∈ [t˜] to using index
vectors h = (h1, h2, . . . , hd) ∈ [s]d; there are sd = t˜ different index vectors. Henceforth, we
refer to instances and their graphs through their index h. In the rest of the construction,
every instance (Gh, k) of multicolored clique with h = (h1, h2, . . . , hd) ∈ [s]d only
interacts with the vertex sets Xi,hi for i ∈ [d− 1] and the vertex set Yhd . For every instance
Gh, with h ∈ [s]d, we add |E(Gh)| copies of the graph H to G′ and denote the copy of
H that represents edge e ∈ E(Gh) by Heh. Let Beh = {beh,1, beh,2, . . . , beh,d} be the copy of
the beneficial set B in Heh, i.e. vertex beh,i corresponds to vertex bi in B, for all i ∈ [d].
We add all edges {beh,i, xp,qi,hi}, with i ∈ [d − 1], as well as the edge {beh,d, yehd} to G′, with
h = (h1, h2, . . . , hd) ∈ [s]d, e ∈ E(Gh) ∩ E(Vp, Vq) and 1 ≤ p < q ≤ k. That is, an edge e
between color classes Vp and Vq in Gh is (in part) represented by connecting its corresponding
graph Heh to the sets Xi,hi corresponding to h: The ith vertex beh,i of the beneficial set Beh
in Heh is made adjacent to x
p,q
i,hi
∈ Xi,hi , for i ∈ [d− 1]. These edges between Heh and Xi,hi
represent only the colors of the endpoints of e. Whereas, the edges between Heh and Yhd
represent the endpoints of e: The vertex beh,d of the beneficial set Beh in Heh is made adjacent
to yehd . Thus, every vertex b
e
h,i, with i ∈ [d], is adjacent to exactly one vertex that is not
contained in V (Heh).
We need the sets Xi,j with i ∈ [d − 1], and j ∈ [s] only to encode the t˜ instances; to
make sure that there exists a clique in at least one instance we primarily use the sets Yj
with j ∈ [s]. Our goal is that for every i ∈ [d− 1] exactly one of the sets Xi,1, Xi,2, . . . Xi,s
is contained in the set of endpoints of an edge dominating set of size at most k′ in G′. We
obtain this by means of the following gadget:
A selection gadget of size α consists of s sets, say X ′1, X ′2, . . . , X ′s, each of size 2 ·
(
k
2
) · d
and s sets, say X1, X2, . . . , Xs, each of size α. Each vertex in X ′j , with j ∈ [s], is connected
to all vertices in Xj and to all vertices in X ′¯j with j¯ ∈ [s] and j¯ 6= j (see Figure 4a for an
illustration). Intuitively, with a local budget of (s− 1)/2 · 2 · (k2) · d edges, one could cover
exactly all (s− 1) · 2 · (k2) vertices of all but one set X ′j by picking appropriate edges with
endpoints in the other sets; here we use that s is odd. This would force us to cover edges
between X ′j and Xj by making all vertices in Xj endpoints of solution edges with other
endpoint outside of th selection gadget. We add d− 1 selection gadgets of size (k2) to the
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X′5
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(a) selection gadget with s = 5
T˜1 T˜2 T˜3
Z ′
Z
Y
(b) clique gadget with k = 3 and |Vi| = 3
Figure 4 Gadgets with notation as in the definition
modulator X ′ and identify for each j ∈ [s] the set Xi,j with the set Xj of one selection gadget.
The ith selection gadget has the vertex sets Xi,1, Xi,2, . . . , Xi,s and X ′i,1, X ′i,2, . . . , X ′i,s where
i ∈ [d− 1].
We still have to make sure that we pick
(
k
2
)
edges that have their endpoints in a vertex
set of size k, so that they must form a k-clique. To guarantee this, we add for each set Yj ,
with j ∈ [s], a gadget that we call clique gadget (see Figure 4b) to the graph G′: A clique
gadget consists of k sets T˜1, T˜2, . . . , T˜k each of size k − 1; every set represents one color class.
Additionally, we add for every vertex v ∈ V a set Zv of size k − 1 as well as a copy of Zv,
named Z ′v, to the gadget. The final set Y of the gadget contains
(
k
2
) · n2 vertices, one for
each possible edge in an instance. (Each edge has its endpoints in different color classes
and we have k color classes of size n.) We denote the vertex in Y that represents the edge
between vertex v and u in different color classes by y{v,u}. (Later we will identify Y with
one set Yj for j ∈ [s].) We connect every vertex in Zv for a vertex v ∈ Vi, with i ∈ [k], to all
vertices in Z ′v, and to every vertex y{v,u} with u ∈ V \ Vi. Furthermore, we connect every
vertex in T˜i, for i ∈ [k], to all vertices in Z ′v, if v ∈ Vi, i.e., if v has color i.
This gadget is perhaps the most vital part of our construction (apart from understanding
strongly beneficial sets in H-components). There are two different cases for its behavior,
which we will trigger by another selection gadget. If there are no other constraints then it
can be covered entirely by picking edges connecting sets Zv to sets Z ′v (using (k − 1) · k · n
edges). Else, as we will ensure for exactly one of these gadgets, the vertices in all sets T˜i
must be endpoints of solution edges because they have neighbors outside the gadget that are
not contained in the solution. Nevertheless, we only want (have) (k − 1) · k · n solution edges
that can be inside a clique gadget and we have to cover the vertices in all sets T˜i only with
this budget. To cover the vertices in T˜i we add a matching between T˜i and the vertices in
one set Z ′v for a single v ∈ Vi to the solution. These k vertices will be the vertices of a clique
in one instance. Since, all sets T˜i, with i ∈ [k], are covered, we can select k − 1 edges each
between the vertices of a set Zv (where Z ′v is not covered by solution edges to T˜1,∪ . . . ∪ T˜k).
We can pick these edges such that all, except the edges between Zv (where v is a vertex in
the “clique”) and vertices in y that represent an edge between v and another vertex in the
“clique”, are dominated. We will dominate these
(
k
2
)
edges in Y that are incident with a non
dominated edge via edges that have one endpoint in a copy of H, more precisely the vertex
bd in a copy of H. This will guarantee that the edge between two clique vertices is an edge
in the instance.
As mentioned above, we add s clique gadgets to the modulator X ′ and identify each Yj ,
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(b) jth clique gadget with k = 3 and |Vi| = 3.
Figure 5 Gadgets with notation as in the construction of G′
here j ∈ [s], with a different set Y of a clique gadget. To distinguish between sets in the
different clique gadgets, we denote the other sets for the clique gadget containing set Yj ,
with j ∈ [s], by Tj,i, with i ∈ [k], and by Zj,v and Z ′j,v, with v ∈ V ; let Zj =
⋃
v∈V Zj,v, let
Z ′j =
⋃
v∈V Z
′
j,v and let Tj :=
⋃k
i=1 Tj,i. Now, we have s different clique gadgets and want to
choose exactly one clique gadget where the set Tj must be covered by the solution F . To
this end, we add one last selection gadget of size k · (k − 1) to X ′ and identify the set Tj
with the set Xj of the selection gadget, with j ∈ [s]. We denote the sets X ′j of the selection
gadget, with j ∈ [s], by T ′j .
The set X ′ contains all vertices that are not contained in a copy of graph H; in total
these are (d − 1) · s · (k2) · (1 + 2 · d) vertices for the d − 1 selection gadgets of size (k2),
s · ((k + 2 · k · n) · (k − 1) + (k2) · n2) vertices for the s clique gadgets and s · 2 · (k2) · d vertices
for the last selection gadget (only those that we did not already count, because they are also
contained in a clique gadget); hence |X ′| ∈ O(s · n2 · k2 · d2) = O(t1/d · poly(n)), because
t1/d ≥ s− 2 and d, k ≤ n. Let
k′ = d · 2 ·
(
k
2
)
· d · s− 12 + s · k · n · (k − 1) +
∑
h∈[s]d
|E(Gh)| · eds(H) +
(
k
2
)
cost(B) :
Intuitively, we have a local budget of 2 · (k2) · d · s−12 to dominate all edges of the complete s-
partite graph that is contained in each of the d selection gadgets, a local budget of k ·n ·(k−1)
to dominate all edges between Zj and Z ′j in each of the s clique gadgets, a local budget of∑
h∈[s]d |E(Gh)| · eds(H) to dominate all edges of G−X, and an extra budget of
(
k
2
)
cost(B)
edges to dominate all remaining edges.
We have to show that there exists an index vector h∗ ∈ [s]d such that (Gh∗ , k) is a
YES-instance if and only if (G′, k′, X ′) is a YES-instance.
(⇒:) Assume that for some index vector h∗ ∈ [s]d the multicolored clique instance
(Gh∗ , k) is a YES-instance. Let X = {x1, x2, . . . , xk} ⊆ V be a multicolored clique of size
k in Gh∗ with xi ∈ Vi for i ∈ [k] and let E′ be the set of edges of the clique X. Let
h∗ = (h∗1, h∗2, . . . , h∗d) ∈ [s]d. We construct an edge dominating set F of G′ as follows:
For each i ∈ [d− 1] we add a minimum edge dominating set in G′[X ′i,1 ∪X ′i,2 ∪ . . .∪X ′i,s]
of size 2 · (k2) · d · s−12 to F such that each set, except the set X ′i,h∗i , is covered by F . Such
a minimum edge dominating set exists, because G′[X ′i,1 ∪ X ′i,2 ∪ . . . ∪ X ′i,s] is a complete
s-partite graph and s is odd. Thus, we dominate all edges, except the edges between the
vertex sets X ′i,h∗
i
and Xi,h∗
i
in these d− 1 selection gadgets.
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Next, we add a minimum edge dominating set in G′[T ′1∪T ′2∪ . . .∪T ′s] of size 2 ·
(
k
2
) ·d · s−12
to F such that each vertex set, except the set T ′h∗
d
, is covered by F . (Such a minimum edge
dominating set exists for the same reasons as above.) Consider the s clique gadgets: For
each j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , s} \ {h∗d} we add a perfect matching between the vertex sets Zj and Z ′j to
F ; such a matching of size |V | · (k− 1) = n · k · (k− 1) exists by construction (for each v ∈ V
it holds that every vertex in Zj,v ⊆ Zj is connected to every vertex in Z ′j,v ⊆ Z ′j and both
sets have the same size). Thus, all edges in these clique gadgets and between these clique
gadgets and the selection gadget are dominated: The only uncovered vertices in a clique
gadget are the vertices Yj and Tj , with j ∈ [s] and j 6= h∗d. These sets are independent sets
and only the set Tj is adjacent to a selection gadget, more precisely, to the vertex set T ′j
which is covered by F .
Since the edges between the vertex sets T ′h∗
d
and Th∗
d
are not dominated so far, we add a
perfect matching between the vertex sets Th∗
d
and {Z ′h∗
d
,x | x ∈ X} to F ; such a matching
of size |X| · (k − 1) = k · (k − 1) exists by construction: the set Th∗
d
,i, with i ∈ [k], has size
k − 1 and every vertex in Th∗
d
,i is connected to all k − 1 vertices in Z ′h∗
d
,xi
with xi ∈ X ∩ Vi.
Thus, we covered all edges inside the selection gadget of size k · (k − 1) and between this
selection gadget and the clique gadgets. Next, we add for all v ∈ Vi \ X, with i ∈ [k], a
perfect matching between Zh∗
d
,v and {y{v,x}h∗
d
| x ∈ X − xi}: Both sets have size k − 1 and
every vertex in Zh∗
d
,v is adjacent to all vertices in {y{v,x}h∗
d
| x ∈ X − xi}. In total, these are
|V \X| · (k − 1) = (n− 1) · k · (k − 1) edges.
So far, we dominate all edges, except the edges between vertices in Zh∗
d
,x, with x ∈ X,
and the vertices in {y{x,y}h∗
d
| x, y ∈ X,x 6= y}: The sets Th∗
d
, Z ′h∗
d
,x, with x ∈ X, and Zh∗d,v,
with v ∈ V \X, are covered by F . Thus, the only edges that are not dominated in this clique
gadget are those between the vertex sets Zh∗
d
,x with x ∈ X and Yh∗
d
. A vertex in Zh∗
d
,xi , with
i ∈ [k], is adjacent to a vertex y{u,v}h∗
d
if u = xi and v ∈ V \ Vi. But, for all v ∈ V \ (Vi ∪X),
the vertex y{xi,v}h∗
d
is already covered by F (see above).
Finally, we add an edge dominating set for the copies of H to F . For all graphs Heh with
h ∈ [s]d, and e ∈ E(Gh), and either h 6= h∗ or e /∈ E′ we add a minimum edge dominating
set in Heh that covers all vertices in Beh to F ; such a minimum edge dominating set exists
by assumption. (Recall, E′ is the set of edges between vertices in X.) For all graphs Heh∗
with e = {xp, xq} ∈ E′, with 1 ≤ p < q ≤ k, we add a minimum edge dominating set in
Heh∗ −Beh∗ to F as well as the edges {beh∗,i, xp,qi,h∗
i
}, with i ∈ [d− 1], and the edge {beh∗,d, yeh∗
d
}.
These edges exist by construction, because E′ ⊆ E(Gh∗). Thus, the set V (F ) contains the
vertex set Xi,h∗
i
, with i ∈ [d− 1], and the vertex set {y{x,y}h∗
d
| x, y ∈ X,x 6= y}, which implies
that F dominates all edges that are contained in a clique gadget and in a selection gadget.
Since all vertices in Bih, with h ∈ [s]d and i ∈ [k], are dominated by F and these are the
only vertices in the connected component of Heh that are adjacent to a vertex in X ′, and F
dominates all clique gadgets, selection gadgets, and connected components of G′ −X ′, the
set F is an edge dominating set of G′.
The set F contains d ·2 ·(k2) ·d · s−12 edges inside the selection gadgets, (s−1) ·n ·k · (k−1)
edges inside the clique gadgets that do not contain Yh∗
d
, k · (k− 1) + (n− 1) · k · (k− 1) edges
inside the clique gadget that contains Yh∗
d
, eds(H) edges for all graphs Heh with h ∈ [s]d,
e ∈ E(Gh) and either h 6= h∗ or e /∈ E′, and eds(H −B) + |B| = eds(H) + cost(B) edges for
all graphs Heh∗ with e ∈ E′. This sums up to k′, implying that (G′, k′, X ′) is a YES-instance.
(⇐:) Assume that (G′, k′, X ′) is a YES-instance of edge dominating set and let F be
an edge dominating set of size at most k′ in G′. First, we consider how the edge dominating
set F interacts with the graph G′:
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We need at least k · n · (k − 1) edges to dominate all edges between Zj =
⋃
v∈V Zj,v, and
Z ′j =
⋃
v∈V Z
′
j,v in one clique gadget, because G′[Zj,v ∪Z ′j,v] is a complete bipartite graph
whose bipartition has the parts Zj,v and Z ′j,v for all v ∈ V and |Zj,v| = |Z ′j,v| = k − 1.
Thus, at least k · n · (k − 1) edges of F must be contained inside a clique gadget because
we need at least k ·n · (k− 1) edges to dominate all edges between Zj and Z ′j , with j ∈ [s],
and because these sets are only adjacent to vertices inside the clique gadget they belong
to.
Furthermore, F contains at least 2 · (k2) ·d · s−12 edges inside each selection gadget, because
the s sets X ′i,1, X ′i,2, . . . , X ′i,s, with i ∈ [d − 1], resp. the s sets T ′1, T ′2, . . . , T ′s of each
selection gadget form a complete s-partite graph where each partition has size 2 · (k2) · d
and these sets are only adjacent to vertices in their selection gadget. Note that, the sets
T1, T2, . . . , Ts are contained in one selection gadget and in the clique gadgets; but our
counting is still correct, because each of the k · n · (k − 1) edges that are contained in the
clique gadgets must have at least one endpoint in the vertex set Zj ∪Z ′j , with j ∈ [s], and
each of the 2 · (k2) · d · s−12 edges in the selection gadgets must have at least one endpoint
in the vertex set T ′1 ∪ T ′2 ∪ . . . ∪ T ′s, and because the sets Zj ∪ Z ′j and T ′1 ∪ T ′2 ∪ . . . ∪ T ′s
are not adjacent.
To dominate all edges in Heh, with h ∈ [s]d and e ∈ E(Gh), we need at least eds(H)
edges that are adjacent to V (Heh). Thus, we need at least
∑
h∈[s]d |E(Gh)| ·eds(H) edges
to dominate all edges of G′ −X ′.
Summarizing, for all, except
(
k
2
) · cost(B) edges of F we know at least one endpoint and
that these edges are either contained in a selection gadget, a clique gadget, or adjacent to a
copy of H. During the proof, we will show that we can make some assumptions about the
edge dominating set F . To achieve these assumptions, we replace some edges in F such that
the resulting graph is still an edge dominating set of size |F | in G′. But, a replacement of an
edge will always preserve the previous assumptions.
B Claim 32. There exists an edge dominating set F ′ of size k′ in G′ such that for each
i ∈ [d− 1] there exists exactly one j ∈ [s] such that no vertex in X ′i,j is covered by F ′ (hence
X ′i,j ∩ V (F ′) = ∅), and there exists exactly one j ∈ [s] such that no vertex in T ′j is covered
by F ′ (hence T ′j ∩ V (F ′) = ∅).
Proof. Since the s sets X ′i,1, X ′i,2, . . . , X ′i,s, with i ∈ [d− 1], resp. the s sets T ′1, T ′2, . . . , T ′s of
each selection gadget form a complete s-partite graph, it holds that V (F ) contains at least
s− 1 sets of the s sets X ′i,1, X ′i,2, . . . , X ′i,s, with i ∈ [d− 1], resp. at least s− 1 of the s sets
T ′1, T
′
2, . . . , T
′
s. First, we show that not all sets X ′i,1, X ′i,2, . . . , X ′i,s, with i ∈ [d− 1], resp. not
all sets T ′1, T ′2, . . . , T ′s can be covered by F :
Assume that all vertices in X ′i,1 ∪X ′i,2 ∪ . . . ∪X ′i,s, for some i ∈ [d− 1], resp. all vertices
in T ′1 ∪ T ′2 ∪ . . . ∪ T ′s are contained in V (F ). This would imply that at least
1
2 ·
∣∣∣∣∣∣
s⋃
j=1
X ′i,j
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 12 ·
∣∣∣∣∣∣
s⋃
j=1
T ′j
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 12 · s · 2 ·
(
k
2
)
· d = 2 ·
(
k
2
)
· d · s− 12 +
(
k
2
)
· d
edges of F must be contained in this selection gadget. These are at least
(
k
2
) · d edges more
than the minimum number of edges in F that must be contained in a selection gadget. But,
we showed above that F has at most
(
k
2
) · cost(B) < (k2) · |B| = (k2) · d additional edges. Thus,
if V (F ) contains the entire set X ′i,1 ∪X ′i,2 ∪ . . . ∪X ′i,s, for some i ∈ [d− 1], resp. the entire
set T ′1 ∪ T ′2 ∪ . . . ∪ T ′s, then F contains more than k′ edges which is a contradiction.
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Thus, for each i ∈ [d− 1] there exists an hi ∈ [s] such that not all vertices in X ′i,hi are
covered by F and there exists an hd ∈ [s] such that not all vertices in T ′hd are covered by
F . Let h = (h1, h2, . . . , hd). Since all vertices in X ′i,hi , with i ∈ [d − 1], resp. all vertices
in T ′hd have the same neighborhood and at least one vertex in these sets in not contained
in V (F ), it holds that all vertices in the neighborhood of X ′i,hi , with i ∈ [d − 1], resp. in
the neighborhood of T ′hd must be contained in V (F ); otherwise F would not be an edge
dominating set in G′.
We replace every edge in F that is incident with a vertex in X ′i,hi , with i ∈ [d− 1], resp.
to a vertex in T ′hd . (Note, that the set
⋃d−1
i=1 X
′
i,hi
∪ T ′hd is an independent set, thus every
edge in F that is incident with this set must have its other endpoint outside this set.) Let
f = {u, v} ∈ F be an edge in F with u ∈ ⋃d−1i=1 X ′i,hi ∪ T ′hd . By construction, the vertex v is
a vertex in X ′i,j , with i ∈ [d− 1], j ∈ [s] and j 6= hi, or T ′j , with j ∈ [s] and j 6= hd, or Xi,hi ,
with i ∈ [d− 1], or Thd . Hence, v has a neighbor v′ that is not contained in
⋃d−1
i=1 X
′
i,hi
∪ T ′hd .
Thus, we can replace edge f in F with edge f ′ = {v, v′} to obtain F ′. The set F ′ is still
an edge dominating set: the only vertices that are not covered by the set F ′ any more are
contained in
⋃d−1
i=1 X
′
i,hi
∪ T ′hd , but this set is an independent set and the neighborhood of
this set is still covered by F ′. This proves the claim. C
Assume that the edge dominating set F fulfills the properties of Claim 32 (if this is not the
case we can replace F by F ′). Let h∗ = (h∗1, h∗2, . . . , h∗d) ∈ [s]d such that no vertex in X ′i,h∗
i
,
for i ∈ [d− 1], is covered by F and no vertex in T ′h∗
d
is covered by F . It follows, that the sets
Xi,h∗
i
, for i ∈ [d− 1], must be covered by F because all vertices in X ′i,h∗
i
are adjacent to all
vertices in Xi,h∗
i
. The vertex sets Xi,h∗
i
, with i ∈ [d− 1], are only adjacent to the sets X ′i,h∗
i
and copies of H; hence the edges of F that cover Xi,h∗
i
have their other endpoint in a copy
of H.
Let Fh∗ = {f ∈ F | ∃i ∈ [d− 1] : f ∩Xi,h∗
i
6= ∅} be the set of edges in F that are incident
with a vertex in Xi,h∗
i
, with i ∈ [d− 1], and let F eh = {f ∈ F | f ∩ V (Heh) 6= ∅} be the set of
edges in F that are incident with a vertex in Heh with h ∈ [s]d. Let Beh(Fh∗) = {b ∈ Beh |
∃f ∈ Fh∗ : b ∈ f} be the set of vertices in Beh that are incident with an edge in Fh∗ . It holds
that F eh , with h ∈ [s]d and e ∈ E(Gh), has at least the size of a minimum edge dominating
set in Heh−Beh(Fh∗) plus the size of Beh(Fh∗), because the edges in F eh that have one endpoint
in Beh(Fh∗) have their other endpoint not in Heh and to dominate all remaining edges in Heh
we need at least eds(Heh−Beh(Fh∗)) many edges. Since no two copies of H are adjacent, this
implies that at least∑
h∈[s]d
|E(Gh)| · eds(H) +
∑
h∈[s]d
∑
e∈E(Gh)
cost(Beh(Fh∗))
edges of F are incident with a copy of H because∑
h∈[s]d
∑
e∈E(Gh)
|F eh | ≥
∑
h∈[s]d
∑
e∈E(Gh)
(eds(H −Beh(Fh∗)) + |Beh(Fh∗)|)
=
∑
h∈[s]d
∑
e∈E(Gh)
(eds(H) + cost(Beh(Fh∗)))
=
∑
h∈[s]d
|E(Gh)| · eds(H) +
∑
h∈[s]d
∑
e∈E(Gh)
cost(Beh(Fh∗)). (2)
Now, we have
∑
h∈[s]d
∑
e∈E(Gh) cost(B
e
h(Fh∗)) edges more in F that are incident with a
copy of H than the lower bound of
∑
h∈[s]d |E(Gh)| · eds(H) edges. These edges belong
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neither to the 2 · (k2) · d · s−12 edges that we need to dominate all edges in the complete
s-partite graph that is a subgraph of every selection gadget nor to the k · n · (k − 1) edges
that we need to dominate one clique gadget. Thus,∑
h∈[s]d
∑
e∈E(Gh)
cost(Beh(Fh∗)) ≤
(
k
2
)
· cost(B).
B Claim 33.∑
h∈[s]d
∑
e∈E(Gh)
cost(Beh(Fh∗)) =
(
k
2
)
· cost(B).
Proof. First, we rewrite the left-hand side as follows:∑
h∈[s]d
∑
e∈E(Gh)
cost(Beh(Fh∗)) =
∑
1≤p<q≤k
∑
h∈[s]d
∑
e∈E(Gh)∩E(Vp,Vq)
cost(Beh(Fh∗)).
We assume for contradiction that∑
1≤p<q≤k
∑
h∈[s]d
∑
e∈E(Gh)∩E(Vp,Vq)
cost(Beh(Fh∗)) <
(
k
2
)
· cost(B).
This implies that there exist 1 ≤ p¯ < q¯ ≤ k such that∑
h∈[s]d
∑
e∈E(Gh)∩E(Vp¯,Vq¯)
cost(Beh(Fh∗)) < cost(B).
We will show that B′ :=
⋃
h∈[s]d
⋃
e∈E(Gh)∩E(Vp¯,Vq¯)B
e
h(Fh∗) contains at least one copy
of every vertex in B \ {bd}. Let i ∈ [d − 1]. Consider vertex xp¯,q¯i,h∗
i
in Xi,h∗
i
, which is
covered by an edge in Fh∗ (by definition of Fh∗) and let f = {xp¯,q¯i,h∗
i
, v} be an edge in Fh∗
that has xp¯,q¯i,h∗
i
as one endpoint. The vertex v must be a vertex in a copy of H because
Xi,h∗
i
is only adjacent to vertices in X ′i,h∗
i
(which are not covered by F ), and adjacent to
copies of H. More precisely, since f is an edge in E(G′), the vertex v must be contained in
{beh,i | h ∈ [s]d, hi = h∗i , e ∈ E(Gh)∩E(Vp¯, Vq¯)} (construction of G′: we add edges {xei,hi , beh,i}
to G′ with h = (h1, h2, . . . , hd) ∈ [s]d and e ∈ E(Gh)). But, every vertex in this set is a copy
of bi and it follows that B′ contains at least one copy of bi. Since, this holds for all i ∈ [d− 1]
it follows that B′ contains at least one copy of each vertex in B \ {bd}.
Let B1, B2, . . . , Bl be the subsets of B that correspond to the nonempty sets in {Beh(Fh∗) |
h ∈ [s]d, e ∈ E(Gh) ∩ E(Vp¯, Vq¯)}. Now, the sets B1, B2, . . . , Bl together with the set {bd}
cover the set B. Since the vertex bd is not extendable in H (Proposition 13 (8)) it holds that
cost({bd}) = 1. Thus, it holds that
∑l
i=1 cost(Bi) + cost({bd}) < cost(B) + 1, because we as-
sumed that
∑l
i=1 cost(Bi) < cost(B) and cost({bd}) = 1; hence
∑l
i=1 cost(Bi)+cost({bd}) ≤
cost(B). Note that every set Bi, with i ∈ [l], must be a proper subset of B; other-
wise cost(B) = cost(Bi) which contradicts the assumption that
∑l
i=1 cost(Bi) < cost(B).
Summarized, the sets B1, B2, . . . , Bl, {bd} ( B cover B and it holds that
∑l
i=1 cost(Bi) +
cost({bd}) ≤ cost(B). This implies that B is not strongly beneficial (see definition), which is
a contradiction and proves the claim. C
So far, we know that F contains d · 2 · (k2) · d · s−12 edges that cover the d different com-
plete s-partite graphs that are subgraphs of the d selection gadgets, and that (at least)∑
h∈[s]d |E(Gh)| ·eds(H) +
(
k
2
)
cost(B) edges are incident with copies of H (Claim 33). Thus,
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the remaining s · k ·n · (k− 1) edges must cover the s clique gadgets. Since this is the number
of edges we need (at least) to dominate the edges between the vertex sets Zj and Z ′j , with
j ∈ [s], in a clique gadget, every remaining edge must either be incident with a vertex of Zj
or with a vertex of Z ′j .
Consider the clique gadget that contains the vertex set Yh∗
d
. Since no vertex in T ′h∗
d
is
covered by F , it holds that every vertex in Th∗
d
must be covered by F (because every vertex in
T ′h∗
d
is adjacent to every vertex in Th∗
d
). Each vertex in Th∗
d
is only adjacent to vertices in T ′h∗
d
and Z ′h∗
d
; thus, every edge in F that is incident with a vertex in Th∗
d
has its other endpoint
in Z ′h∗
d
. Furthermore, for each vertex v ∈ V the entire set Zh∗
d
,v or the entire set Z ′h∗
d
,v is
contained in V (F ) (both is also okay) because G′[Zh∗
d
,v ∪Z ′h∗
d
,v] is a complete bipartite graph
whose partition has the parts Zh∗
d
,v and Z ′h∗
d
,v. Additionally, this implies that the vertex set
Zh∗
d
,v ∪Z ′h∗
d
,v is incident with exactly |Zh∗d,v| = |Z ′h∗d,v| = k− 1 edges of F because |V | = k ·n,
and there are k · n · (k − 1) edges in F that dominate all edges between Zh∗
d
and Z ′h∗
d
.
B Claim 34. There exists an edge dominating set F ′ of size k′ in G′ such that for all vertices
v ∈ V either no vertex in Z ′h∗
d
,v or no vertex in Zh∗d,v is covered by F
′. Furthermore, for each
color class Vi, with i ∈ [k], there exists exactly one vertex vi ∈ Vi such that F ′ covers no
vertex in Zh∗
d
,v.
Proof. Let i ∈ [k] and let vi be a vertex in Vi such that F contains an edge that has one
endpoint in Th∗
d
,i and the other endpoint in Z ′h∗
d
,vi
. Since the set Z ′h∗
d
,vi
∪ Zh∗
d
,vi is only
incident with k− 1 edges of F , and since either Z ′h∗
d
,vi
or Zh∗
d
,vi must be entirely contained in
V (F ) it holds that Z ′h∗
d
,vi
is entirely covered by F , and that every edge of F that is incident
with a vertex in Zh∗
d
,vi has its other endpoint in Z ′h∗
d
,vi
. Furthermore, there exists a vertex in
Zh∗
d
,vi that is not covered by F because the set Z ′h∗
d
,vi
∪ Zh∗
d
,vi is only incident with k − 1
edges of F and at least one of these k − 1 edge has no endpoint in Zh∗
d
,vi . Thus, the entire
neighborhood of Zh∗
d
,vi must be covered by F because all vertices in Zh∗d,vi have the same
neighborhood. Hence, we can delete every edge in F that has one endpoint in Z ′h∗
d
,vi
and add
a maximum matching of the complete bipartite graph G′[Z ′h∗
d
,vi
∪Th∗
d
,i] to F . This maximum
matching has size |Z ′h∗
d
,vi
| = |Th∗
d
,i| and covers all vertices in Z ′h∗
d
,vi
∪ Th∗
d
,i. The resulting
edge set, which we denote by F˜ is still an edge dominating set of size |F | in G′ because the
only vertices that are not covered anymore are contained in Zh∗
d
,vi , but all neighbors are still
covered: The vertices in Z ′h∗
d
,vi
are only adjacent to the vertices in Zh∗
d
,vi and Th∗d,i, and the
vertices in Zh∗
d
,vi are adjacent to vertices in Z ′h∗
d
,vi
and Yh∗
d
. Thus, the only edges that we
replace and that are incident with Zh∗
d
,vi or a neighbor of Zh∗d,vi are incident with Z
′
h∗
d
,vi
and these vertices are still covered by F˜ . It holds that the edge dominating set F˜ covers all
vertices in Z ′h∗
d
,vi
and no vertex in Zh∗
d
,vi .
Now, consider a vertex v ∈ Vi \{vi}. Every vertex in Z ′h∗
d
,v is only adjacent to the vertices
in Th∗
d
,i ∪ Zh∗
d
,v. Since every vertex in Th∗
d
,i is covered by F˜ , we can replace the edges in
F˜ that are incident with a vertex in Zh∗
d
,v. Recall that that either the set vertex Z ′h∗
d
,v or
the vertex set Zh∗
d
,v is entirely covered by F˜ , and that Z ′h∗
d
,v ∪ Zh∗d,v is only incident with
|Z ′h∗
d
,v| = |Zh∗d,v| = k − 1 edges of F˜ . If F˜ covers all vertices in Z ′h∗d,v then we replace every
edge e = {z, z′} ∈ F with z′ ∈ Z ′h∗
d
,v and z ∈ Zh∗d,v by an edge in E(z, Yh∗d). Otherwise, if F˜
covers all vertices in Zh∗
d
,v then we delete the |Z ′h∗
d
,v| = |Zh∗d,v| = k − 1 edges in F that are
incident with a vertex in Z ′h∗
d
,v ∪ Zh∗d,v and add for each vertex z in Zh∗d,v exactly one edge
in E(z, Yh∗
d
) to F˜ . We denote the resulting set by F ′. Note that in both cases the set Zh∗
d
,v
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is not covered by F ′ and the set Z ′h∗
d
,v is covered by F ′. Clearly, F ′ has the same size as F˜
(by construction) and hence as F . The fact that F ′ is still an edge dominating set holds
because the only vertices that are possibly covered by F˜ and not by F ′ are contained in
Z ′h∗
d
,v, but all neighbors of Z ′h∗
d
,v are still contained in V (F ′). We can do this for all i ∈ [k]
and all v ∈ Vi \ {vi} independently; this proves the claim. C
Let F be the edge dominating set that we construct during the proof of Claim 34. Now, for
each i ∈ [k] there exists exactly one vertex v in Vi such that no vertex in Zh∗
d
,v is incident
with an edge in F ; denote this vertex by xi. Let X = {x1, x2, . . . , xk}. We will show that X
is a clique in Gh∗ .
Every vertex in the set Zh∗
d
,xi , with i ∈ [k], is adjacent to all vertices in Z ′h∗
d
,xi
and to all
vertices in {y{xi,v}h∗
d
∈ Yh∗
d
| v ∈ V \ Vi}; thus both sets must be covered by F . The second set
contains (k − 1) · n vertices, one vertex for every vertex in V \ Vi. All vertices y{xi,xj}hd , with
j ∈ [k] and j 6= i, can only be covered by edges in F that have one endpoint in a copy of H
because these vertices are only adjacent to copies of H, and adjacent to the set Zh∗
d
,xi∪Zh∗d,xj ,
which is not incident with an edge in F . Let Y = {y{xi,xj}h∗
d
∈ Yh∗
d
| 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k} be the set
of vertices in Yh∗
d
that must be covered by F via edges that have one endpoint in a copy of
H. This set has size
(
k
2
)
.
Recall that F eh is the set of edges in F that are incident with a vertex in Heh. The sets
F eh are pairwise disjoint because no two copies of H are adjacent. Let Beh(F ) = {b ∈ Beh |
∃f ∈ F : b ∈ f and f * V (Heh)} be the set of vertices in Beh that are an endpoint of an
edge f in F whose other endpoint is not a vertex in a copy of H; thus, by construction,
this other endpoint is contained in a set Xi,j or a set Yj , with i ∈ [d− 1] and j ∈ [s]. Note
that Beh(Fh∗) ⊆ Beh(F ) because Beh(Fh∗) contains all edges that have one endpoint in Heh
(or more precisely Beh) and the other endpoint in a set Xi,h∗i ,with i ∈ [d − 1], whereas,
Beh(Fh) contains all edges that have one endpoint in Heh (or more precisely Beh) and the other
endpoint in X ′. As before, the edge set F eh , with h ∈ [s]d and e ∈ E(Gh), has at least the
size of a minimum edge dominating set in Heh −Beh(F ) plus the size of Beh(F ) because F eh
contains the |Beh(F )| edges between the vertices in Beh(F ) and a vertex that is not in V (Heh),
and because F eh must also dominate all remaining edges in Heh −Beh(F ); thus,∑
h∈[s]d
∑
e∈E(Gh)
|F eh | ≥
∑
h∈[s]d
∑
e∈E(Gh)
(eds(Heh −Beh(F )) + |Beh(F )|)
=
∑
h∈[s]d
∑
e∈E(Gh)
(eds(H) + cost(Beh(F ))) . (3)
Since every edge in a set F eh , for h ∈ [s]d and e ∈ E(Gh), is incident with a vertex in Heh (and
therefore neither incident with a vertex in Zj ∪ Z ′j , for j ∈ [s], nor incident with a vertex in
a selection gadget) we know that
∑
h∈[s]d
∑
e∈E(Gh)
|F eh | ≤
∑
h∈[s]d
|E(Gh)| · eds(H) +
(
k
2
)
· cost(B).
It follows from Claim 33 together with inequality (2) that
∑
h∈[s]d
∑
e∈E(Gh)
|F eh | ≥
∑
h∈[s]d
|E(Gh)| · eds(H) +
(
k
2
)
· cost(B).
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Combining the two last inequalities we obtain that∑
h∈[s]d
∑
e∈E(Gh)
|F eh | =
∑
h∈[s]d
|E(Gh)| · eds(H) +
(
k
2
)
· cost(B).
Summarized, this implies:∑
h∈[s]d
|E(Gh)| · eds(H) +
(
k
2
)
· cost(B)
(4)=
∑
h∈[s]d
∑
e∈E(Gh)
|F eh |
(3)
≥
∑
h∈[s]d
∑
e∈E(Gh)
(eds(H) + cost(Beh(F )))
=
∑
h∈[s]d
|E(Gh)| · eds(H) +
∑
h∈[s]d
∑
e∈E(Gh)
cost(Beh(F ))
≥
∑
h∈[s]d
|E(Gh)| · eds(H) +
∑
h∈[s]d
∑
e∈E(Gh)
cost(Beh(Fh∗))
Claim33=
∑
h∈[s]d
|E(Gh)| · eds(H) +
(
k
2
)
· cost(B)
The last inequality holds because Beh(Fh∗) ⊆ Beh(F ), which implies that cost(Beh(Fh∗)) ≤
cost(Beh(F )) (Proposition 13 (5)). It follows that all terms are equal and, hence,∑
1≤p<q≤k
∑
h∈[s]d
∑
e∈E(Gh)∩E(Vp,Vq)
cost(Beh(F )) =
∑
h∈[s]d
∑
e∈E(Gh)
cost(Beh(Fh∗)) =
(
k
2
)
·cost(B).
This implies that either for all 1 ≤ p < q ≤ k it holds that∑
h∈[s]d
∑
e∈E(Gh)∩E(Vp,Vq)
cost(Beh(F )) = cost(B),
or that there exist 1 ≤ p¯ < q¯ ≤ k such that∑
h∈[s]d
∑
e∈E(Gh)∩E(Vp¯,Vq¯)
cost(Beh(F )) < cost(B).
We will show that for all 1 ≤ p < q ≤ k it holds that∑
h∈[s]d
∑
e∈E(Gh)∩E(Vp,Vq)
cost(Beh(F )) = cost(B), (4)
and that Beh(F ) = Beh if and only if h = h∗ and e has both endpoints in X = {x1, x2, . . . , xk}.
First, as in the proof of Theorem 15 we will show that we always have equality, hence
that (4) holds. Let 1 ≤ p¯ < q¯ ≤ k. We showed in the proof of Claim 33 that B′ :=⋃
h∈[s]d
⋃
e∈E(Gh)∩E(Vp¯,Vq¯)B
e
h(Fh∗) contains at least one copy of every vertex in B \ {bd}.
Thus, B′′ :=
⋃
h∈[s]d
⋃
e∈E(Gh)∩E(Vp¯,Vq¯)B
e
h(F ) contains at least one copy of every vertex in
B \ {bd}, because Beh(Fh∗) ⊆ Beh(F ). Furthermore, B′′ also contains a copy of bd, because
vertex y{xp¯,xq¯}h∗
d
must be covered by an edge f in F that has its other endpoint in a copy of
H. By construction, the vertices in a copy of H that are adjacent to vertex y{xp¯,xq¯}h∗
d
are the
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vertices b{xp¯,xq¯}h,d with h ∈ [s]d s.t. hd = h∗d, and {xp¯, xq¯} ∈ E(Gh) ∩ E(Vp¯, Vq¯); this implies
that B′′ contains a copy of bd.
Now, let B1, B2, . . . , Bl be the subsets of B that correspond to nonempty sets in {Beh(F ) |
h ∈ [s]d, e ∈ E(Gh) ∩ E(Vp¯, Vq¯)}. Note that every set Bi is either a proper subset of B or
l = 1: If there exists a set, say w.l.o.g. B1, such that B1 = B then cost(B1) = cost(B).
Since no vertex in B is extendable (Proposition 13 (8)) it holds that cost(Bi) ≥ 1 for all
i ∈ [l]. Now, if l > 1 and B1 = B then
∑l
i=1 cost(Bi) ≥ cost(B) + (l − 1) > cost(B), which
contradicts the assumption. Thus, we have either l = 1 and B1 = B (since B1 covers B)
or that the sets B1, B2, . . . , Bl ( B cover B. Since B is strongly beneficial, and the sets
B1, B2, . . . , Bl cover B, it must hold that
∑l
i=1 cost(Bi) > cost(B) or that l = 1. Therefore,∑l
i=1 cost(Bi) > cost(B) if l > 1 and
∑l
i=1 cost(Bi) = cost(B) if l = 1, but, this must
hold for all 1 ≤ p < p ≤ k. Hence, we must always have the latter case where l = 1, and
there exist no 1 ≤ p¯ < q¯ ≤ k such that ∑h∈[s]d∑e∈E(Gh)∩E(Vp¯,Vq¯) cost(Beh(F )) < cost(B).
Thus, it holds for all 1 ≤ p < q ≤ k that there exists an index hˆ ∈ [s]d and an edge
eˆ ∈ E(Ghˆ)∩E(Vp, Vq) such that Beˆhˆ(F ) = Beˆhˆ; such a set exists, because B′′ contains at least
one copy of each vertex in B and l = 1. Furthermore, all other sets Beh(F ), with h ∈ [s]d,
e ∈ E(Gh)∩E(Vp, Vq), and h 6= hˆ or e 6= eˆ, are empty since l = 1. We will show that hˆ = h∗
and that eˆ = {xp, xq}:
Consider vertex xp,qi,h∗
i
, with i ∈ [d − 1], which is contained in Xi,h∗
i
. This vertex must
be covered by an edge f in F and the other endpoint of this edge f must be contained in
{beh,i | h ∈ [s]d, hi = h∗i , e ∈ E(Gh)∩E(Vp, Vq)} (see proof of Claim 33). This vertex must also
be contained in Beˆ
hˆ
because all other sets Beh(F ) with e ∈ E(Vp, Vq) are empty; thus hˆi = h∗i .
This holds for all i ∈ [d − 1] which implies that (hˆ1, hˆ2, . . . , hˆd−1) = (h1, h2, . . . , hd−1).
Furthermore, vertex y{xp,xq}h∗
d
must be covered by an edge f in F whose other endpoint is
contained in {b{xp,xq}h,d | h ∈ [s]d, hd = h∗d, {xp, xq} ∈ E(Gh) ∩ E(Vp, Vq)}. For the same
reasons, this vertex must be contained in Beˆ
hˆ
. The only vertex in {b{xp,xq}h,d | h ∈ [s]d, hd =
h∗d, {xp, xq} ∈ E(Gh) ∩ E(Vp, Vq)} that is also contained in Beˆhˆ is vertex b
{xp,xq}
h∗,d . Thus,
hˆd = h∗d, eˆ = {xp, xq}, and {y{xp,xq}h∗
d
, b
{xp,xq}
h∗,d } is an edge in G′. Summarized, we showed
that Beh(F ) = Beh if and only if h = h∗ and e ∈ E(X,X), and that all other sets Beh(F ) are
empty.
We will show that the vertex set X = {x1, x2, . . . , xk} is a clique in Gh∗ . Recall that the
vertex xi is contained in Vi, thus every vertex of X is contained in a different color class.
Consider two vertices xp, xq with 1 ≤ p < q ≤ k. We have to show that {xp, xq} is an edge
in E(Gh∗). Since vertex y{xp,xq}h∗
d
is adjacent to vertex b{xp,xq}h∗,d it holds that {xp, xq} is an
edge in Gh∗ , which proves that X is a clique in Gh∗ . J
Concluding the section, we observe a simple quadratic lower bound for the size of kernels
for edge dominating set parameterized by the size of a modulator to H-component graphs
that holds for all sets H.
I Lemma 35. The edge dominating set problem has no kernelization to size O(n2−ε)
where n is the number of vertices, for any ε > 0, unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly. Therefore, for any
set H of (connected) graphs, the edge dominating set problem parameterized by the size
of a modulator to H-component graphs admits no kernelization to size O(|X|2−ε), for any
ε > 0, unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly.
Proof. It is known that vertex cover admits no kernelization to size O(n2−ε), for any
ε > 0, unless NP ⊆ coNP/poly [8]. By a straightforward reduction to an EDS instance (G′, k)
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with n′ = O(n) vertices the same is true for EDS. This in turn yields an equivalent instance
(G′, k,X ′) with a trivial modulator X ′ = V (G′) such that G′ −X ′ is the empty graph; since
this is a feasible instance for the edge dominating set problem parameterized by the size
of a modulator to H-component graphs for all sets H and since |X ′| = n′ = O(n), the lemma
follows.
The lower bound of O(n2−ε) for EDS is not surprising (and may well be known), as the
same is known for a number of similar graph problems (like vertex cover). Thus, we only
sketch a simple reduction (which surely has been rediscovered several times already).
Let (G, k) be an instance of vertex cover with G = (V,E) and, w.l.o.g., k ≤ |V |.
Construct a graph G′, starting from a copy of G by adding 2k vertices u1, . . . , uk, u′1, . . . , u′k
and adding the edges {u1, u′1}, . . . , {uk, u′k}. Finally, make each vertex ui adjacent to all
vertices in the copy of V in G′. Return the instance (G′, k). Clearly, G′ has n+ 2k = O(n)
vertices and the construction can be done in polynomial time.
It is easy to see that (G, k) is yes for vertex cover if and only if (G′, k) is yes for edge
dominating set: If (G, k) is yes for VC then we can pick a vertex cover S = {v1, . . . , vk} of
size exactly k. Clearly, F = {{v1, u1}, . . . , {vk, uk}} is an edge dominating set of size k for G′;
all additional edges in comparison to G have an endpoint in {u1, . . . , uk}. For the converse,
assume that (G′, k) is yes and let F be an edge dominating set of size k. Let S contain all
vertices of V in G′ that are endpoints of F . Observe that, because F needs to contain at
least one vertex per edge {u1, u′1}, . . . , {uk, u′k}, which are disjoint from V , and because it
has at most 2k endpoints, the set S has size at most k. Clearly, the set S alone covers all
edges of G′[V ] ∼= G, so (G, k) is yes for vertex cover. This completes the proof. J
5 EDS parameterized above half a maximum matching
A natural lower bound for the size of a minimum edge dominating set is 12MM , where MM
denotes the size of a maximum matching. We show that edge dominating set is NP-hard
even for the special case where the input graph has a perfect matching and we need to
determine whether there is an edge dominating set of at most half the size of that matching.
This implies that edge dominating set parameterized by l = k − 12MM , where k is the
solution size, is para-NP-hard.
I Theorem 36. edge dominating set parameterized by k − 12MM is para-NP-hard.
Proof. To prove the theorem we show that it is NP-hard to decide whether a given graph
that has a perfect matching has an edge dominating set of size equal to half the size of this
matching. We will show that this problem is NP-hard by giving a reduction from 3-SAT
(which is known to be NP-complete [5]). Let (X, C) be an instance of 3-SAT with n variables
and m clauses. We construct a graph G as follows:
For each variable x ∈ X we construct a variable gadget (see Figure 6a) consisting of four
vertices x, x¯, c, d, where the vertices x, x¯, c form a clique and the vertex d is only adjacent to
vertex c. (Here x and x¯ are the literals of variable x.) For every clause C = {λ1, λ2, λ3} ∈ C
we construct a clause gadget (see Figure 6b) consisting of eight vertices a1, a2, a3, b1, b2, b3, s,
and t. The vertices a1, a2, and a3 form a clique, each vertex ai, with i = 1, 2, 3, is also adjacent
to bi, and vertex t is adjacent to b1, b2, b3, and s. For every clause C = {λ1, λ2, λ3} ∈ C we
make vertex λi (which is contained in a variable gadget) for i ∈ {1, 2, 3} adjacent to vertex
ai in the clause gadget C.
It is easy to verify that G has a perfect matching, e.g. the edges {x, x¯}, {c, d} in every
variable gadget together with the edges {ai, bi} for i = 1, 2, 3, and the edge {s, t} in every
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x x¯
c
d
(a) Gadget for a variable x ∈ X
a1 a2
a3
b1 b2
b3
t
s
(b) Gadget for a clause C = {λ1, λ2, λ3} ∈ C
Figure 6 The wavy edges are the edges that are contained in the perfect matching M .
clause gadget are a perfect matching in G. (In Figure 6 the matching edges are the wavy
edges.) We denote this maximum matching by M . Note that the matching M has size
2n+ 4m; two edges in every variable gadget and four edges in every clause gadget.
We will show that G has an edge dominating set of size n+ 2m if and only if the 3-SAT
instance has a satisfying assignment. There cannot be an edge dominating set of smaller size,
because every edge dominating set has at least half the size of any (maximum) matching.
Suppose first that the 3-SAT instance (X, C) has a satisfying assignment s : X →
{true, false}. We construct an edge dominating set F of G by selecting edge {x, c} in
the variable gadget for x ∈ X to F if x is set to true and by selecting edge {x¯, c} in the
variable gadget x ∈ X to F if x is set to false. For every clause C = {λ1, λ2, λ3} we choose
one true literal, w.l.o.g. say λ1 is true and we add the edges {t, b1} and {a2, a3} to F . The
set F has exactly n+ 2m. We have to show that F is an edge dominating set.
Assume for contradiction that there exists an edge e in G that is not dominated by F .
By construction of F , this edge cannot be in a clause or a variable gadget. Hence, this
edge must have one endpoint in a clause gadget and one endpoint in a variable gadget.
Let C = {λ1, λ2, λ2} be the clause that corresponds to the clause gadget that contains one
endpoint of e. By construction of G and F , the endpoint of e is exactly the vertex ai that is
not contained in V (F ). This implies that literal λi is true. Since λi is the only neighbor of
ai outside the clause gadget, λi is the other endpoint of e. But λi is contained in V (F ) (by
construction), hence e is dominated.
Now, suppose G has an edge dominating set F of size n+ 2m. Since the matching M has
twice the size of the edge dominating set F , it must hold that every edge in F dominates
two matching edges and different edges in F dominate different matching edges; otherwise
there would be an edge that is not dominated by F . The matching edge {c, d} in a variable
gadget for variable x ∈ X has as neighbors only the vertices x and x¯, therefore either edge
{c, x} or edge {c, x¯} is contained in the edge dominating set F .
To satisfy the instance (X, C) of 3-SAT let x be set to true if {x, c} ∈ F and x be set
to false if {x¯, c} ∈ F . Exactly one of these edges is contained in F (see above). To show
that this is a satisfying assignment consider an arbitrary clause C = {λ1, λ2, λ3} ∈ C and
the clause gadget for clause C.
The matching edge {s, t} in the clause gadget for clause C has as neighbors only the
vertices b1, b2, and b3, hence exactly one of the edges {t, b1}, {t, b2}, {t, b3} is contained in F .
Assume w.l.o.g. that {t, b1} ∈ F , which dominates the matching edge {a1, b1}. Thus, no other
edge of F can also dominate this edge {a1, b1} and, hence, a1 /∈ V (F ). Now, however, the
edge {a1, λ1} is only dominated by F if λ1 ∈ V (F ), which holds only if {c, λ1} is contained
in F . By construction of our assignment in the previous paragraph, this implies that λ1 is
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true and that clause C is satisfied. This completes the proof. J
The graph we construct in the proof of Theorem 36 is also a Kőnig graph, i.e., it has
minimum vertex cover size equal to maximum matching size. This implies that edge
dominating set for Kőnig graphs is also NP-hard (even if k = 12MM).
6 Proof of Proposition 13
Let H = (V,E) be a connected graph, letW = W (H) be the set of free vertices, let Q = Q(H)
be the set of extendable vertices, and let U = U(H) be the set of uncovered vertices.
I Lemma 37 (Proposition 13 (1)). The set W is well defined
Proof. To show that the maximum free set is unique, we show that the union of two free
sets is free. This implies that W is the union of all free sets in H. Let Y1, Y2 ⊆ Q be free
sets in H, and let Y = Y1 ∪ Y2. Since Y1 and Y2 are free, it hold that for all y ∈ Y and
for all minimum edge dominating set F in H there exists a minimum edge dominating set
F ′ in H − y (of size |F | − 1) with either V (F ) ⊆ V (F ′) \ Y1 ⊆ V (F ′) \ Y (if y ∈ Y1) or
V (F ) ⊆ V (F ′) \ Y2 ⊆ V (F ′) \ Y (if y ∈ Y2); thus Y is free. J
I Lemma 38 (Proposition 13 (2)). The set U is an independent set and no vertex in Q is
adjacent to a vertex in U ; hence NH(U) ∩ (Q ∩ U) = ∅.
Proof. If there was an edge {u, u′} with u, u′ ∈ U then no feasible edge dominating set
could avoid being incident with either vertex. If u ∈ U had a neighbor q ∈ Q then
eds(H − q) + 1 = eds(H) but then combining a minimum solution for H − q and adding
edge {u, q} would be a minimum solution for H and be incident with u; a contradiction. J
I Lemma 39 (Proposition 13 (3)). If v ∈ NH(U) is a vertex that is adjacent to a vertex in
U , then v is contained in every minimum edge dominating set of H
Proof. Vertices in U are never endpoints of edges in minimum solutions. Thus, to dominate
the incident edges all their neighbors must be endpoints of solution edges. J
I Lemma 40 (Proposition 13 (4)). It holds for all vertices v ∈ V that eds(H) − 1 ≤
eds(H − v) ≤ eds(H).
Proof. Let Fv be an edge dominating set of H − v and let u ∈ V such that {u, v} ∈ E.
Clearly, Fv ∪{{u, v}} is an edge dominating set of H; hence eds(H)−1 ≤ |Fv| = eds(H−v).
Now, let F be a minimum edge dominating set of H. If v is not incident with an edge in
F then F is also an edge dominating set in H; hence eds(H − v) ≤ |F | = eds(H). If v is
incident with an edge f = {v, u} in F then replace f either by an edge in δH(v) \ {f} or
delete f when δH(v) \ {f} is empty; hence eds(H − v) ≤ |F | = eds(H). J
I Lemma 41 (Proposition 13 (5)). Let Y ⊆ V . It holds for all subsets X ⊆ Y that
eds(H −X)− |Y \X| ≤ eds(H − Y ) ≤ eds(H −X), and that cost(X) ≤ cost(Y ).
Proof. It follows from (4) that eds(H −X)− |Y \X| ≤ eds(H − Y ) ≤ eds(H −X): Let
Y = {y1, y2, . . . , yp} and let X = {y1, y2, . . . , yq} with q ≤ p. It holds that eds(H − Y ) ≤
eds(H−(Y \{yp})) ≤ eds(H−(Y \{yp−1, yp})) ≤ . . . ≤ eds(H−X). Furthermore, eds(H−
Y ) ≥ eds(H− (Y \{yp}))−1 ≥ eds(H− (Y \{yp−1, yp}))−2 ≥ . . . ≥ eds(H−X)−|Y \X|.
Now, cost(Y ) = eds(H − Y ) + |Y | − eds(H) ≥ eds(H −X) − |Y \X| + |Y | − eds(H) =
eds(H −X) + |X| − eds(H) = cost(X). J
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I Lemma 42 (Proposition 13 (6)). Let F be a minimum edge dominating set in H. There
exists a minimum edge dominating set F ′ in H with (V (F ) ∪NH(W )) \W ⊆ V (F ′).
Proof. Let F be an arbitrary minimum edge dominating set in H, and let F ′ be a minimum
edge dominating set in H with V (F ) \W ⊆ V (F ′) and |V (F ′) ∩NH(W )| maximal (under
the minimum edge dominating sets that fulfill V (F ) \W ⊆ V (F ′)). Assume for contradiction
that V (F ′) ∩NH(W ) 6= NH(W ). Let v ∈ NH(W ) \ V (F ′) be a vertex in the neighborhood
of W that is not incident with an edge in F ′, and let w ∈ NH(v) ∩W be a free vertex that
is adjacent to v. Since vertex w is free, there exists a minimum edge dominating set F˜ in
H − w (of size |F ′| − 1) with V (F ′) \W ⊆ V (F˜ ). Now, we can add the edge {v, w} to the
minimum edge dominating set F˜ to obtain a minimum edge dominating set Fˆ = F˜ ∪{{v, w}}
of H. It holds that V (F ) \W ⊆ V (F ′) \W ⊆ V (F˜ ) \W ⊆ V (Fˆ ) \W . Furthermore, the set
V (F ′) ∩NH(W ) is a proper subset of V (Fˆ ) ∩NH(W ), because V (Fˆ ) contains all vertices in
V (F ′) \W and the vertex v /∈W that is not contained in V (F ′). This contradicts the choice
of F ′ and proves the statement. J
I Lemma 43 (Proposition 13 (7)). Every set that consists of one vertex v ∈ Q\W is strongly
beneficial. Furthermore, these are the only beneficial sets of size one.
Proof. Let v ∈ Q \W be a vertex that is extendable and not free, and let B = {v}. We
show that B is strongly beneficial. Since eds(H − v) + 1 = eds(H), and since for every set
B˜ ( B it holds that eds(H − B˜) = eds(H) it holds that B is beneficial. (B˜ = ∅ is the only
proper subset of B.) Assume for contradiction that B is not strongly beneficial. This would
imply that there exists a cover B1, B2, . . . , Bh ( B, but the only proper subset of B = {v}
is the empty set. Thus, B is strongly beneficial.
Assume there exists a beneficial set B = {v} with v /∈ Q \W . Note that beneficial
sets are disjoint from W (definition), thus v ∈ V \ Q. Since B is beneficial it holds that
eds(H − B) < eds(H). Together with Proposition 13 (4) it follows that eds(H − B) =
eds(H)− 1; thus v ∈ Q which is a contradiction. J
I Lemma 44 (Proposition 13 (8)). If B is a strongly beneficial set of size at least two then
B contains no extendable vertex; hence B ∩Q = ∅.
Proof. If there would exists a vertex v ∈ B that is extendable, but not free, then cost({v}) =
eds(H − v) + |{v}| − eds(H) = 0. Furthermore, it follows from Proposition 13 (5) that
cost(B \ {v}) ≤ cost(B). Now, {v}, B \ {v} ( B is a cover of B and it holds that cost({v}) +
cost(B \ {v}) ≤ 0 + cost(B) = cost(B). This implies that B is not strongly beneficial which
is a contradiction. J
I Lemma 45 (Proposition 13 (9)). If there exists a set Y ⊆ V \W with eds(H−Y ) < eds(H),
then there exists a beneficial set B ⊆ Y with eds(H −B) = eds(H − Y ).
Proof. If Y is beneficial then B = Y is a beneficial set with eds(H − Y ) = eds(H − B).
Thus, assume that Y is not beneficial. Hence, there exists a set Y ′ ( Y with eds(H − Y ) ≥
eds(H−Y ′) (definition of beneficial). Pick B ( Y minimal with eds(H−B) ≤ eds(H−Y ).
This implies that B is beneficial: Otherwise there would exists a set Y ′ ( B with eds(H −
Y ′) ≤ eds(H −B) which contradicts the choice of B. J
I Lemma 46 (Proposition 13 (10)). If there exists a set Y ⊆ V \W with eds(H−Y ) < eds(H),
then there exists a beneficial set B ⊆ Y with eds(H −B) + 1 = eds(H). Furthermore, B is
strongly beneficial.
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Proof. Let B ⊆ Y be minimal such that eds(H −B) < eds(H). Thus, for every Z ( B it
holds eds(H −Z) = eds(H). First, we proof that B is beneficial. If B is not beneficial, then
there exists a set B˜ ( B such that eds(H −B) ≥ eds(H − B˜). This contradicts the choice
of B, because B˜ ( B and eds(H − B˜) < eds(H); hence B is beneficial.
Next, we show that eds(H − B) + 1 = eds(H). Let b ∈ B and B′ = B \ {b}. It
holds that eds(H − B′) = eds(H) (choice of B). It follows from Proposition 13 (4) that
eds(H)− 1 = eds(H −B′)− 1 ≤ eds(H −B′− b) = eds(H −B) ≤ eds(H −B′) = eds(H).
Since eds(H −B) < eds(H) it follows that eds(H −B) + 1 = eds(H).
Finally, we show that B is strongly beneficial. If B has size one, then B = {v} with
v ∈ Q \W , and it follows that B is strongly beneficial Proposition 13 (7). Now, assume for
contradiction that B is not strongly beneficial. Hence, there exists a cover B1, B2, . . . , Bh ( B
of B with cost(B) ≥∑hi=1 cost(Bi). It holds that cost(B) = eds(H −B) + |B| − eds(H) =
|B| − 1 (because eds(H − B) + 1 = eds(H)), and it always holds that cost(Bi) ≤ |Bi|
(definition of cost). This implies that there exists at least one i∗ ∈ [h] with cost(Bi∗) < |Bi∗ |:
otherwise
|B| − 1 = cost(B) ≥
h∑
i=1
cost(Bi) =
h∑
i=1
|Bi| ≥ |B|.
Now, |B| − cost(B) = 1 ≤ |Bi∗ | − cost(Bi∗). This is a contradiction to B beneficial, because
Bi∗ ( B is a proper subset of B and it holds that |B| − cost(B) ≤ |Bi∗ | − cost(Bi∗). Thus,
B is strongly beneficial. J
I Lemma 47 (Proposition 13 (11)). If H has a beneficial set B, then H has also a strongly
beneficial set B′ ⊆ B.
Proof. This follows from Proposition 13 (10). J
I Lemma 48 (Proposition 13 (12)). Let F be a minimum edge dominating set in H. If
e = {x, y} is an edge in F with x, y /∈ Q, then {x, y} is a strongly beneficial set.
Proof. Let F be a minimum edge dominating set in H and let {x, y} be an edge in F with
x, y /∈ Q. First, we show that B = {x, y} is beneficial. It holds that eds(H −B) < eds(H),
because F ′ = F \ {{x, y}} is an edge dominating set in H −B: F ′ covers all edges that are
not incident with x and y, and these vertices are not contained in H −B. It follows from
Proposition 13 (10) that there exists a strongly beneficial set B′ ⊆ B with eds(H−B′) + 1 =
eds(H). The sets ∅, {x} and {y} are not beneficial, because the empty set is not beneficial,
and neither x nor y is extendable; hence eds(H − x) = eds(H − y) = eds(H). Note that
the only beneficial sets of size consists of one vertex in Q \W (Proposition 13 (7)). Thus, B
must be strongly beneficial. J
I Lemma 49 (Proposition 13 (13)). Let B be a beneficial set. B is strongly beneficial
if and only if for every non-trivial partition B1, B2, . . . , Bh of B it holds that cost(B) <∑h
i=1 cost(Bi).
Proof. (⇒:) This follows directly from the definition of strongly beneficial set, because every
non-trivial partition B1, B2, . . . , Bh of B is also a cover of B with B1, B2, . . . , Bh ( B.
(⇐:) Assume that B is not strongly beneficial. Thus, there exists a cover B1, B2, . . . , Bh (
B of B with cost(B) ≥∑hi=1 cost(Bi). We construct a non-trivial partition of B as follows:
Let B′1 = B1 and let B′i = Bi \
(⋃i−1
j=1Bj
)
for all 2 ≤ i ≤ h. It holds that no set B′i is the set
B because B′i ⊆ Bi ( B. Furthermore, the union of all sets B′i, with i ∈ [h], is still B, and the
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intersection of two sets Bi and Bj with i 6= j is empty (by construction). Thus, all nonempty
set B′i are a non-trivial partition of B. Additionally, it follows from Proposition 13 (5) that
cost(B′i) ≤ cost(Bi) which implies that cost(B) ≥
∑h
i=1 cost(Bi) ≥
∑h
i=1 cost(B′i). Hence,
there exists a non-trivial partition B′′1 , B′′2 , . . . , B′′q of B with cost(B) ≥
∑q
i=1 cost(B′′i ). This
concludes the proof. J
I Lemma 50 (Proposition 13 (14)). Let Y ⊆ V \W . There exists a partition B1, B2, . . . , Bh
of Y where Bi is either strongly beneficial or where Bi has cost(Bi) = |Bi|, for all i ∈ [h],
such that cost(Y ) ≥∑hi=1 cost(Bi). (Note that we also allow trivial partitions.)
Proof. Assume that the statement does not hold and let Y ⊆ V \W be a minimal set that
does not fulfill the properties of the lemma. Hence, Y is neither strongly beneficial nor has
cost(Y ) = |Y |, because in both cases the trivial partition Y would fulfill the properties of
the lemma.
First, assume that Y is not beneficial. Thus, there exists a set Y ′ ( Y beneficial with
eds(H − Y ) = eds(H − Y ′) Proposition 13 (9). Since Y ′ ( Y is a proper subset of Y and
Y is a minimal set that does not fulfill the properties of the lemma, there exists a partition
B′1, B
′
2 . . . , B
′
p of Y ′ where B′i is either strongly beneficial or has cost(B′i) = |Bi| for all i ∈ [p]
such that cost(Y ′) ≥∑pi=1 cost(B′i). Furthermore, the set Y ′′ = Y \ Y ′ is a proper subset of
Y , because Y ′ is not the empty set (if Y ′ is the empty set then Y ′ is not beneficial). Thus,
there exists a partition B′′1 , B′′2 , . . . , B′′q of Y ′′ where B′′i is either strongly beneficial or has
cost(B′′i ) = |B′′i | for all i ∈ [q] such that cost(Y ′′) ≥
∑q
i=1 cost(B′′i ).
Now, B1 = B′1, B2 = B′2, . . . , Bp = B′p, Bp+1 = B′′1 , Bp+2 = B′′2 , . . . , Bp+q = B′′q is a
partition of Y , because B′1, B′2 . . . , B′p is a partition of Y ′, B′′1 , B′′2 , . . . , B′′q is a partition of
Y ′′, and Y ′, Y ′′ is a partition of Y . Additionally, every set Bi, with i ∈ [p + q], is either
strongly beneficial or has cost(Bi) = |Bi| (by choice of Bi). To show that Y also fulfills the
properties of the lemma it remains to show that cost(Y ) ≥∑p+qi=1 cost(Bi). It holds that
cost(Y ) = eds(H − Y ) + |Y | − eds(H)
= eds(H − Y ′) + |Y ′|+ |Y ′′| − eds(H) // bc. choice of Y ′ and Y = Y ′∪˙Y ′′
≥ cost(Y ′) + cost(Y ′′) // bc. definition of cost
≥
p∑
i=1
cost(B′i) +
q∑
i=1
cost(B′′i ) =
p+q∑
i=1
cost(Bi)
This implies that Y fulfills the properties of the lemma, which is a contradiction.
Thus, assume that Y is beneficial (but not strongly beneficial). Hence, there exists a
non-trivial partition B1, B2, . . . , Bh of Y with cost(Y ) ≥
∑h
i=1 cost(Bi) Proposition 13 (13).
Every Bi, with i ∈ [h], is a proper subset of Y , because B1, B2, . . . , Bh is a non-trivial
partition of Y . Since Y is a minimal set that does not fulfill the properties of the lemma,
there exists, for all i ∈ [h], a partition Bi,1, Bi,2, . . . , Bi,pi of Bi where Bi,j is either strongly
beneficial or has cost(Bi,j) = |Bi,j |, for all j ∈ [pi], such that cost(Bi) ≥
∑pi
j=1 cost(Bi,j). By
construction, the sets B1,1, B1,2, . . . , B1,p1 , B2,1, . . . , Bh,ph are a partition of Y where every
Bi,j is either strongly beneficial or has cost(Bi,j) = |Bi,j |, for all i ∈ [h] and all j ∈ [pi].
Furthermore, cost(Y ) ≥∑hi=1 cost(Bi) ≥∑hi=1∑pij=1 cost(Bi,j). Thus, the set Y fulfills the
properties of the lemma, which is a contradiction and concludes the proof. J
7 Conclusion
As our main result, we have given a complete classification for edge dominating set
parameterized by the size of a modulator to H-component graphs for all finite sets H. An
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obvious follow-up question is to extend this result to infinite sets H. Our lower bounds of
course continue to work in this setting, and the upper bounds still permit us to reduce the
number of connected components (under the same conditions as before, e.g., that relevant
beneficial sets have bounded size). However, for infinite H, polynomial kernels also require
us to shrink connected components of G−X, and to derive general rules for this. Moreover,
even determining beneficial sets etc. for graphs H ∈ H could no longer be dismissed as being
constant time. It is conceivable that such a classification is doable whenever graphs in H
have bounded treewidth, as this simplifies the required additional steps. Since most known
tractable graph classes for edge dominating set have bounded treewidth (and tractability
for G−X is required, or else NP-hardness for |X| = 0 rules out kernels and fixed-parameter
tractability), this seems like a reasonable goal. Apart from this, it would be nice to close the
gap between size O(|X|d+1 log |X|) and the lower bound of O(|X|d−ε), where improvements
to the upper bound seem more likely.
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